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In this dissertation, I address mathematical problems arising from the field of theoretical neuroscience that share a common theme: temporally driven neural networks
treated as perturbed, coupled nonlinear dynamical systems. Guided by this theme, I
present projects falling in two main categories.
The first relates to synchrony, or lack thereof, in neural populations receiving a
common input. This is intimately linked to studies of neural pathologies such as
Parkinson’s disease and their treatments via neuroprosthetics. Here, synchronous
dynamics within certain neural nuclei disrupt normal brain functions and electrical
stimulation can restore them. How do these networks synchronize? How can we
break this synchrony with (global) input stimulation? I use a variety of tools such as
geometric perturbation theory, discrete dynamical systems and numerical simulations
to approach these questions.
The second set of projects is motivated by neural coding, or the ability of neural
networks to encode information from a stimulus that drives their dynamics. Encoding
of a signal by a dynamical system strongly depends on its reliability: the ability of a
system to reproduce similar output, given the same stimulus, on many trials where
initial conditions change. Many large networks such as the ones found in cortex are

believed to be chaotic and hence highly sensitive to small changes in initial state. How
does such chaos influence the reliability of spikes in large driven networks? What are
the implications of the resulting unreliability on the neural coding of stimuli? I use
mathematical techniques from random dynamical systems and information theory,
along with large-scale numerical simulations, to address these questions for large
networks of spiking neurons.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In 1952, Hodgkin and Huxley successfully derived a biophysically-based mathematical model of the giant squid axon [52]. Since then, it has become clear that the
marriage of mathematics and physiology presents a powerful approach to understand
the inner workings of the most complex organ found in nature: the brain. In a functional context, mathematical techniques are particularly well suited to address the
central question: How do networks of neurons –the building blocks of the brain– dynamically interact, with each other and with the outside world, to ensure the survival,
well being, and functioning of an animal?
In the past few decades, much effort has been invested in understanding how
individual neurons and the synaptic connections between them operate (e.g. [34, 59]).
Key electrophysiological mechanisms, such as the action potential or spike –a rapid
change in electrical potential across a neuron’s membrane– are now well understood.
However, predicting the behavior of neuronal populations remains a daunting task
and is at the forefront of present computational neuroscience research.
In this dissertation, I study questions related to the central theme of driven networks of biologically inspired dynamical systems. More precisely, I am interested in
two aspects of driven networks: (1) synchrony in neural populations receiving a common input and (2) the reliability of responses in neural networks driven by a stimulus.
The former theme is intimately linked to dynamical pathologies like Parkinson’s disease, while the latter is related to questions of how neural activity conveys information
to other brain areas. Both are motivated by a common question: What constrains
the dynamics of large systems of non-linear units in response to a signal?
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From a mathematical perspective, this overarching question connects to nonautonomous networks of dynamical systems in two complementary ways. First, there
is the question of dynamical behavior across the “neurons” that form a population.
One can ask how well their behavior is correlated in response to a presented signal.
Do they synchronize or do they remain independent? How rich are their responses
and how much do they depend on intrinsic system attributes and input signal characteristics? Second, there is the question of reliability, or repeatability of responses
given a fixed signal. If one presents the same input on many trials where initial system states change, how different can we expect the population dynamics to be? In
the absence of stochastic noise, the main dynamical mechanism leading to system
response variability is chaos (sensitivity to initial conditions). As we will see, chaos
plays a central role in shaping the reliability of a system, which in turn regulates how
information can be stored in a network’s activity.
As described in detail below, this dissertation is motivated by precise questions
about biological systems. However, the research presented is mathematical in flavor. I adopt the point of view that studying mathematical models of neural systems
that are as simple and general as possible leads to a mechanistic understanding that
bridges a wide range of scales and details. Building on existing literature, most of
the models used throughout this manuscript are non-dimensionalized and contain as
few parameters as possible, while preserving the key dynamical properties of the biological system they represent. This often allows for analytically tractable results that
provide powerful insights about generalized system properties. I use a wide range of
techniques from dynamical systems, stochastic dynamics, probability and information
theories in concert with large-scale numerical simulations to tackle these challenging,
high-dimensional and non-linear problems.
In what follows, I present a brief overview of recent progress and motivation behind
the problems addressed throughout this dissertation.

3

1.1

Synchrony and asynchrony in driven neural populations

Part of this dissertation is inspired by theoretical studies of Parkinson’s Disease (PD).
PD is a neurological disorder arising from the death of dopaminergic neurons in a neural nucleus called the substantia nigra (SN). PD patients’ motor functions are typically
altered through one or many of the following symptoms: enhanced muscle rigidity,
bradykinesia (or reduced motor function velocity) and tremor. Although the cause of
this degenerative condition is not well understood, the onset of motor symptoms is
believed to be a result of altered neural activity in a group of midbrain neural nuclei
called basal ganglia (BG), containing neurons whose function is associated with motor control and learning. Indeed, reduced dopaminergic activity from SN considerably
changes the dynamical properties of neurons throughout BG. In normal individuals,
neural activity in BG is mostly irregular and uncorrelated. However, after the onset of
PD, there is increased coherent and synchronous spiking activity between and within
various BG sub-nuclei. The most pronounced changes are believed to be present
in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the globus pallidus interna (GPi) and externa
(GPe) [82, 38, 94] which are involved in the relay of motor commands arising in cortex
(see Figure 1.1 (a) for diagram). As a result, PD is often characterized as a dynamical
pathology.
There is no known cure for PD and medical intervention is generally aimed at treating symptoms. While most common treatments are pharmaceutical in nature, neurosurgical procedures are often used to treat patients with advanced PD for which drugs
are no longer effective. Despite a limited understanding of the electro-physiological
properties of BG, surgical interventions have proven successful and fall in two main
categories: lesions and stimulation. Lesions essentially amount to removing parts of
neural nuclei to mitigate pathological activity and are only rarely used in modern
treatments. Stimulation procedures, better known as deep brain stimulation (DBS),
consist of implanting an electrode in the brain designed to deliver electrical impulses,
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Figure 1.1: (a) Simple diagram of connectivity in the basal ganglia subnetwork composed of subthalamic nucleus (STN), globus pallidus externa (GPe) and interna (GPi).
(b) Simulated voltage trace of an elliptic bursting neuron.

with the aim of perturbing neural dynamics out of pathological states. Such neural
prosthetics are often referred to as “brain pacemakers” and are increasingly used as
a modern medical treatment for PD [84, 48] and other disorders (see e.g. [112]).
Clinical success of DBS along with increasingly efficient prosthetic technologies
have triggered an increased interest in theoretical studies aimed at understanding
the dynamical principles underlying PD and ways to optimize DBS (see e.g. [83,
111, 132, 121, 25]). Among these efforts, Rubin, Terman,Yu and Wilson developed
an influential biophysically detailed mathematical model of key circuits in BG [124].
This model is composed of many coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) capturing experimentally measured attributes of several cell types throughout BG. It
successfully reproduces key dynamical changes from normal to PD regimes and has
been used to investigate dynamical mechanisms involving DBS in many subsequent
studies [98, 36, 37, 11].
Central features of PD dynamics reproduced by the Terman et al. model are the
synchronization of STN, GPe and GPi neurons [82] as well as a shift of GPe neurons
from an excitable to a bursting regime [47]. Bursting refers to periodic electrical activity of neurons that alternates between periods of quiescence and of repetitive firing
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of action potentials [106, 55] (see Figure 1.1 (b)). For GPe neurons, PD bursting
is believed to arise from a dynamical interaction of mechanisms with distinct timescales, also called “slow/fast” dynamics, and is modeled as such in [124]. Indeed, the
interaction of the “slow” calcium dynamics with other “fast” ionic currents periodically steers the GPe neurons’ membrane potentials between quiescence and repetitive
spiking. Mathematically, the onset of the spiking phase is due to a sub-critical Hopf
bifurcation of the fast dynamics, and the termination of this burst of spikes follows
from a saddle-node bifurcation of invariant circles. This type of bursting is typically
referred to as elliptic bursting [57] and plays a central role in the synchronization of
the STN-GPe-GPi subnetwork of BG [11].
Generally, PD DBS targets the STN with high frequency and high intensity signals
to fight pathological synchrony found in this subnetwork. However, there is evidence
that stimulating GPe or GPi can yield very good therapeutic results [61]. Bursting
systems such as GPe neurons have intrinsic instabilities stemming from their slow/fast
dynamics that could be exploited by external signals such as DBS inputs. While many
studies have dealt with the synchronization of elliptic bursters [2, 58], little is known
about their response to periodic pulsatile inputs.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents a detailed analysis of an uncoupled population of elliptic bursters subject to such inputs. The goal is to derive the best class of
driving signals to desynchronize a population of identical neurons of this type. As GPe
neurons have very weak lateral coupling in BG (see [124] and references therein), this
serves as a first step toward a network stimulation paradigm. Moreover, GPe neurons
are entrained into synchrony by a common synchronized input from STN neurons,
which are themselves coupled to GPe. DBS inputs to GPe should thus be able to
compete with another entraining input if they are to be effective in this network setting. This question is also treated in Chapter 2. In more detail, the analysis there
is developed for a simplified normal-form model of elliptic bursting [57] and employs
slow/fast decomposition techniques to develop a discrete dynamical system capturing
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the effect of pulsatile inputs on a neural population. It is shown that certain input
amplitudes and frequencies can lead to a successful desynchronization of model neurons, while others lead to synchrony via entrainment. This mechanism is also found
to be robust to moderate amounts of noise. Finally, a direct numerical verification of
the validity of these results for the biophysically based model of GPe neurons of [124]
is presented.
1.2

Reliability and encoding in driven balanced networks

Beyond artificial neural stimulation, the concept of “driven” neurons naturally arises
from the brain’s primary function: to encode and process information about an animal’s environment and produce appropriate behavioral responses. Sensory pathways
such as visual and auditory systems have a clear role to play: to relay stimuli such as
light or sound patterns to the brain so that information about the world can be processed. However, the function of higher brain areas responsible for this information
processing can be considerably more complex, as are their architecture and dynamics.
Understanding the nature of the “neural code,” which dictates the behavior of interacting neurons in order to achieve tasks, is one of the most important problems in
modern computational neuroscience. As neurons primarily interact with one another
via spikes, the features of evoked spike trains relevant to information processing are
not well understood. Whether the brain makes use of the precise timing of spikes or
only relies on coarser statistics such as firing rates over longer time periods is still
unknown in many contexts, and likely depends on both input attributes and network
architecture.
Neurons typically have unidirectional connections called synapses. When a presynaptic (upstream) neuron fires a spike, it either increases or decreases the likelihood
of its postsynaptic (downstream) neuron to fire a spike of its own. Which of these two
outcomes follows a presynaptic spike generally depends on whether the synapse is excitatory or inhibitory, an attribute typically determined by presynaptic cell type. As
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there are myriad neuron types and connectivity architectures throughout the brain,
features of neural activity relevant for coding are likely to vary from one brain area
to the next. Nevertheless, some stereotypical attributes are found across a collection
of neuronal networks responsible for higher order function called the cerebral cortex. There are approximately 20 billion neurons in the human cortex, roughly 20%
of which are inhibitory while 80% are excitatory. They are arranged in interacting
subnetworks which are typically sparsely connected with a recurrent architecture promoting a balance between excitatory and inhibitory incoming synapses to each cell.
This results in a sustained, seemingly random spiking activity (see Figure 1.2 (a))
with a wide range of mean firing rates across neurons [116]. What kind of neural code
can be supported by such complex neural activity is a daunting question and calls for
a better theoretical understanding of large recurrently connected networks.
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15

Figure 1.2: (a) Simulated network raster plot showing the spiking activity of 250
neurons. Abscissa represents time while ordinates show cell number; each dot shows
a spike time for corresponding cell. (b) Cartoon diagram of a driven balanced network.
Neurons are sparsely connected and each receive independent, fluctuating input.

In their seminal work, Van Vreeswijk and Sompolinski developed a simplified
mathematical model called the balanced state network [129] that successfully captures many experimentally observed features of cortical networks, such as a balance
between excitation and inhibition and sustained irregular activity. The original model
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is composed of a large number N of binary threshold neurons, separated in inhibitory
and excitatory populations and connected randomly so that that on average, each
neuron receives K incoming synapses from neurons in each population. In addition,
neurons from each population are given a constant excitatory drive so that they would
periodically fire were they disconnected from the network. Provided that K  N and
√
the strength of synapses are O(1/ K), it was found that networks are self-tuning as
they settle into a stable, irregular spiking state with constant mean firing rate. This
firing rate continuously depends on the constant excitatory drive to each population,
and it was shown that networks can track a sudden change in these constant inputs
on timescales orders of magnitude faster than the time-constant of a single neuron.
1.2.1

Chaos and spike-time reliability

Balanced state networks inspired a great number of subsequent studies, and their
fundamental architecture is now ubiquitous throughout models of cortical dynamics.
As was demonstrated originally [129] and in several related contexts [6, 72, 130, 87],
balanced networks are chaotic systems and thus, are extremely sensitive to small
perturbations. This suggests that very small changes in the initial state of a network or the presence of intrinsic noise may lead to widely different spiking patterns.
As a result, it has been suggested that cortex might only support firing rate based
codes [79]. However, most studies involving balanced networks rely on a constant
external source of excitation to maintain spiking activity (see e.g. [129, 87]). Such
a simplification does not account for fast temporal features that may be present in
inputs driving cortical networks. Moreover, experimental studies suggest that while
there is variability in cortical activity, some neurons fire very precisely timed spikes
when an animal is presented with temporally fluctuating sensory stimuli on repeated
trials [63, 134]. How pronounced is the effect of temporal inputs on the reliability of
balanced networks is not well understood.
Chapter 3 of this dissertation contains a detailed study of temporally driven bal-
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anced networks (see diagram in Figure 1.2 (b)). Inputs are modeled as rapidly fluctuating signals and the question of spike time reliability is investigated. Here, reliability
refers to the repeatability of spikes if the network is driven by the same input on many
trials where the initial network state is changed. Building on [87], we use the θ-neuron
model [33] to represent the dynamics of single cells. Here, the state of each neuron is
described by a phase variable θ ∈ S 1 = R/Z and obeys the differential equation
θ̇ = 1 + cos(2πθ) + [1 − cos(2πθ)][η + inputs].

(1.1)

We say a spike is fired when θ = 1 ∼ 0. In Chapters 3 and 4, the “inputs” term
will contain synaptic interactions from other neurons in the network as well as a temporally varying input signal. Equation 1.1 is based on the normal form of Type I
excitability [33], the primary spike-generating mechanism found in cortical neurons.
The parameter η controls the degree of excitability: When η < 0, the neuron is said
to be excitable and 1.1 contains one stable and one unstable fixed point, together representing rest and threshold potentials. When η > 0, the neuron becomes oscillatory
√
with frequency that grows as η.
Chapter 3 shows that when driven networks are in the excitable regimes, chaotic
dynamics persist but the dimension of underlying chaotic attractors is very limited. As
a result, evoked spikes have varying degrees of reliability and a majority are perfectly
repeated from trial to trial. Random dynamical systems theory, as well as large scale
numerical simulations, are used to formulate geometrical arguments leading to this
result.

1.2.2

Dynamical origins of spike train noise entropy

If a network is to encode information using temporal patterns of spikes, a limiting
factor is the trial-to-trial variability of stimulus-induced spike trains. Beyond the
isolated spike reliability described in Chapter 3, what matters here is the activity of all
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neurons in driven networks over extended periods of time. More precisely, it is crucial
to understand how “noisy” joint network spike patterns are in response to stimuli.
The variability of interacting neurons has been the subject of many theoretical studies
using probabilistic models such as generalized linear-nonlinear models (GLM) [97, 93,
92] and maximum entropy models [113, 126, 136]. However, little is known about
the link between dynamical properties of neural networks and the variability they
produce.
Probabilistic tools give a way of quantifying this variability. Specifically, if S
denotes a random variable over the space of all network spike outputs and I is a
stimulus, then P (S|I) is the conditional probability of observing S in response to I.
How much variability one can expect from this input/output relationship is captured
by the conditional noise entropy:
Hnoise = −

X

P (S|I) log2 P (S|I).

S

This is one key term that affects the amount of information that S may contain about
I (see e.g. [102]). Hnoise can sometimes be directly estimated for single neurons using
large data sets from experiments or simulations [118]. The idea here is to estimate
probability distributions of spike patterns by sampling from the data. However, such
direct methods quickly fail at capturing the joint noise entropy of groups of more than
a few cells, since the size of the space to sample grows exponentially with the number
of neurons.
Chapter 4 establishes a relationship between chaos-induced variability in network
spike output and the resulting noise entropy. This entropy, defined in a probabilistic
setting, can be bounded by the dynamical entropy production of this chaotic system. This correspondence suggests surprising and complex dependencies between
neurons that may lead to lower noise entropy than estimated by considering limited
interactions between neurons. Finally, this result is used to show that the temporal
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features in an input, such as mean and variance, may directly influence the level of
chaos-induced noise in network spike trains. This is a phenomenon that has strong
implications for temporal neural coding.
1.3

Summary

Temporally driven systems are ubiquitous throughout the field of computational neuroscience, and beyond. A better theoretical understanding of them is crucial if we are
to develop a mathematical theory of brain function. However, such systems produce
challenging mathematical problems, especially in high dimensions. In this dissertation, results that build toward the development of neural prosthetics as well as a
theory of encoding mechanisms by large networks are presented.
Chapter 2 treats the dynamics of a population of bursting neurons in response
to periodic, pulsatile inputs. Specific attributes of such driving signals are derived
to maximize the desynchronization of neural populations. This is motivated by the
contemporary question of optimizing a therapeutic procedure named deep brain stimulation, which is used as treatment for Parkinson’s Disease.
Chapters 3 and 4 present results concerning dynamics of temporally driven balanced state networks. Properties of chaotic attractors underlying input-evoked spiking
activity are derived, and reveal surprising levels of trial-to-trial spike-time reliability.
Furthermore, the joint activity of all neurons in a network are studied. Their inputconditioned noise entropy is approximated with tools from dynamical systems theory
which provide a novel and surprising view of spiking statistics. These results have
important implications for the possible neural encoding mechanisms implemented by
large recurrent networks of neurons in the brain.
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Chapter 2
SHARED INPUTS, ENTRAINMENT, AND
DESYNCHRONY IN ELLIPTIC BURSTERS: FROM
SLOW PASSAGE TO DISCONTINUOUS CIRCLE MAPS
2.1

Overview

What input signals will lead to synchrony vs. desynchrony in a group of biological
oscillators? This question connects with both classical dynamical systems analyses of
entrainment and phase locking and with emerging studies of stimulation patterns for
controlling neural network activity. Here, we focus on the response of a population
of uncoupled, elliptically bursting neurons to a common pulsatile input. We extend
a phase reduction from the literature to capture inputs of varied strength, leading
to a circle map with discontinuities of various orders. In a combined analytical and
numerical approach, we apply our results to both a normal form model for elliptic
bursting and to a biophysically-based neuron model from the basal ganglia. We
find that, depending on the period and amplitude of inputs, the response can either
appear chaotic (with provably positive Lyaponov exponent for the associated circle
maps), or periodic with a broad range of phase-locked periods. Throughout, we
discuss the critical underlying mechanisms, including slow-passage effects through
Hopf bifurcation, the role and origin of discontinuities, and the impact of noise.

The contents of this chapter are taken in part from a manuscript published in the
SIAM Journal of Applied Dynamical Systems entitled Shared Inputs, Entrainment,
and Desynchrony in Elliptic Bursters: From Slow Passage to Discontinuous Circle
Maps, by Guillaume Lajoie and Eric Shea-Brown [70]. Special thanks go to Jonathan
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Rubin, David Terman, Pablo G. Barrientos, Artem Raibekas, and Joshua Goldwyn
for helpful discussions and insights. This research was supported by NSF grant DMS0817649, by a NSERC Graduate Fellowship (to G.L.) and by a Career Award at the
Scientific Interface from the Burroughs-Wellcome Fund (to E.S.-B.).
2.2

Introduction

Many types of physical and biological systems exhibit intrinsic bursting – rapid discharges of consecutive, fast dynamical events separated by periods of quiescence. In
particular, bursting neurons serve myriad functions in the nervous system; prominent
among these is their role in central pattern generators that create rhythmic neural
activity [19, 24, 115, 21]. Bursting dynamics is also a feature in pathological oscillations associated with disease conditions, as for basal ganglia networks in Parkinsons
disease [98, 124, 11, 2, 58], where elevated synchrony and rhythmicity among neurons
are linked to motor symptoms.
Here, we focus on synchrony and desynchrony among bursting neurons in the simplest possible setting: a population of uncoupled bursting neurons receiving a common
input signal. We study elliptic bursters [57, 103] – that is, non-linear oscillators with
fast and slow variables, and for which burst onset is caused by passage through a
(subcritical) Hopf bifurcation in the fast subsystem and burst offset follows from a
saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles (see Sect. 2.3 below). The driving signals are
periodic pulsatile inputs.
We find that there is rich variety in the response to these inputs, depending on their
strength and frequency. An illustrative example is presented in Fig. 2.1, where we
plot simulated voltage traces of two bursting cells, both receiving a common pulsatile
input I(t). In the left panel, the cells’ bursting phases are initially well separated,
but a pair of “strong” input pulses synchronizes them. In the right panel, the cells’
phases are initially nearly synchronized, but a relatively “weak” input drives them
apart. As we will show, the outcome depends on pulse strength and on inter-pulse
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timing in interesting ways that arise directly from the dynamics of elliptic bursting.
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Figure 2.1: Simulated voltage traces of two uncoupled cells receiving common inputs
(from the conductance-based neuron model of Eqn. (2.38); see Sect. 2.6). (a) A
strong input synchronizes cells that are initially out of phase. (b) A weak input
desynchronizes cells with close by initial phases.

Our goal is to understand the mechanisms responsible for this and related phenomena. Specifically, we ask whether or not cells will entrain or become separated
under the driving effect of a common periodic input signal. Our main goal is to develop and explain a general answer to this question. We note two broad scientific
motivations for doing so, although exploring the implications of our results for each
largely remains for future work. First, entrainment of a population of uncoupled cells
to an input signal determines the “reliability” of a neuron’s response – that is, the
repeatability of a response to a fixed input signal on multiple trials in which the neuron is in a different initial condition. Reliability is fundamental in understanding how
neural dynamics encode, e.g., sensory signals [16, 80, 54, 96, 75, 5]. Second, common
input signals to populations of bursting cells (of elliptic and other types) occur natu-
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rally in layered neural networks, as in the basal ganglia; in this brain area, common,
pulsatile electrical stimuli are also artificially applied as a therapy for Parkinson’s disease [98, 124, 11]. We give a very brief application to this general setting in Sect. 2.7.
Throughout this chapter, we use a normal form model for elliptic bursting developed by Izhikevich [57]. It is the simplest system that captures the dynamical features
of elliptic bursting and we show that it accurately describes a more complex bursting
neuron model derived from basal ganglia physiology. Thus, we will often refer to the
normal form model as describing a “cell.”
Building from, e.g. [11], we show that the dynamics of the normal form model
under periodic, pulsatile inputs admits an accurate reduction to a discontinuous circle
map that can be analytically defined. This map forms the basis for our theoretical
results, and correctly predicts synchrony and desynchrony for the physiological model.
Nevertheless, because our results are linked to the normal form model, we note that
our approach and results have potential applications in the study of general slow/fast
oscillators undergoing a delayed bifurcation, well beyond neuroscience.
The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2.3 deals with the analysis of elliptic
bursting dynamics as well as phase reduction to a discrete dynamical system on the
circle. Section 2.4 presents an analysis of the reduced dynamics and explores synchronizing and desynchronizing effects of common pulsatile inputs. Next, in Section
2.5, we study the effect of noise, which has a non-trivial and interesting impact on
the circle map and resulting patterns of synchrony. In Section 2.6, we carry out
a series of numerical experiments that verify our reduced models. Finally, in Section 2.7, we show how the circle map framework can be used to analyze the effect
of multiple sequences of pulsatile inputs. As a proof of concept, we present a brief
example in which an input signal is designed to compete with the effect of a global
entraining drive synchronizing a population, as in the basal ganglia setting described
above. Our principal finding – unifying analyses of several models and settings – is
that a population of (elliptic) bursting cells will desynchronize in the presence of weak
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to moderately strong common inputs, if these inputs have a frequency slightly slower
than the natural burst frequency.
2.3

Geometry of forced elliptic bursters

In order to better understand the effect of a common stimulus on a population of
bursters, we first describe the dynamics of single cells. Dynamical models that capture
bursting usually include multiple timescales and are often called slow/fast systems.
Indeed, most intrinsically bursting solutions arise from the evolution of one or more
slow variables that periodically steer fast variables into distinct dynamical regimes –
here, spiking and resting.

2.3.1

Timescale dissection and basic model

Slow/fast systems can be written in the form
ż = f (z, y, ε)
(2.1)
ẏ = εg(z, y, ε)
where z is a vector of fast variables, y is a vector of slow variables and ε is the slow/fast
timescale ratio. Such systems arise in many areas of mathematical modeling and can
describe general multiple timescale phenomena. In the singular limit, where ε → 0,
one obtains an equation where the slow variable(s) y can be considered as parameter(s)
for the fast subsystem (z). This approach allows one to investigate the dynamics of the
fast subsystem and subsequently to construct solutions of the full system by carefully
reintroducing slow dynamics – i.e., by studying the perturbed system (ε 6= 0). An
elegant mathematical toolset known as geometric singular perturbation theory has
been developed to study such phenomena [23, 62].
The results brought forward in this chapter relate to the effect of pulsatile perturbations on slow/fast bursters in which a delayed Hopf bifurcation is central to the
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onset of rapidly varying dynamics. One of the first systems of this type to be studied was a bursting phenomenon in the Belousov-Zhabotinskii chemical reaction [105].
The mechanisms central to our study can be found in many chemical, physical and
biological systems.
However, our main purpose is to better understand the effect of perturbations on
conductance based models of single neurons (i.e., models of Hodgkin-Huxley type)
that possess such a separation of timescales. In many cases, calcium concentration
acts as a slow variable while voltage and associated ionic currents evolve on the fast
timescale. Rinzel and Lee first studied fast/slow solutions to models of parabolic
bursters in 1987 using singular perturbation methods [104]. Since then, much effort
has been invested in understanding bursting solutions arising in conductance-based
neural models and their reduced forms [122, 103]. In 2000, Izhikevich produced a
classification of bursting mechanisms [55], including all of the possible codimension
one bifurcations of the fast subsystem that could be responsible for the onset and
termination of spiking dynamics.
We concentrate on cells characterized as (subcritical) elliptic bursters or type III
bursters, in which a subcritical Hopf bifurcation of the fast subsystem drives the
onset of bursting and a saddle node bifurcation of limit cycles is responsible for the
return to silent state (see Fig. 2.2). This type of intrinsic bursting is well understood
in the absence of forcing (input). In particular, Su, Rubin and Terman established
existence and stability properties of elliptic bursting solutions in [120]. Izhikevich [57]
presented a portrait of elliptic bursting dynamics by describing the fast subsystem
via the normal form of the (codimension two) Bautin bifurcation, and derived a
closely-related model of weakly coupled networks of these bursters [58]. Throughout
this chapter, we keep our analysis as general as possible and often illustrate our
results with a variation of Izhikevich’s normal form model (see Eqn.(2.2)) to simplify
mathematical manipulations. However, we stress that our analysis can be carried out
for any elliptically bursting model.
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Figure 2.2: Elliptic bursting trajectory from model (2.2). (a) Trace of Re(z). (b)
Trace of y. (c) Projected into the (Re(z), y) plane, thicker black lines show yparametrized fixed points and limit cycles of the fast subsystem (i.e., from the singular
limit). S is a family of fixed points (stable for the solid line and unstable for dashed),
U is a family of unstable orbits and P is a family of stable orbits. Thin black line
shows bursting trajectory, with red arrows indicating time evolution direction.

The normal form model is
ż = (y + iw)z + 2z|z|2 − z|z|4 + I(t)
(2.2)
ẏ = ε(a − |z|2 − by)
where z ∈ C represents the fast variable and y ∈ R the slow variable. This is as found
in [58], but with the term by added to the slow variable dynamics in order to explore
the effect or nonlinear ramping in the delayed Hopf bifurcation, a feature that is found
in many models for which bursting dynamics are caused by slowly varying calcium
concentration. We set w = 1 and ε = 0.01 for the remainder of the chapter and
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will consider distinct cases in which we vary a and b. Intrinsically bursting solutions
generally arise for parameter choices where ẏ is positive when z is at rest and negative
when z is spiking (oscillating).
Notice the forcing via the signal I(t) in the equation for the fast variable. We
wish to model an input signal that causes an instantaneous voltage response, so we
P
set I(t) = n An δ(t − tn ) where δ is a delta function and An ∈ R+ . We will refer to
these perturbations as tn -kicks of amplitude An : a kick simply translates a solution
at time tn by an amount An in the real “direction” of z. In this chapter, we focus on
periodic kicks of fixed amplitude A = An and equal spacing τ = tn − tn−1 between
kick times.
2.3.2

The elliptic bursting cycle

Figure 2.2 shows an elliptic bursting trajectory from numerically integrating Eqn. (2.2)
with a = 0.8 and b = 0. As mentioned above, the standard approach is to think of
the slow variable y as a parameter that determines the fast dynamics (z). The fast
subsystem undergoes a subcritical Hopf bifurcation at yH = 0 and a saddle-node of
limit cycle bifurcations at ySN = −1. When ε = 0, and given a fixed y ∈ (ySN , yH ),
the fast subsystem is bistable and has a sink at z = 0 inside an unstable periodic
orbit, itself contained within a stable periodic orbit. These y-parametrized limit sets
form normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds that persist under small perturbations
(1 >> ε > 0) [120]. We denote by S the family of equilibria (z = 0). These are stable
when y lies to the left of yH and unstable on the right, together forming the silent
branch. P is the family of stable periodic orbits and represents the spiking branch.
p
√
For Eqn.(2.2), the radii of these orbits about S are given by rP (y) = 1 + y + 1
for y > ySN . Finally, U refers to the family of unstable orbits with radii rU (y) =
p
√
1 − y + 1 for y ∈ (ySN , yH ), acting as a separatrix between the stable side of
S and P . A bursting solution occurs when the slow dynamics of y steer the fast
subsystem rightward along the silent branch S, until the Hopf point yH is reached.
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The solution then keeps moving rightward, sticking close to S for some transient
period even though the equilibria forming S are now unstable, but is eventually
attracted to P when y reaches yJ , where spiking begins. The y dynamics then pull
the oscillating fast subsystem leftward along P , until the latter vanishes at ySN , where
the solution is attracted back to S and another cycle begins.
Of particular interest is the slow passage effect through the Hopf point yH , in which
the solution does not immediately jump up into spiking when S loses stability (yJ 6=
yH ). This delayed bifurcation phenomenon has been previously studied [4, 3, 120]
and its implications in the context of pulsatile perturbations will be established in
Sect. 2.3.4. Importantly, several authors have shown that noise can sharply diminish
this slow passage effect [69, 68, 3, 120]. While we first treat the noiseless case, we
study the effect of stochastic terms on the phase reduction and response dynamics in
Sect. 2.5.
2.3.3

Phase reduction

There is a substantial body of literature concerning phase reduction of oscillators and
their behavior under noise, forcing, or coupling [35, 59, 15, 22, 43, 88, 123, 34]. The
general idea is simply to associate the endpoints of a periodic solution’s cycle and to
parametrize the movement along this solution with a phase θ ∈ S 1 . Although the
point θ = 0 is arbitrary, it is often chosen to correspond to a distinguishable event
within the periodic orbit, such as the apex of an action potential in a model of a
spiking cell. This reduction becomes useful when the limit cycle has some stability
properties and one can track the phase response of the solution following a perturbation: specifically, by computing the phase difference on S 1 between the unperturbed
solution and the perturbed one, as t → ∞ and the latter contracts back to the limit
cycle. When well defined, this one-dimensional description has the advantage of being analytically tractable while preserving the behavior of an oscillator subject to
perturbations.
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For systems with asymptotically stable limit cycles, phase reduction can be carried
out rigorously as long as the effect of forcing translates the solution to a point in the
cycle’s basin of attraction. This basin is foliated by the strong stable manifolds of
each point on the limit cycle. By knowing on which manifold – or isochron – the
solution lands following a perturbation, we know exactly to which phase it will be
attracted in the limit as t → ∞ [35, 133, 46, 85, 22, 56].
We next describe a phase reduction for elliptic bursters. As we will discuss further,
the bursting trajectories are not stable limit cycles, and so we cannot directly compute
isochrons. Nevertheless, the difference between the timescale of the burst period
and the timescale of attraction normal to the (singular limit) solution enables us to
proceed. We closely follow Best et al. [11], who derive circle dynamics for an elliptic
burster receiving periodic inputs from a model excitatory neuron. In their work, each
excitatory kick always transitions a solution from the resting to the spiking state –
i.e., to the branch of periodic orbits P in Fig. 2.2, if it is not already following that
branch. Best et al. also use an approximation of linearity for the slow trajectories
(i.e., ẏ is piecewise constant). Here, we relax both of these assumptions, in particular
while studying the response to weaker kicks that do not necessarily generate a burst.
As we will see, it is these weaker kicks that will lead to desynchrony; that is, dynamics
that appear chaotic or are phase locked at high period.
In [120], the authors use Fenichel theory to show that there exist O(ε) neighborhoods NS and NP around S and P such that – if a solution enters either the left side
of NS or the right side of NP and the slow dynamics behave as mentioned above –
then the solution will transition between the two neighborhoods in a periodic, bursting fashion. Furthermore, they use averaging techniques to show that the period of
such a cycle can be approximated up to O(ε) by the sum of the passage times TS and
TP along the respective manifolds.
Although it is not clear whether or not there exists a single periodic solution of
the full system, [120] shows that such dynamics are at least metastable. That is,
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NS and NP are locally attracting and any bursting solutions must live in these sets.
Furthermore, solutions starting outside the two attracting sets are quickly attracted
back to them.
Numerically obtained solutions of Eqn. (2.2) do not trace back exactly the same
path from cycle to cycle but have periods that vary minimally, as expected [120].
Specifically, we numerically integrated a solution in order to obtain 150 burst cycles
and computed the coefficient of variation (CV =

standard deviation
)
mean

of the cycle dura-

tions. We found CV = O(10−3 ) for parameter choices yielding a bursting solution in
Eqn. (2.2) (numerical methods as in Sect. 2.6). Whether there is a periodic solution
with a much longer period than the bursting cycle, or whether solutions are instead
quasiperiodic or aperiodic remains an open question.
The small CV (indicating a robust cycle period), along with the metastability
described above, motivate an approximate reduction to dynamics on the circle, as
in [11]. We will revisit the notion of uncertainty in cycle periods in Sect. 2.5. However,
for what follows, we use the singular limit assumption that a bursting trajectory
evolves along S and P with well defined passage times TS and TP , and will use this
trajectory to compute phase reduced dynamics.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, we represent bursting solutions by a phase variable
θ(t) ∈ S 1 = R/Z. We let θ = 0 ' 1 correspond to the “jump down point” on the
bursting trajectory, where solutions transfer from spiking to resting. We choose this
reference point because the spiking to resting transition is fast and is associated with
a constant value of the slow variable, y = ySN (unlike, as we will see, the transition
to spiking following a pulsatile input). Essentially, the phase θ of a bursting cycle is
given by time rescaled by the period (θ =

t
TS +TP

) where at t = 0, y = ySN . Note that

the first portion of the unit circle following θ = 0 represents the silent branch S and
the remaining portion represents the spiking branch P .
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Saddle Node Jump up point
Hopf

silent
jump down
burst
Figure 2.3: Schematic presentation of phase reduction. We associate endpoints of a
bursting cycle (where y = ySN ), and map the trajectory onto the unit circle.

2.3.4

The kick map

We now study phase dynamics of bursters receiving pulsatile inputs (kicks). Specifically, we derive a phase translation mapping FA (θ), such that if θ is the phase of
a cell when a kick of strength A arrives, FA (θ) is the phase of the kicked solution –
relative to the unperturbed solution – after it relaxes back to the burst cycle. We will
refer to this as the kick map. In [11], a similar map for elliptic bursters is derived,
and this idea inspired the present work. However, there are two differences with the
map we derive here. First, the phase of trajectories in [11] is defined relative to the
period of pulsatile inputs; in our case, phase is defined relative to the (unperturbed)
period of a burst trajectory. This latter construction has been previously used in the
context of integrate and fire cells with soft reset [9], and we find that this makes it
easier to visualize the role of changing kick amplitude and period on the structure
of the map. Second, in [11], only “strong” kicks are considered; as we will see, the
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map develops additional features, including discontinuity and expansion, in the case
of weaker kicks.
As discussed in Sect. 2.3.3, we assume that unperturbed elliptic bursting solutions
have fixed times spent in silent (TS ) and spiking phases (TP ). When computing a map
for a given system as done in Sect. 2.3.5, it is best to work with unscaled time and
later (implicitly) normalize the time variable by the burst period (TS + TP ) so that
our phase variable θ remains between zero and one. In this section however, we derive
the kick map for an arbitrary elliptic bursting model and assume that the period is
already unitary (TS + TP = 1) for simplicity. The rest of the notation follows that of
system (2.2) but the reader should keep in mind that z and y represent general fast
and slow variables.
Our computations are intimately linked to the evolution of the slow variable y
along the branches S and P . Recall that y spans [ySN , yJ ] when z travels along S or
P . To better track the variable y, we label its dynamics along S by y(t) = hS (t) and
along P by y(t) = hP (t).
Thus, for a burst trajectory that starts at y = ySN when t = 0, we have

 h (t) if 0 ≤ t < T
S
S
y(t) =
 h (t) if T ≤ t < 1
P
S

(2.3)

where hS (0) = ySN = hP (1) and hS (TS ) = yJ = hP (TS ). Here, hS and hP are
functions with ranges [ySN , yJ ] and respective domains [0, TS ] and [TS , 1]. We assume
hS is an increasing function while hP is decreasing. We now define the phase θ of a
bursting solution (z(t), y(t)) by

 h−1 (y(t)) if silent (z(t) ∈ S)
S
θ=
 h−1 (y(t)) if spiking (z(t) ∈ P ).
P

(2.4)

For unperturbed solutions, θ = t mod 1. In general, expressions for hS and hP can
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be hard to find. As in standard approaches, one can integrate the dynamics of y
by restricting the fast variable to the invariant manifolds S and P , and using the
averaged motion of z on those manifolds [103, 34, 3, 120]. These calculations yield
explicit formulas for the normal form system (2.2), as we demonstrate in Sect. 2.3.5.
We are now equipped to define the kick map. We proceed by stating a set of
assumptions that will enable us to analytically define the map in a piecewise fashion.
Our first assumption is that a kick which arrives during the spiking regime has no
effect on θ(t). Due to the separation of timescales, trajectories are attracted back
to the stable limit cycles that form P in a vanishingly short time (with respect to
the timescale over which the phase evolves). Nevertheless, when a cell is spiking and
y ∈ (ySN , yH ), it is possible that a kick of the correct strength will send the trajectory
close to the stable branch and preemptively terminate a burst. However, due to
geometry of the state space, such a scenario is rare, seldom being seen in numerical
simulations (e.g., see Fig. 2.15 (d) in bottom right corner for isolated instances of
such events). We therefore neglect this possibility in defining our maps.
On the other hand, a kick while the cell is silent (z near S) may have distinct
outcomes. If y(t) ∈ [yH , yJ ] (sticking to the unstable part of S), any kick will send
the cell to the spiking state since the trajectory is highly sensitive to perturbations.
However, if y(t) ∈ [ySN , yH ], one of two things can happen. If the kick is strong
enough to translate the solution past the separatrix U , then the cell jumps to the
spiking state (Fig. 2.4 (b)). If on the other hand, the kick is not strong enough, the
solution will attract back to S (Fig. 2.4 (a)).
θw (A) = h−1
S (yw (A)).

(2.5)

From now on, we refer to a kick as strong if A > rU (y) for all y ∈ [ySN , yH ] where,
rU (y) is the distance between S and U at y, in the direction of the kick. In other words,
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Figure 2.4: Weakly kicked (A = 0.5) trajectories from (2.2). Top to bottom: Re(z)
trace, y trace and y − Re(z) solution curve (red) truncated at t = 200 for clarity.
Star indicates a kick and dashed blue line the kick’s amplitude A. (a) Kick received
at t = 80 and does not clear separatrix. (b) Kick received at t = 110 and clears
separatrix.

a strong kick will immediately result in spiking independently of the cell’s phase. In
contrast, we define a weak kick as one with an amplitude A < rU (y) for values of y in
some subinterval of [ySN , yH ], so that the kick does not always immediately cause a
cell to spike. However, we impose that a weak kick is such that A > O(ε), so that it
interacts strongly enough with trajectories to elicit spiking for any value of y outside
this interval. As we will see, this condition is important due to slow passage effects
through the Hopf bifurcation.
For the strong kick case, the kick map is

 h−1 ◦ h (θ) if θ ∈ [0, T ]
S
S
P
FA (θ) =
 θ
if θ ∈ [TS , 1].

(2.6)
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While in silent phase, θ ∈ [0, TS ], y increases according to hS (t); when spiking is
induced by a kick, the value of y is left unchanged but its dynamics are “reversed”
and it starts decreasing via hP (t). The cell will then spike until y reaches ySN , which
takes less time since we started closer ySN . Thus the impact of the kick is to advance
the phase. This explains the first line of Eqn. (2.6), and is sketched in the panel (a)
of Fig. 2.5. As already discussed, the kick has no effect when the cell is spiking, as
expressed in the second line of Eqn. (2.6).
For weak kicks, the situation is more complex. Recall that the branches U and P
meet at ySN (rU (ySN ) = rP (ySN )), and U vanishes at yH (rU (yH ) = 0); we assume
that rU is a non-increasing, continuous function. As a result, for rU (ySN ) > A > 0,
we can find yw (A) such that A = rU (yw (A)) and A < rU (y) for all y ∈ [ySN , yw (A)]. If
the cell is in silent phase, yw (A) is essentially a cutoff point before which a weak kick
will not elicit immediate spiking, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a). A weak kick delivered
at any other point through the burst cycle will result in instantaneous spiking, as in
the strong kick case. We recast this condition in phase coordinates, obtaining the
cutoff phase
What happens to a cell’s phase when a weak kick does not evoke spiking (θ ∈
[0, θw (A)])? The trajectory is attracted back toward S but jumps up into spiking
before it reaches yJ , as if it retained a memory of this past weak kick (Fig. 2.4 (a)).
To better understand this phenomenon, we first need expressions for slow passage
times through Hopf points. We use results for delayed bifurcations derived in [4] in
order to predict points of transition between silent and active states.
Let λ(y) be the extremal eigenvalue of the fast subsystem linearized about the
equilibrium points z0 (y), for some chosen value of y ∈ [ySN , yJ ]. (Recall that this
collection of points forms the manifold S = {z0 (y)|y ∈ [ySN , yJ ]}.) Points on S to
the left of yH are sinks with Re(λ(y)) < 0, whereas to the right, they are sources
and Re(λ(y)) > 0. Assume

dλ(y)
|
dy y=yH

6= 0. As a solution is pulled to the right by

the slow dynamics, y crosses yH , Re(λ(y)) changes sign and solutions switch from
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being attracted to being repelled by S. However, this repulsion is not immediately
apparent: the difference in time scales of our slow/fast system induces a discrepancy
in spatial scales. As y varies, z is attracted to S for y < yH and repelled for y > yH ,
both at an exponential rates (proportional to Re(λ(y))) on the fast timescale.

The length of the slow passage (also called delay) to the right of yH depends on
the dynamics of y along S. Borrowing notation from [4], suppose we can write
y(t) = yi + g(εt)

(2.7)

where we assume g is a non-decreasing function and g(0) = 0. In this context, hS (t) =
ySN + g(εt). If the system’s full solution starts at (zi , yi ) such that yi ∈ [ySN , yH ] and
zi is far enough from z0 (yi ) but is still in its basin of attraction, then the jump up
point yj can be implicitly computed via
Z

yj

0=

(
yi

d −1
g (y − yi ))Re(λ(y))dy
dy

(2.8)

where g −1 is the inverse of g. In the unperturbed case, the point yJ can be derived using yi = ySN in (2.8); this is sometimes called the memory effect for elliptic
bursters [104]. We refer the reader to the appendix of [4] for the derivation of this
integral condition.

If a weak kick does not elicit instantaneous spiking, we find that the “memory”
starts anew at the time of the kick; in other words, if the kick is administered when
y ∈ [ySN , yw (A)], then we set yi = y in Eqn. (2.8), and denote the associated jump
up point by ỹj (y). In phase coordinates, if the cell is kicked at θ ∈ [0, θw (A)], y is
given by hS (θ). The onset of spiking happens at yj = ỹj (hS (θ)), or equivalently at
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the kick map θ → FA (θ) on the unit circle.
(a) Strong kick map (2.6). (b) Weak kick map of Eq. (2.9). The solid arrows represent
instantaneous change of phase while the dotted arrow indicates the evolution of the
phase along the circle in time.

θj = h−1
S (ỹj (hS (θ))). We capture this via:

−1


θ + h−1

P (ỹj (hS (θ))) − hS (ỹj (hS (θ))) if θ ∈ [0, θw (A))

FA (θ) =
h−1
if θ ∈ [θw (A), TS ]
P ◦ hS (θ)



 θ
if θ ∈ [TS , 1].

(2.9)

The first conditional definition maps the slow variable to its jump up value yj =
ỹj (hS (θ)), and then applies the strong kick map h−1
P ◦ hS (θ), and finally translates
back by the phase −h−1
S (ỹj (hS (θ))) to account for the time taken in “slow passage”
from yi = hS (θ) to yj = ỹj (hS (θ)). This mapping is sketched in the right panel of
Fig. 2.5; note that it is only valid if the cell does not receive additional kicks before
it enters the spiking state.
This construction implies that the shape of a kick map does not vary continuously
with the strength of a kick. Moreover, the only criterion which dictates the qualitative
shape of the map is the value of θw (A) (we sometimes drop the A and write θw ). Other
than determining the threshold θw , the perturbative role of A is dimensionless since
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a kick acts on the fast variable as opposed to the phase which is defined over the
slow timescale. That is, if two kicks of distinct amplitudes yield the same strong
(resp. weak) outcome, the discrepancies between the times needed to attract close
to the unperturbed trajectories are negligible. We emphasize that θw decreases as A
increases: for strong kicks with A > rU (ySN ), θw is always zero and the map does not
change shape as A increases further. We use Eqn. (2.9) as the general expression for
our kick map.
We stress that there is a fundamental difference between the maps induced by
strong and weak kicks. A weak kick always induces expansion in the kick map, as
long as it speeds passage (ỹj 6= yJ ) through the Hopf point. Indeed, notice that
−1
−1
−1
by construction, h−1
P (y) > hS (y) for any y ∈ (ySN , yJ ) and hP (y) = hS (y) when

y = ySN , yJ . From expression (2.9), we see that FA (θ) > θ on (0, θw ) and FA (0) = 0.
It follows from the mean value theorem that

dFA
dθ

> 1 on some region contained in

[0, θw ). We also note that when hP and hS have similar shapes, it generally implies
expansion of FA on the whole interval [0, θw ). To better illustrate this and other
features, we compute expressions of this map for system (2.2).
2.3.5

Computing the kick map for the normal form model

In this section, we derive an analytical approximation of the kick map for the elliptic
bursting normal form model. The task at hand is simple: use Eqn. (2.2) to compute
(−1)

the ingredients of expression (2.9): hS (θ), hS

(θ), h−1
P (θ), ỹj (y) and θw (A).

We first turn to hS and hP , which are essentially the y components of a solution
to Eqn. (2.2), in silent and spiking modes respectively. In contrast with the previous
section, we carry out computations using unscaled time which implies a full burst
period T 6= 1. One can still think of t as θ in what follows, but the expression of the
final map has to be rescaled.
We exploit the separation of timescales in our equation and make the assumption,
as in the singular limit, that z evolves exactly on the manifolds S and P . Notice
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that the y dynamics depend linearly on |z|2 . By substituting |z|2 = 0 for hS , and
|z|2 = rP (y) for hP , we obtain two scalar O.D.E.s
ẏ = ε(a − by)

when z is on S

(2.10)

ẏ = ε(a − rP (y)2 − by)

when z is on P .

(2.11)

Bursting occurs when the right hand sides of (2.10) and (2.11) are respectively positive
and negative, steering the fast dynamics in the required directions along S and P .
Here we concentrate on parameter values a > 0 and b ≥ 0 which satisfy this condition.
As we will shortly see, b > 0 implies that the evolution of y along S follows a saturating
exponential ramp while b = 0 implies a linear ramp. Both scenarios are found in
biological systems, and – as we now show – the resulting kick maps have common
characteristics which unify their response to pulsatile perturbations.
For Eqn. (2.10), we can easily solve and get
hS (t) = εat + CS
a
hS (t) = + CS e−εbt
b

b=0

(2.12)

b>0

(2.13)

where CS is an integrating constant. Setting y = ySN (=−1) at t = 0, it is easy to see
that CS = ySN for d = 0 and CS = ySN −

a
b

for b > 0. In turn, we have
y − ySN
εa

b=0

(2.14)

1
1
ln(ε[a − by]) + ln(ε[a − bySN ])
εb
εb

b > 0.

(2.15)

h−1
S (y) =
h−1
S (y) = −

For Eqn. (2.11), recall that rP (y) =

p
√
1 + y + 1 when y > ySN . Solving this

O.D.E. is not as straightforward; fortunately, we only need the inverse h−1
P (which is
a proxy for t in this context) to compute our map. This can be obtained directly via
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integration:
p
p
2
h−1
y + 1 + 1) + y + 1] + CP
P (y) = − [(a − 1) ln(−a +
ε




√
y+1+1
2b
−1
√
2 tan
p

−4(a−1)b−4b2 −1
1 
−1

 + CP
p
−
ln(−a
+
by
+
hP (y) =
y
+
1
+
1)

εb 
−4(a − 1)b − 4b2 − 1

b=0

b > 0.

Using (2.14), (2.15) it is straightforward to compute the time (TS ) it takes for hS (t)
to reach yJ , and then derive values for CP such that h−1
P (yJ ) = TS as required by our
definition of hp .
To compute the jump up point yJ , we derive an expression for ỹj (yi ) which is also
needed in the definition of our kick map. In order to use the integral condition (2.8),
we must first write expressions for the y dynamics in the form of Eqn. (2.7). Here
we substitute ySN by yi in the expression of CS for (2.12) and (2.13) to allow for
arbitrary initial conditions and get
y(t) = yi + aεt
a
y(t) = yi + (1 − e−bεt )( − yi )
b

b=0
b>0

which yields
g(εt) = aεt
a
g(εt) = (1 − e−bεt )( − yi )
b

b=0

(2.16)

b>0

(2.17)

b=0

(2.18)

b > 0.

(2.19)

which in turn give
y
a
y
ln(1 + yi −a/b
)
g −1 (y) =

g −1 (y) = −

b
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It is easy to compute the extremal eigenvalue for the linearization about z = 0 of
the fast subsystem in Eqn. (2.2) : λ = y ± iw and therefore Re(λ(y)) = y. Turning
now to the integral condition (2.8), when b = 0 we use (2.18) and write
Z

yj

0=
yi

y
dy
a

by which we can deduce that
yj = ỹj (yi ) = −yi

b = 0.

(2.20)

In other words, when the slow variable follows a linear ramp along the silent branch
S (see (2.16)), the jump up point yj is symmetric to the initial point yi about yH = 0.
This can be seen from Fig. 2.2 where ySN = −1 and yJ = 1.

In the case where b > 0, y follows a saturating exponential ramp along S (see
(2.17)) which implies that y decelerates as it moves rightwards and thus shortens the
slow passage. Using (2.19) in the integral condition (2.8), we get
Z

yj

0=
yi

y
b(1 +

y−yi
)(a/b
yi −a/b

− yi )

which gives


1 a ln(by − a)
0= −
+y
b
b

dy

y j
y=yi

thus implying the relation
yi − yj =

a
byj − a
ln(
).
b
byi − a

We then isolate yj to get
a
1 b
yj = ỹj (yi ) = [W (− e a yi −1 (a − byi )) + 1]
b
a

b>0

(2.21)
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Figure 2.6: Analytically (solid lines) and numerically computed (markers) kick maps
FA (θ) for three values of kick amplitude A. (a) Model parameters: {ε = 0.01, w = 1,
a = 0.8, b = 0}. (b) Model parameters: {ε = 0.01, w = 1, a = 0.4, b = 0.5}.

where W is the Lambert W function (product logarithm function).
The last ingredient we need is an expression for the cutoff value yw (A); recall that
this marks the y boundary below which a given kick will not clear the separatrix
p
√
U with radius rU (y) = 1 − y + 1. This quantity does not depend on the slow
dynamics and is therefore the same for both our cases. For a kick amplitude A,
yw (A) = (1 − A2 )2 − 1 if A ∈ [0, 1] (a weak kick). When A > 1, the kick is strong and
we set yw = ySN = −1.
Using the expressions above we can build our kick map by using (2.9) and rescaling
time by the period of a full cycle. To find the period for a given set of parameters,
−1
we use h−1
S and hP to derive the silent and active passage times TS and TP . We
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reiterate that the only dependence on a kick’s amplitude A is implicitly contained in
the expression for θw = h−1
S (yw (A)). As mentioned above, whenever A > 1, the kicks
are strong (θw = 0) and the resulting maps have a fixed shape. On the other hand,
as A decreases below 1, the weak kick effect progressively uncovers the left branch of
the map (θw 6= 0).
To verify our derivation of the kick map, we choose 3 prototypical kick amplitudes:
one strong (A = 1.5) and two weak (A = 0.5 and A = 0.1). We then plot the
associated maps for two distinct set of model parameters: {ε = 0.01, w = 1, a = 0.8,
b = 0} and {ε = 0.01, w = 1, a = 0.4, b = 0.5} in order to better visualize the effects
of linear (b = 0) and saturating exponential (b > 0) ramps for the y dynamics.
In Fig. 2.6, we plot numerically and analytically computed maps, rescaled to the
unit circle. Observe that we get very good agreement between the two and that the
main features of weak kicks are captured by our phase reduction model. However,
numerically computed maps have fine, plateau-like segments. As argued in [11], there
are as many of these plateaus as there are spikes in a burst. They appear since a
kick can induce bursts with spike counts ranging from one to the number seen in
an unperturbed cycle. Since these numbers are integers and we numerically identify
phase zero with the last spike of a burst, these plateaus are formed by phases that
induce the same number of spikes following a kick. This is not captured by our
analytical derivation of the kick map, which is computed from averaged conditions on
the fast variable. However, we will see in Sect. 2.5 that the presence of noise in the
system tends to diminish these plateaus, and in Sect. 5 that key aspects of synchrony
and desynchrony for the original ODEs are predicted by our derived kick map.
We close this section with some remarks concerning the generality of features found
in the kick map. We use the normal form model (2.2) for its analytical tractability but
the general mechanism responsible for bursting, and hence the associated kick map,
have characteristics that span across models. For example, for both linear (b = 0)
and saturating exponential (b > 0) slow dynamics – which imply distinct interactions
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between the slow and fast subsystems – the maps are qualitatively identical. Specifically, at the end of Sect. 2.3.4, we noted that region of expansion in the left part of
the weak kick map is a general feature of elliptic bursters with slow passage effects.
The fact that the right branch follows the identity is another general attribute.
The shape of the middle branch (read left branch for strong kick map) is, however,
more model dependent. Notice that both of our strong kick maps (for A = 1.5) have
a left branch that steepens as we move leftwards. This is due to the dependence of
√
A (θ)
2
h−1
y. As a result, for A sufficiently large, dFdθ
< −1
P on rP (y), which grows as
for θ ∈ (0, θc ) where θc is the root of
d −1
h ◦ hS (θc ) + 1 = 0.
dθ P

(2.22)

For our parameter set with b = 0, θc ' 0.0968 while for the second set with b > 0,
θc ' 0.0619. This curvature shrinks as we decrease the parameter a in (2.2) and the
silent phase lengthens.
In general, this branch depends on the slow dynamics and the ratio of silent to
spiking times TS /TP , which impose the following constraint: by construction, a strong
kick implies FA (0) = 1 and FA (TS ) = TS . If we were to approximate the y dynamics
by constant velocities (as done in [11]), this map branch would be linear and hence
contractive, whenever TS > TP . In general, as long as the latter is true and the
functions hS , hP (desribing y dynamics) have small total variation, we can expect
this branch to be mostly contractive, as for both cases explored above. We note that
we obtain such contraction for the biophysical systems we study in Sect. 2.6.2, meant
to model GPe neurons in the Parkinsonian state; [11] draws an interesting contrast
with cases having TS < TP . The generality of these features motivate the analysis of
dynamics induced by the kick map as we show in the next section.
In light of these remarks and in the interest of clarity, we use the maps computed
above for the parameter set with b = 0 to carry out our analysis for the rest of the
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chapter. We stress that the arguments that will follow hold true for other parameter
sets of system (2.2) and any elliptical bursting system having the features described
above.
2.4

Dynamics of the kick map

Now that we have an understanding of an elliptic burster’s response to input kicks of
various strengths A, we turn to the other input parameter of relevance – the period
between these kicks τ – and study the iterated dynamics of the map for various
combinations of A and τ .

2.4.1

Iterative framework

We now use the kick map to build an iterative dynamical system capturing the evolution of cells subject to periodic stimulation. Let
FA,τ (θ) ≡ FA (θ) + τ (mod 1)

(2.23)

which returns the phase of a kicked cell right before the next kick, τ time units later.
The parameter τ translates the map vertically as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. For a chosen
pair (A, τ ) and some initial phase θ0 , an orbit is defined by θn+1 = FA,τ (θn−1 ) =
n
FA,τ
(θ0 ).

We note that, in contrast with the map of [11], our kick map does not become
rescaled as τ is varied, but is rather translated around the circle (as in related studies [9, 42]). Another difference is the presence of sustained expansion even though
TS > TP (see above), due to accelerated slow passage effects induced by weak kicks;
we will show that this expansion leads to positive Lyapunov exponents for certain
values of τ . This phenomenon has been exploited in simpler dynamical systems with
slow passage through a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in the context of chaos control
[95].
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Figure 2.7: Effect of kick period τ ( mod 1) on the kick map. Original kick map
FA (θ) in black and τ induced kick map FA,τ (θ) in red. τ simply translates the map
vertically.

Equation (2.23) assumes that a kick acts on cells located on unperturbed trajectories. As also noted above, the separation of timescales for elliptic bursters implies
very fast attraction back to steady state trajectories following a kick, so that this
assumption is generally valid. Moreover, the iterated dynamics for small values of τ
are relevant in any case, as they can be accessed by longer, equivalent kick periods
modulo one.

We next use Eqn. (2.23) to study the response of a population of identical elliptic
bursters with different initial conditions to a common, pulsatile signal. For example,
globally stable fixed points or periodic orbits represent phase locking regimes towards
which the long term behavior of any cell will converge. On the other hand, maps
that yield sensitivity to initial conditions and complex orbits are representative of
desynchronizing inputs, when delivered to a population. To further explore population
behavior, we need to define a metric by which we quantify synchrony of phase points
on S 1 . We call this our “synchrony measure” and describe it next.
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2.4.2

Assessing synchrony

There are many ways one can quantify how closely N points are distributed on S 1 .
Two natural choices are the binned entropy H and order parameter R (also known
as vector strength) :
N

X
1
pj log(pj )
H(θ1 , ..., θN ) =
log(1/N ) j=1
N
1 X i2πθj
R(θ1 , ..., θN ) = |
e
|.
N j=1

For H, we divide S 1 into N equal length subintervals, or bins, and take pj to be
the number of phases in bin j over N (using the convention 0 log 0 = 0). H takes
its maximal value one when there is a phase spread into each bin and its minimum
value zero when all are concentrated into a single bin. On the other hand, R takes
its minimum value zero when phases are evenly distributed, and one when they are
all equal.
Each measure has strengths and weaknesses as a metric of synchrony. For example,
R can be zero if the phases are split into two equal, antipodal groups on S 1 – this is
hardly an asynchronous state. For a large N , H can take relatively large values even
if cells are distributed in close by bins. By taking
1
W (θ1 , ..., θN ) = [R(θ1 , ..., θN ) + (1 − H(θ1 , ..., θN ))].
2
to be the average of R and 1−H, we can be assured that low measures of W correspond
to cases where cells are well distributed across bins and that these bins are broadly
spread around S 1 . Specifically, we assess synchronization properties of a given map
by taking N cells {θn }1≤n≤N with some initial distribution on S 1 , pushing these states
forward through m iterates, and computing W̄ as the average over the last k out of
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these m iterates:

m
1 X
W (F i (θ1 ), ..., F i (θN )).
W̄ =
k i=m−k

(2.24)

Throughout the chapter, we take m ≥ 100 and k = 20, having found empirically that
values change little with larger values of either.

2.4.3

High period orbits and positive Lyapunov exponents

We next investigate how iterations of our kick maps act on a population of cells for
the three prototypical cases of strong (A = 1.5) and weak kick maps (A =0.5, 0.1),
plotted in panel (a) of Fig. 2.6. We note that, while smooth maps on the circle are
well characterized [117, 64], the discontinuities in our map introduce a number of
distinct phenomena – such as border collision bifurcations with period adding at all
orders, and “sharp” transitions to chaos. There is an ongoing effort to build a theory
to better understand such systems [10, 13, 53, 60].
We first plot orbit diagrams with respect to the parameter τ for each of the three
maps at hand (Fig. 2.8). Specifically, we select 100 cells uniformly distributed on
S 1 ; for various τ ∈ [0, 1], we compute the positions of these cells after 150 iterates of
FA,τ (θ) and “vertically” plot the result. Directly below these orbit diagrams, we plot
the synchrony measure W̄ of these end states, together with numerically computed
Lyapunov exponents λ for each τ , averaged over all trajectories. Finally we compute
approximations of invariant measures for each τ , using a variation of Ulam’s method
developed in [29] (this produces a discretized approximation of fixed densities for a
map’s Perron-Frobenius operator). The results are plotted in the bottom panels of
Fig. 2.8.
We begin by describing results for the strong kick map (A = 1.5). Recall that
the leftmost part of the strong kick map ,when θ ∈ (0, θc ) (θc '0.0968, derived in
Eq. (2.22)) has a derivative greater than one in absolute value. The derivative is less
then or equal to one in absolute value everywhere else. It is easy to see that the map
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Figure 2.8: Orbit diagrams and related measures for kick maps (Eqn. (2.9)). Top to
bottom: orbit diagrams of 100 cells after 150 iterations; synchrony measure W̄ (red)
and averaged Lyapunov exponent λ (blue); invariant measure approximates. Left to
right: strong kick with A = 1.5; weak kick with A = 0.5; weak kick with A = 0.1.
Marked values for τC below which Lemma 1 applies.

has a fixed point for any τ . If the map intersects the identity at θ ∈ (0, θc ), the fixed
point is unstable and we find that complex dynamics emerge. We can witness this by
looking at the orbit diagram of this map for small τ . Nevertheless, we see that cells
tend to cluster in small regions and hence are relatively synchronized. For any other
τ 6= 0, we have stable fixed points, implying phase locking of cells to the input kicks.
Note that for all maps, τ = 0 implies a continuum of neutrally stable fixed points, as
the right branches of the maps align perfectly with the identity.
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For the weak kick maps (A = 0.5, 0.1), some values of τ yield stable, discrete
attractors as well: fixed points and periodic orbits. More interesting are values of τ
which produce thick, chaotic attractor-like objects. These are associated with what
appear to be locally absolutely continuous invariant measures and positive Lyapunov
exponents. It is in these regimes that our synchrony measures show a greater spread
of cells. This is indicative of chaos, the presence of which is consistent with expansive
regions of weak kick maps. Interestingly, these regions appear whether or not a map
has a gap or not, as we show below.
Rigorously assessing the presence of chaos is, however, not a simple task. This
was accomplished for related piecewise smooth maps [14, 20, 65, 17] where various definitions of chaos were used, depending on context. For example, Keener [65]
showed that piecewise, surjective and non-decreasing maps with overlap have rotation numbers spanning a non-empty interval, an indication of chaos for circle maps.
Unfortunately, our weak kick maps sometimes fail to have surjectivity (e.g. A=0.5)
and always fail to be non-decreasing. One can also try to define trapping regions and
a family of intervals for which interval images cover at least one other interval and
the image of at least one interval covers at least two others. This constructs an shift
on a space of sequences, which can characterize a chaotic system. However, building
such an interval family for the weak kick map proves to be quite complex as intervals
get flipped by decreasing parts of the map and severed by discontinuities. Thus, we
do not aim at a complete characterization of the complex dynamics produced by our
weak kick maps. However, we next show that, for some τ values, there is a positive
lower bound on (sustained) Lyapunov exponents of any trajectory.
In Fig. 2.8, we see that some values of τ (0 < τ . 0.2) induce dynamics that
appear chaotic for both of our weak kick maps. Thus motivated, we state the following
lemma:

Lemma 1 Consider a piecewise defined map F (θ) on the circle which is smooth on
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three non-intersecting intervals I1 , I2 and I3 with I¯1

S¯ S¯
| |≥
I2 I3 = S 1 . Suppose | dF
dθ I1

a > 1, | dF
| | ≥ b > 0 – such that ln(a) > | ln(b)| – and additionally that dF
| = 1.
dθ I2
dθ I3
T
Then if F (I2 ) ⊂ I3 , F (I3 ) I2 = ∅ and F (I3 ) 6= I3 , the Lyapunov exponent associated
with the orbit of almost any initial condition θ0 ∈ S 1 , if well defined, will be strictly
greater than zero (λ(θ0 ) > 0).
Proof: Given θ0 and its forward orbit {θn }n=0,1... , the local Lyapunov exponent can be
P
d
written as λ(θ0 ) = limN →∞ N1 N
n=0 ln | dθ F (θn )|. The derivative is defined everywhere
in S 1 except the 4 border points of the intervals I1 , I2 , I3 , which is obviously a measure
zero set. The condition F (I2 ) ⊂ I3 imply that any point in I2 is sent to I3 . Since F is
smooth on I3 and

dF
|
dθ I3

= 1, the condition F (I3 ) 6= I3 implies that any point in I3 must

eventually exit it. Let C = maxθ {n = minm {m | F m (θ) ∈
/ I3 } | θ ∈ I3 }. Then any
T
element of I3 stays in I3 at most C iterates. Furthermore, F (I3 ) I2 = ∅ implies that
elements of I3 are eventually sent to I1 . When an orbit point visits I1 , it contributes
at least ln(a) > 0 to the sum in λ(θ0 ), at least ln(b) (possibly< 0) if it visits I2 and
0 when it passes by I3 . By tracking which intervals an orbit visits, any admissible
subsequence featuring I2 must contain I2 → I3 . The sequence that contributes the
least to λ(θ0 ) is therefore I2 → I3 → ... → I3 → I1 where I3 is repeated C times. It
follows that for almost every θ0 , λ(θ0 ) ≥

1
(ln(a)
2+C

+ ln(b) + 0 + ... + 0) > 0. 

We note that weaker conditions could be stated under which a positive Lyapunov
exponent results, but the above are sufficient for the map at hand, as we now show. In
particular, we show that Lemma 1 can be applied to the weak kick maps for certain
values of τ . Clearly, the intervals (0, θw ), (θw , TS ) and (TS , 1) will play the roles
of I1 ,I2 and I3 . For our prototypical weak kick maps, we have |
|

dFA,τ
|
|
dθ (θw ,TS )

≥ 0.65 and

dFA,τ
|
dθ (TS ,1)

dFA,τ
|
|
dθ (0,θw )

≥ 2.7,

= 1 which fulfills the derivative criteria. It

remains to show that the intersection requirements for interval images are met; we
take a graphical approach which leads to conditions on τ . In Fig. 2.9, panels (b)
and (c) show the map for A = 0.5 along with the marked intervals for two distinct
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values of τ and cobweb diagrams of sample trajectories. One can verify that the
Lemma’s assumptions are respected as long as the leftmost tip of the middle branch
stays smaller than one and the rightmost tip is greater than the identity (panel (c)).
This happens when 0 < τ < τC where
τC = 1 − lim+ FA,0 (θ).

(2.25)

θ→θw

Although we do not explicitly graph it, the same argument holds for A ∈ (δ, 1) for
some δ > 0. We must impose a positive lower bound for A in order for this argument
to be valid since in the limit where A → 0, the kick map is not well defined (very
weak impulses may interact with slow passage effects via mechanisms not explored
here). We will study such interactions in a stochastic setting in Sect. 2.5. Typically,
A should be taken to be > O(ε).
For valid weak kicks, we use Eq. 2.25 compute the upper bounds τC . Specifically,
we get τC ' 0.205 for A = .05 and τC ' 0.26 for A = 0.1. As expected, these are
close to 0.2, the rough higher bound we predicted earlier from Fig. 2.8. In addition
to positive Lyapunov exponents, τ < τC imposes a cyclic structure where trajectories
visit a large portion of all three intervals in finite time, which is necessary for the
population to become widely distributed around S 1 .
For τ > τC , various dynamics can be observed. Figure 2.8 shows that positive
Lyapunov exponents can still be found sporadically but the regions on which the
trajectories accumulate can be considerably smaller. Periodic orbits of various periods
are also present; in particular, high τ values seem to be associated with stable fixed
points. This motivates a separation of the (A, τ )–space into three regions: I, where
Lemma 1 applies; II, where dynamics are complex and transitions between what
appears to be periodic orbits and smaller chaotic regions can be seen; III, stable fixed
points (1:1 phase locking). Panel (a) in Fig. 2.9 shows these regions. We reiterate
that these regions are not well defined when A → 0. Furthermore, we stress that
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further analysis of region II might yield additional structure but the complexity of
our map (circular domain, increasing and decreasing parts, transitions from gaps to
discontinuity points, etc.) renders a complete analysis outside of this chapter’s scope.
From what was described above, we see that region I is given by
I : {(A, τ )|0 < τ < τC (A) = 1 −

lim

θ→θw (A)+

FA,0 (θ)}

where we have written the expression for τC to highlight its dependence on the kick
amplitude A. As A increases, θw decreases and consequently, τC as well. Region I
vanishes altogether when the kick transitions from weak to strong – at A = 1, where
τC = 0.
To define the boundary between regions II and III, we need to derive a condition
under which our maps have a stable fixed point. We begin by inquiring about when the
middle branch of the map intersects the identity. This happens when τC +θw < τ < 1.
The stability of the resulting fixed point depends on the derivative of the branch at
the intersection point.
Again, as A increases and both θw and τC decrease, more of the middle branch of
the map is exposed. When τ = τC + θw , the leftmost tip of this branch intersects the
identity. If A is sufficiently large, the resulting fixed point will be unstable; recall that
for the strong kick map (A > 1), | dF
| > 1 when θ ∈ (0, θc ). It follows that if θw < θc ,
dθ
the first fixed points to appear as τ increases are unstable. We include unstable fixed
points in region II and get the following definitions
II :{(A, τ )|τC (A) < τ < τC (A) + max{θw (A), θc }}
III :{(A, τ )|τC (A) + max{θw (A), θc } < τ < 1}.
What can be taken from our analysis thus far is that to desynchronize cells with
a τ -periodic input, the best strategy appears to be weak kicks with 0 < τ < τC
(region I). To illustrate this, panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 2.9 show sample trajectories
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Figure 2.9: (a) Three regions of map dynamics in (A, τ )-space (see text for details).
(b) & (c): two sample evolution trajectories for the kick map with A = 0.5. Top to
bottom: cobweb diagrams and marked intervals (0, θw ), (θw , TS ) and (TS , 1) for which
Lemma 1 applies; sample trajectories with 50 initial condition randomly chosen close
to θ = 0.1 (iterations 50 and above are from kick map); synchrony measure W̄ . (b)
τ = 0.5, cells synchronize; (c) τ = 0.1, cells desynchronize.

for 50 cells under the action of the weak kick map with A = 0.5 in both synchronizing
(region III) and desynchronizing (region I) regimes. To mimic a synchronous state,
our initial phases are drawn from a uniform distribution on an interval of width .01,
around θ = 1/10. The first 50 iterates are taken with respect to the identity map,
reflecting a preliminary period with no pulsatile inputs. The next iterates are taken
with respect to the weak kick map with τ = 0.5 (region III, panel (b)) or τ = 0.1
(region I, panel (c)).
As expected, for τ = 0.5, every cell attracts to a single fixed point and the syn-
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chrony measure is maximized. However, for τ = 0.1, the cells quickly become widely
distributed. This was foreseeable from the shape of the computed invariant measures
at this value of τ . Importantly, the synchrony measure drops substantially.
We close this section with an important remark concerning circle maps and phase
locking. Here, our kick map can be seen as a A-perturbation of a τ -rotation. Typically, smooth perturbations of rotations admit Arnold Tongues: well separated wedge
like regions where phase locking with rational rotation number occurs (see e.g. [131],
Sect. 21.6). In our case, the loss of smoothness introduces sustained region where
chaotic dynamics prevail, hereby showing surprising effects of discontinuous circle
maps.

2.5

Effects of noise on kick map and synchrony

Up to this point, we developed a phase reduction framework to analyze the dynamics
of periodically forced bursters. We now ask: does the phase reduction remain valid
in the presence of noise? If so, what qualitative changes in the map occur, and what
are the consequences for entrainment of bursters? In this section, we develop answers
through a blend of numerical results and analytical approximations.
The effects of stochastic perturbation on elliptic bursters have been previously
studied in various contexts [3, 120, 69]. The unifying theme is the effect of noise on
slow passage through a Hopf bifurcation.
Here, we build on these results to better understand the role of noise on burst
responses to periodic pulsatile inputs. We will comment further on prior results as
we progress.
To this end, we introduce a stochastic perturbation in the fast variables of the
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normal form model, so that Eqn. (2.2) becomes
ż = (y + iw)z + 2z|z|2 − z|z|4 + I(t) + ηξ(t)
(2.26)
2

ẏ = ε(a − |z| − by).
where η ≥ 0 is a small, real, noise strength parameter and ξ(t) is a time-periodic
train of discrete small kicks with normally distributed amplitudes. That is, ξ(t) =
√
P
∆t) and the timestep ∆t controls
i ξi δ(t − i∆t), where the ξi are i.i.d. as N (0,
the temporal resolution of the noisy perturbation. We take ∆t = 0.05, the numerical
solver’s maximal timestep, so that ξ(t) approximates white noise (see Sect. 2.6 for
more on numerical methods). Notice that the noise term only acts on the real part
of the fast variable z, which mimics a cell’s voltage variable.
In [3], the authors show that such noise terms diminish slow passage effects through
supercritical Hopf points (i.e., causing cells to jump to the spiking state closer to yH );
in [120], a similar effects was found for elliptic bursters [120, 69]. As we discuss below,
there are cases where a phase reduction can still be defined in the presence of such
noise, with an interesting and tractable impact on the kick map’s shape.

2.5.1

Effects of noise on the phase reduction of elliptic bursters

Our previously derived phase reduction relied on an important assumption: periodicity of the burst cycle. As discussed in Sect. 2.3, elliptic bursters do not necessarily
have periodic solutions, but rather a metastability property which guarantees the constancy of cycle’s duration T , up to O(ε). This regularity is what enables our phase
reduction.
When noise is added to the fast subsystem, either regular or highly variable burst
durations can result, depending on noise strength and type [3, 120, 69]. Below, we
will show that there is a wide range of noise strengths that significantly impact the
underlying dynamics, but maintain regular burst durations. Specifically, for system
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(2.26) (ε = 0.01, w = 1, a = 0.8, b = 0) we compute the coefficient of variation (CV)
of these durations as described in Sect. 2.3.3, for noise strengths η ranging from 10−17
to 10−1 .
Panel (c) of Fig. 2.10 shows our findings. Although the mean period hT i decreases
with increasing noise strength, the CV remains low – below 10−2 – for the range
of noise strengths η ≤ 10−3 (recall that CV ≈ 10−3 for the noiseless case). In
other words, for a wide range of noise strengths, random forcing does not introduce
substantial variability to the burst period. This is consistent with results from [120]
where the authors show in a closely related setting that the silent and spiking times
TS and TP are related to the log of the noise amplitude.
Despite the fact that they preserve regular burst periods, noise strengths η ≤ 10−3
have a strong impact on the slow passage effect. The integral condition (2.8) reflects
cancellation of attraction to S by and repulsion away from it; noise limits the extent
of attraction and therefore the duration required for repulsion. This is illustrated in
panel (a) of Fig. 2.10, which shows that the jump up point from silent to spiking
regimes decreases as η increases within [0, 10−3 ]. In this regime, the averaged y dynamics are relatively unaffected by this stochastic forcing, so that CV remains low.
Once η = 10−2 , there is no slow passage and the solutions jump up to spiking as soon
as y crosses yH . For η > 10−2 , the stochastic kicks have accumulated effects comparable to our forcing kicks and we see solutions randomly jumping into spiking before y
reaches yH , which explains the increasing CV for this range of noise strengths [120].
We next pursue phase reduction to an approximate, deterministic circle map for
the low CV cases (η ∈ [0, 10−3 ]).
2.5.2

Effect of noise on the kick map

For strong kicks – where responses are not determined by slow passage effects – adding
noise does not considerably change the shape of the kick map; the chief effect is that
A
the region where | dF
| > 1 shrinks (not shown). This similarity was expected since a
dθ
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strong kick instantaneously translates a bursting solution to the active phase, where
noise has little effect since fast dynamics follow large amplitude trajectories.
For the remainder of this section, we concentrate on the considerable changes noise
induces for weak kick maps. In panel (b) of Fig. 2.10 we plot numerically computed
maps for A = 0.5 and η = 10−15 , 10−9 , 10−3 . Each marker represents the average
response of a given initial phase to 10 distinct realizations of stochastic forcing. In
what follows, we derive approximations for these maps, plotted in solid lines on the
same figure. In order to proceed, we discuss key differences among numerical maps
of stochastic bursters with varying noise strength.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Slow passage effect shortens with increasing noise. (b) Numerically
and analytically computed kick maps ( from Eqn. (2.36)) for noise strengths η =
10−15 , η = 10−9 and η = 10−3 (all with kick amplitude A = 0.5). (c) CV of burst
cycle period (computed using 150 cycles) against η using a log-log scale. (d) Average
burst cycle period hT i (same sample as in (c)) against η using a log-linear scale.

We can see that the maps are qualitatively similar in almost all aspects except
the left branch, which collapses on the identity as noise increases. Recall that the
expansion in this branch is due to altered slow passages due to weak perturbations
on the stable part of the silent branch S. As discussed above, noise shortens slow
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passages and one might expect the steepness of the expansive part to decrease as noise
increases. Surprisingly, it is not this steepness that changes but rather the onset of
the expansive ramp (θB defined below) which varies. To explain this phenomenon,
we must turn to the concept of buffer points for delayed bifurcations.
When deriving the analytical kick map (2.9), we relied on the integral condition
(2.8) which dictates that the further a solution starts (at yi ) from the Hopf point
yH , the longer the slow passage will be. This is true for yi in a range before yH ,
up to a point beyond which this relation fails. In fact, given some y dynamics, one
observes that the length of the slow passage (yj − yH ) saturates to a constant value
for any initial yi far enough from yH . This is called the maximal delay. The closest
point to the “static” bifurcation point (yH ) to generate a maximal delay is called
the buffer point of a delayed bifurcation [28]. The techniques used in [3, 120, 69, 4]
to analyze deterministic and stochastic slow passages assume that a solution always
remains closer to the bifurcation than the associated buffer point. This is also the
case for the bursters we study in the absence of noise, where the buffer point is to the
left of ySN . Thus, it does not affect the dynamics, enabling us to use condition (2.8).
For noisy bursters, the numerically derived weak kick maps in Fig. 2.10 show that
the buffer point can lie to the right of ySN , therefore exerting an important effect. If a
weak kick is delivered when yi is to the left of the buffer point, the trajectory retains
no memory of the kick and the phase of the cell is left unchanged by the kick. If it
is delivered when yi is to the right of the buffer point, the kick will shorten the slow
passage, as for the noiseless case.
To our knowledge, there are no general results in the literature deriving buffer
points for noisy delay bifurcations. In what follows, we derive an approximation for
them, in the context of weakly kicked trajectories, that holds for Eqn. (2.26). We
work in the small ∆t limit, so that the stochastic forcing is white noise.
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Buffer points and stochastic slow passage through the Hopf point

For a given noise strength η, define yB to be the buffer point for the delayed Hopf
bifurcation in Eqn. (2.26). That is, yB is the smallest initial value yi such that a weak
kick delivered at yi will induce a change in the jump up point yj . Naturally, yB < yH
and judging by the shape of our weak kick maps in Fig. 2.10, we can expect ySN < yB .
We now derive a probabilistic criterion that gives an accurate approximation for yB .
We begin by assuming that ∆t is sufficiently small in Eqn. (2.26) so that the noise
term ηξ(t) can be approximated by the white noise term ηdW (t)/dt,
where W (t) is a real valued Wiener process. We are interested in solutions following the silent branch S when y ∈ (ySN , yH ). As done in Sect. 2.3.5, we make the
singular limit assumption that z travels on S and therefore that |z| = 0. This enables
us to decouple the y dynamics and get an expression for y(t) = yi + g(εt), precisely
as in the deterministic case (see Eqns. (2.16),(2.17)). These assumptions hold in the
limit that ε and η → 0, and we will show that they give good approximations for the
parameters used here ( = 0.01, η ≤ 10−3 ).
Since we are interested in solutions near S, which is composed of fixed points of
the fast subsystem, we linearize the fast dynamics about z = 0. We write the resulting
equation in real coordinates x = (x1 , x2 )T where z = x1 + ix2 :
dx = J(t)xdt + BdW (t)
where


J(t) = 

y(t) −w
w

y(t)


,


B=

(2.27)

η 0
0 0




and W (t) is now a two dimensional real valued Wiener process. Notice that J(t)
commutes with itself (J(t)J(s) = J(s)J(t) ∀ t, s) which enables us to write the noise-
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free (η = 0) solution of (2.27) as
Rt

x(t) = e

0

J(s)ds

xi

where x(0) = xi . Using this property, Ito’s formula yields explicit expressions for the
mean µ(t) and covariance matrix Σ(t) of the time dependent probability distribution
for x governed by Eqn. (2.27):
µ(t) = e
Σ(t) = e

Rt
0

Rt
0

J(s)ds
J(s)ds

µi

(2.28)
Rt

Σi e

0

J(s)T ds

Z
+

t

Rt

dt0 e

t0

J(s)ds

Rt

BB T e

t0

J(s)T ds

(2.29)

0

where µ(0) = µi and Σ(0) = Σi . See [39], Chap. 4 for details of this derivation. In
particular, we will suppose that we have an initial distribution for x that is Gaussian;
then, the distribution of x at any time t is fully determined by Eqns. (2.28) and (2.29),
as a Gaussian distribution with mean µ(t) and Σ(t). We introduce the following
notation p̃(·) for this distribution, which makes clear the dependence on the initial
condition for y(0) = yi as well as the initial distribution of x and the elapsed time t:
x ∼ p̃(x(t)|yi , µi , Σi ) .

(2.30)

We next study the distribution of our (linearized) fast variable x at the Hopf point
yH when no kick is delivered. This will give us a reference unkicked, or “natural”
distribution pn (x) important in computing the buffer point below. The trajectories
of interest jump down from spiking when y = yi = ySN and take g −1 (yH − ySN )/ε
time units to reach yH . We use Eqn. (2.30) to write the resulting distribution as
pn (x) = p̃(x(g −1 (yH − ySN )/ε)|ySN , (0, 0)T , ΣSN )

(2.31)
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where


ΣSN = 

rP (ySN )2



0
2

0

rP (ySN )



and we have used Eqn. (2.7) to substitute in for time in Eqn. (2.31). The natural
distribution is therefore defined to have an initial variance equal to the squared radius
of the periodic orbits on P when they vanish at ySN , marking the end of the spiking
phase. Due to the long timescale of the slow dynamics, however, we find that the
choice of initial variance has little effect on pn . We note that pn (x) is centered at
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Figure 2.11: (a) Plot of d(y) with respect to y for η = 10−15 , 10−9 , 10−3 . Dashed
black line marks the threshold dB determining the points yB at the intersections with
the d(y) curve. (b) Plot of buffer phase point θB with respect to noise strength η,
marking the onset of expansion in the weak kick map. Kick strength is A = 0.5, as
in Fig. 2.10.

Next, we ask whether a trajectory that has received a weak kick can be expected
to undergo comparable slow passage through the Hopf point as for the unkicked
trajectories described by pn (x). Note here that an unkicked trajectory admits a
maximal delay going through the Hopf bifurcation, and that some kicked trajectories
will also have the same slow passage, as we expect ySN < yB .
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If kicked trajectories typically pass through yH at locations x with high probability
density according to pn (x), we expect that they will have a comparable slow passage
times as unkicked trajectories. On the other hand, if these trajectories are typically
found where pn (x) is low, this indicates that they are further away from the branch
of equilibria S. Thus, they will tend to escape S (i.e., jump up) sooner than the
unkicked solutions. We obtain an approximation for the buffer point yB by asking
when this distinction between kicked and unkicked trajectories at yH occurs.
To this end, we compute the “kicked” distributions of trajectories pk,y (x) for which
a weak kick of amplitude A is applied when y(t) = y. Upon their arrival at yH , we
approximate these distributions as
pk,y (x) = p̃(x(g −1 (yH − y)/ε)|y, (A, 0)T , Σn )

(2.32)

where the mean trajectory is at (A, 0)T following the kick and Σn is the covariance
matrix from pn (x), under the assumption that the trajectory followed the natural
burst cycle before the translation induced by the kick. We now assess to what extent
pk,y and the natural distribution pn overlap. We use the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler
Divergence between the two distributions
d(y) =

1
(DKL [pn (x)kpk,y (x)] + DKL [pk,y (x)kpn (x)])
2

(2.33)

where
Z
DKL [pkq] =

p(x) ln
R2

p(x)
dx .
q(x)

(2.34)

For y sufficiently far from yH , the distribution pk,y has enough time to converge
close to pn (x) before y(t) reaches yH . As a consequence, d(y) will be close to zero.
We define the A-dependent buffer point yB to be the first value of y for which d(y)
grows beyond a threshold dB . Since the distributions pk,y and pn are sharply peaked
Gaussians (with variance of order η 2 ), d(y) quickly explodes – to several orders of
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magnitude above one – when the two distributions fail to overlap. Therefore, we
choose dB = 101 as a good indication of separation among kicked vs. unkicked
trajectories, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11 (a).
Finally, we determine the phase point θB corresponding to yB , via (2.4):
h−1
(yB )
θB = S
T

(2.35)

where T is the mean period of the unperturbed trajectory. This point marks the
onset of expansion for the associated kick map. We find excellent agreement of this
prediction with numerically computed kick maps, as seen from Figs. 2.11 (b) and
2.10 (b).

Deriving the kick map for noisy bursters
We next derive an approximate expression for the complete kick map in the presence
of weak noise. Our first step is to decouple the y dynamics from the (noisy) fast
variables. This is guided by the assumption that, due to weak noise, most trajectories
−1
closely follow S and P . We then proceed to derive hS , h−1
S and hP as done in Sect.

2.3.4, with a single modified value: yJ . Indeed, as described above, the jump up point
yJ is closer to yH for noisy bursters and we numerically compute its value for each
noise strength η.
In the presence of a buffer point, a weak kick can now have two outcomes: either
it has no effect if it is received when 0 < y < yB as it does not alter slow passage, or
it shortens slow passage as in the deterministic case, when yB < y < yw . To capture
the slow passage effects of weak kicks (responsible for the expansion in our map) in
the presence of noise, we still use integral condition (2.8). Although this formula was
derived for deterministic bursters, it relies in the linearization of the fast dynamics
about S, which we assume remains valid even in the noisy case. As a result, numerical
simulations show that ỹj (y) holds true for y ∈ (yB , yH ) except in a short interval to
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the right of yB where small errors are observed. Note that these errors diminish with
smaller noise for which ỹj (yB ) is quite close to the numerically computed yJ . We
proceed to write an expression for our new kick map, which now contains an addition
piecewise-defined section arising from the presence of θB :



θ




 θ + h−1 (ỹ (h (θ))) − h−1 (ỹ (h (θ)))
j
S
j
S
P
S
FA (θ) =
−1


hP ◦ hS (θ)




 θ

if θ ∈ [0, θB ]
if θ ∈ [θB , θw )

(2.36)

if θ ∈ [θw , TS ]
if θ ∈ [TS , 1].

We obtain excellent fits as shown in Fig. 2.10 (b). We end by noting that we get
similar fits for various kick strengths A as well as distinct parameters sets (i.e. b > 0)
for the normal form model (not shown).

2.5.3

Effect of noise on iterated dynamics

We now explore the dynamical properties of the kick maps computed in the presence of
noise. Figure 2.12 shows orbit diagrams, synchrony measures and averaged Lyapunov
exponents three maps (computed as for Fig. 2.8). For η = 10−5 , 10−9 , the maps retain
some expansion and we see behavior that appears chaotic for small positive values
of τ . This range of τ values shrinks as the as the expansive region of the map gives
way to neutrality with increasing noise; at the same time, the “support” of the orbit
diagrams appears to decrease. Arguments similar Lemma 1 can be formulated for
these cases to show the existence of positive Lyapunov exponents (see also bottom
panels of Fig. 2.8).
For the map with η = 10−3 , there is no expansive region: although there is still
a slow passage effect the kick’s amplitude A = 0.5 induces a cutoff θw small enough
such that the system does not retain memory of any kick (θw < θB ). Thus, we cannot
expect positive Lyapunov exponents (see bottom panel in Fig. 2.12). However, the
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orbit diagram shows a broad spread of points for small positive τ . These are stable,
high period orbits, originating from border crossing bifurcations as τ increases. This
has been established by Bélair in the context of periodically forced integrate and fire
oscillators [9], where a very similar map is studied: he shows that as the map is shifted
vertically, stable periodic orbits of a wide range of periods can be found, following a
Farey tree sequence.
In sum, small positive values of τ result in either positive Lyapunov exponents or
high period orbits for the weak kick maps, depending on the noise level η assumed in
deriving the (deterministic) map. In the first case, expansion directly desynchronizes
cells; in the second, we will see that the high period of orbits, coupled with additional
variability due to the underlying noise, can have a similar effect.
We now introduce stochastic terms into our discrete kick map dynamics to account
for the variability in burst periods discussed above (i.e., CV 6= 0). If, for a given cycle,
a cell has a shorter/longer period than the one used to compute it’s kick map, its phase
following a kick will be slightly shifted from the phase given by the iteration of the
map. To capture this, we introduce jitters: additive stochastic terms acting on τ ,
independent for every cell. The goal is not to capture the exact phase response of
cells, but rather to give a qualitative account for the impact of period variability on
statistical metrics such as our synchrony measure. We proceed as follows:
Since the construction of our kick maps rescales the period of any burster to be
1, the CV can be interpreted as the standard deviation of a burst cycle’s period. We
define a jitter ζ to be random variable drawn from a normal distribution with zero
mean and standard deviation equal to the CV of the case we are considering. Suppose
we want to model the phase evolution of M cells subject to a common, periodic kick
train of period τ (mod 1), of amplitude A, subject to stochastic forcing of strength η.
The phase of the mth cell right before the n + 1st kick can be written as follows
m
θn+1
= FA,η,(τ +ζnm ) (θnm )

(2.37)
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Figure 2.12: Orbit diagrams and related measures for weak kick maps with A = 0.5,
for various noise strengths η (see Fig. 2.10). Top to bottom: orbit diagrams of 100 cells
after 150 iterations; synchrony measure W̄ (red) and averaged Lyapunov exponent λ
(blue). Left to right: low noise strength η = 10−15 ; medium noise strength η = 10−9 ;
high noise strength η = 10−3 .

where ζnm ∼iid N (0, CVη ). In other words, at every iteration, we draw a different
jitter ζ for every cell. Note that we modified our notation to emphasize the map’s
dependence on noise strength η (Fig. 2.10).
Using (2.37), we again iterate 100 cells 150 times with added jitters and plot the
orbit diagrams and synchrony measures in Fig. 2.13, for the same three levels of η as
in the preceding figures. Jitters, as expected, “smear” orbit diagrams, with a greater
effect for larger η. In particular, note the smoothing of periodic points for small
positive τ in the high noise case (η = 10−3 ). Interestingly, the twin effects of noise in
reducing expansion but increasing cell-to-cell jitter result in comparable levels of the
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Figure 2.13: Orbit diagrams and synchrony measure for weak kick maps with A = 0.5,
for various noise strengths η and added jitters ζ(CV ). Top to bottom: orbit diagrams
of 100 cells after 150 iterations; synchrony measure W̄ . Left to right: low noise
strength η = 10−15 ; medium noise strength η = 10−9 ; high noise strength η = 10−3 .

synchrony measure W̄ across the three cases.
We reiterate our main conclusion: although the underlying mechanisms differ
across a wide range of noise strengths η, pulsatile inputs in the “weak” kick regime –
with an input frequency slightly slower than (a multiple of) cells’ intrinsic frequencies
– will result in desynchrony among a population of recipient cells.
2.6

Validity of phase reduction, O.D.E. simulations, and a neurobiological model

In this section, we explore the validity of our phase reductions in both deterministic
and noisy cases – and our analysis of the discrete kick map that follows – by nu-
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merically integrating the O.D.E.s themselves. Rather than demonstrating a complete
correspondence between the kick map and solutions of the differential equations, we
seek to verify that an informed choice of kick amplitude and period, based on the
kick maps, does indeed yield the predicted (de)synchrony behavior among solutions
to the O.D.E.s. Specifically, we show that small, positive values of τ (i.e., τ ∈ (0, τC )
in the deterministic case) with amplitudes in the “weak” regime lead to the greatest
desynchrony; conversely, large values of τ synchronize cells.
We first consider the normal form system (2.2), and then turn to a biologically
detailed neuronal model for which our main findings persist. All numerical computations were carried out in MATLAB. We use the stiff solver ode15s with both absolute
and relative tolerances set to 10−6 to integrate all differential equations; input kicks
and additive noise are treated as non-autonomous terms by the solver.
2.6.1

Normal form model

Here, we numerically integrate a population of N = 30 uncoupled cells governed by
system (2.2) or its stochastic counterpart Eqn. (2.26), taking the “large” noise value
η = 10−3 studied above (with {ε = 0.01, w = 1, a = 0.8, b = 0}). We concentrate on
one weak kick amplitude, A = 0.5. In each case, we implement periodic kicks that
correspond to τ = 0.1 and τ = 0.8 for the kick map, to illustrate desynchronizing
and synchronizing behavior respectively. More precisely, we use a kick period equal
to (1 + τ ) × T where T is the natural period of the O.D.E.’s burst cycle. This
allows trajectories at least one natural period to relax toward the unperturbed cycle
in between kicks (similar dynamics occur for periods T × (n + τ ), n ∈ N). For η = 0,
T ' 465 while for η = 10−3 , T ' 337 (Fig. 2.10(d)).
Figure 2.14 displays the results via raster plots: for each cell, a dot is placed at
the moment that spiking terminates (corresponding to phase θ = 0). We also plot a
synchrony measure for the simulated population. This is done by assigning phases to
each cell relative to their most recent spike termination event, as a fraction of elapsed
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time partitioned in bins of length T . To better illustrate the desynchronizing effect of
weak kicks with τ = 0.1, initial conditions are chosen at random with phases at most
2% apart (i.e., an initially synchronized population); to illustrate the synchronizing
effect of kicks with τ = 0.8, initial phases are allowed to be more sparse. In all cases,
we let the cells evolve without inputs for a few burst cycles, and then begin to apply
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Figure 2.14: A population of 30 numerically integrated solutions of Eqn. (2.2) or
(2.26), all receiving a common, periodic weak kick input (A = 0.5). Left column:
kick period T × 1.1 (equivalent to τ = 0.1) results in population desynchrony. Right
column: kick period T × 1.8 (equivalent to τ = 0.8) synchronizes the population. Top
row: no noise (η = 0). Bottom row: high noise (η = 10−3 ). Black dots give the raster
plot (see text); red curves plot the synchrony measure W̄ vs. time (see text).

The results agree well with predictions from the kick map: a weak kick of A = 0.5
administered at T × 1.1 successfully spreads cells apart while the same kick with
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period T × 1.8 synchronizes the population. Note that we chose these values of
τ only as informed guesses; other nearby values can achieve similar results in both
synchronizing and desynchronizing the population. Moreover, results for various other
kick amplitudes also agree well with the behavior predicted from the associated kick
maps (not shown).
2.6.2

GPe bursting neuron

We now investigate whether the mechanisms described above will persist for a more
biologically detailed model. Specifically, we study a 5-dimensional, Hodgkin-Huxleytype model of a neuron from the GPe basal ganglia nucleus [124, 11]. This model
produces elliptic bursting where the onset of spiking is due to a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation and a burst termination is due to a saddle node on an invariant circle, in
agreement with the normal form system (2.2). In detail, the fast variables are the
voltage V , potassium current gating variable n, sodium current gating variable h, and
calcium T-current gating variable r. The slow variable is calcium concentration Ca.
The equations are as follows:
dV
dt
dn
dt
dh
dt
dr
dt
dCa
dt

Cm

= −ICa − IN a − IK − IL − IAHP − IT − Iapp + I(t) + ηξ(t)
φn (n − n∞ )
τn
φh (h − h∞ )
=−
τh
φr (r − r∞ )
=−
τr

=−

(2.38)

= −ε(ICa + IT + kCa Ca)

where the I terms represent membrane currents and are functions of the gating variables and the voltage; all definitions and parameter values are as in [124]. Additionally, the terms I(t) and ηξ(t) represent the pulsatile inputs and the noise term,
entering as currents.
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Figure 2.15: Plots from model (2.38). (a) Voltage trace. (b) Calcium trace. (c) Bursting solution in n, V , Ca plane in red and separatrix U in blue. (d) Two numerically
computed kick maps for model (2.38) with high noise strength η = 10−3 ; strong kick
(A = 30) in black and weak kick (A = 3) in red.

Figure 2.15(a) shows that the shape of action potentials and the timescales differ
from those of the normal form model (2.2); nevertheless, the dynamics have a very
similar structure. In particular, panel (c) shows a (projected) 3-dimensional plot of
a bursting trajectory together with the skewed separatrix U , computed using the
MATCONT package [27]. Figure 2.15(d) shows two numerically computed kick maps
for both strong and weak kick amplitudes (A = 30 and A = 3, respectively). These
maps were computed in the presence of noise with η = 10−3 , which is the largest noise
strength that keeps CV at O(10−2 ) for the simulations; maps represent the average
phase response taken over ten runs with different noise realizations.
Overall, the structure of these maps is more complex than for the normal form
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model. In particular, “small” plateaus and associated discontinuities are promienent.
As for the normal form model, there are as many plateaus as there are spikes in
an unperturbed burst, and kicked solutions that elicit a certain number of spikes
in the subsequent burst accumulate in each plateau. However, for this model, the
slow variable (calcium concentration) varies more during a spike and creates bigger
gaps between plateaus. As a result, even for a strong kick, certain values of τ yield
localized stable periodic orbits, as opposed to only fixed points. These appear via
border collision bifurcations due to discontinuities between plateaus (not shown).
However, the small amplitude of these periodic orbits keeps the cells attracted to
them quite synchronized.
Additionally, the shape of the left part of the weak kick map is also quite distorted
compared with maps derived from the normal form model. In particular, notice that
there are large discontinuities close to zero. This is due to the skewed cone shape of
the separatrix U : since the neuron model does not have the same symmetry as our
normal form system, when the solution drops down from spiking, it spirals towards
the resting branch and some lobes of this spiral come very close to the separatrix.
When the solution is kicked, even weakly, on the upper part of a lobe, it passes the
separatrix and jumps to the spiking state; the same weak kick will not have this effect
if it is delivered only moments later. The resulting large gaps in the weak kick map
add to the complexity of the dynamics for low τ .
Apart from these differences, the prominent features observed in the kick map
for the normal form model remain: the neutral/expanding left branch for the weak
kick map, and the contracting middle branch and neutral right branch. We repeat
the numerical experiment described in Sect. 2.6.1, this time only for the noisy case
(η = 10−3 ), and plot the results in Fig. 2.16. We see the expected synchronization and
desynchronization from weak periodic kicks (A = 3) with periods equivalent to τ = 0.8
and τ = 0.1 respectively. While cells do not appear to become as desynchronized for
the τ = 0.1 case as in the normal form model, it is reasonable to believe that a
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noise strength η = 10−3 , receiving a common periodic weak kick input (A = 3). Left
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Other plotting details also as for Fig. 2.14.

more detailed analysis of the kick map for the neural model could identify (A, τ )
combinations that would further desynchronize cells.
2.7

Composition of multiple periodic inputs, and an application to DBS

Above, we showed how weak, periodic inputs can lead to desynchronization for populations of uncoupled bursting cells. But how well can such inputs compete with other,
synchronizing effects? The answer is important in varied applications. A prominent
one is Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) therapy for Parkinson’s disease. Here, pathologically high levels of synchrony occur among bursting cells in the basal ganglia (BG).
Synchrony in some basal ganglia areas is in large part driven by common, periodic
inputs from other areas (see [108] and references therein). A surgically implanted
DBS electrode delivers pulsatile electrical signals that are designed to mitigate the
effects of this synchrony.
Using the normal form model (2.2), we undertake a brief demonstration of how our
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results could be applied to this setting, for the GPe basal ganglia nucleus that contains
neurons believed to be elliptically bursting. We do not attempt detailed, biologically
complete modeling or aim for direct clinical relevance, and as such note several limitations. Nevertheless, we now present some facts from the BG-DBS literature that
motivate our simple setup.
Historically, the most widely used target for DBS has been the subthalamic nucleus (STN), where high intensity and high frequency pulsatile stimulation is applied.
Such a stimulation strategy is believed to “mask” pathological synchrony by imposing
higher frequency activity. However, emerging studies are investigating the use of stimulation signals of varied strength and frequency [50, 49, 25, 37], taking advantage of
key physiological instabilities, to alleviate unwanted synchrony. Furthermore, recent
results also explore the use of alternate DBS targets [61, 98] such as GPe. Inspired by
this research, we explore the impact of stimulating GPe neurons with low intensity
and frequency inputs that could harness the instabilities explored above.
Our model will only consider the GPe subpopulation. We motivate this and further
modeling simplifications via features of GPe connectivity within the BG. First, while
lateral connections between GPe cells have been reported, they are believed to be
sparse overall and considerably weakened in Parkinsons (see [108, 98] and references
therein). Thus, we will model cells within the GPe as uncoupled. Second, we note that
GPe receives excitatory inputs from STN; in Parkinsons, the STN cells become more
strongly synchronized and periodic. We will assume, as in many previous modeling
studies [108, 98, 124, 11], that synaptic events from the STN are always sufficiently
strong to elicit a spiking response in GPe cells (i.e., they are strong kicks). Finally,
while GPe cells are coupled to the STN via inhibitory synapses, we do not consider
such connections here: we restrict our investigation to the question of whether GPe
cells receiving a periodic drive from STN can be desynchronized by DBS inputs. Other
effects involving Gpe-STN recurrence remain for future studies.
In light of these remarks, we now study a population of uncoupled elliptic bursters
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that receives a strong periodic drive, mimicking STN input, entraining the cells into
synchronous bursting. We then add a second periodic input, mimicking a DBS signal,
designed to compete with the first drive and desynchronize the population. We suppose that a population of bursters receives a first sequence of synchronizing periodic
impulses with period τ1 and “strong” amplitude A1 . The action of these inputs on
burst phases is given by the kick map FA1 ,τ1 (θ). As throughout our chapter, this
returns the phase of a cell following a kick, τ1 time units later. Aiming to counteract
the synchrony due to the first kick sequence, we introduce a second series of kicks
of strength A2 . We assume that these have the same period, but are delayed by an
amount τ2 . That is, the cell receives a A2 -kick τ2 time units following each A1 -kick.
We wish to write the kick map that captures the effect of such doublets of kicks.
In this context, the shift-time following a A1 -kick must be taken to represent the
phase of cells right before the A2 -kick and the first application of the map must be
FA1 ,τ2 (θ). Similarly, we must shift the A2 map by τ1 − τ2 to retrieve the phase of a
cell before the next A1 -kick. Note that neither τ2 nor τ1 − τ2 should be too small for
this map to be valid, specifically in the presence of weak kicks when the cell must
have time to enter its spiking phase before the following kick, for the map we derive
to remain valid. When this restriction is satisfied, the doublet map is given by
FA1 A2 ,τ1 τ2 = FA2 ,τ1 −τ2 ◦ FA1 ,τ2 .

(2.39)

An example is shown in Fig. 2.17. Suppose we start with an entraining input of
strong kicks with A1 = 1.5 and τ1 = 0.4. We seek to oppose this synchronizing effect
with weak kicks of amplitude A2 = 0.5. We use the two first maps of panel (a) of
Fig. 2.6 to build the resulting doublet map FA1 A2 ,τ1 τ2 . In panel (a) of Fig. 2.17, we
compute the orbit diagram of this map (as done in Sect. 2.4) while treating τ2 as our
variable parameter. Using this diagram, we select τ2 = .375 (marked by a red arrow),
associated with a low synchrony measure. We plot a cobweb diagram of a sample
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(b) Bottom : O.D.E. simulation of 20 cells initially synchronized by a strong input
and then desynchronized by competing weak kicks (starting at red arrows).

orbit in the top of panel (b) of Fig. 2.17, which clearly demonstrates the destabilizing
effects of expansive regions in the doublet map.
We then verify the properties desynchronization predicted by the doublet map by
numerically solving the underlying O.D.E.s (2.2), for twenty model cells. We begin
with initial conditions such that the phases are desynchronized and apply strong kicks
(A1 = 1.5) at 1.4×T , where T is the natural period of the bursters (i.e., corresponding
to τ1 = 0.4). As predicted, the cells synchronize in response; see the binned synchrony
measure rising up to one in the bottom of panel (b) of Fig. 2.17, or the raster plots
above. After synchrony has developed (red arrows in panel (b)), we “switch on” the
sequence of weak kicks, leaving in place the original strong kick sequence. Weak kicks
are applied 0.375 × T time units following each strong kick (i.e., τ2 = 0.375). The
desynchronizing impact predicted by the doublet map is clear in both the scatter in
raster plots and in the drop in the synchrony metric W̄ that develops after the weak
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input begins to be applied.
2.8

Discussion

We study the behavior of a population of identical elliptic bursters receiving a periodic
sequence of pulsatile inputs, or kicks. Our aim is to understand which input sequences
will result in desynchronized vs synchronized bursts across the population. Following
and extending the approach in [11], we first conduct a phase reduction of the burst
dynamics to a circle map, using a slow/fast decomposition. This “kick map” depends
on two parameters – the kicks’ amplitude A and (relative) period τ – and maps phases
from their states just before one input pulse to their states just before the next pulse
arrives. We next study the effect of varying A and τ using a normal form model for
elliptic bursting (Eqn. (2.2)).
We find that for strong kicks – i.e., with A sufficiently large so that the cell will
always be spiking following an input – almost any choice of kick period τ resulted in
1 : 1 phase locking, and hence synchrony across the population. For weaker kicks, we
find a rich dynamical structure. In particular, the interaction of a weak perturbation
with the slow passage effect through a subcritical Hopf point induces an expansive
region in the kick map. By varying the kick period, we witness the appearance of
stable fixed points, periodic orbits and regimes with positive Lyapunov exponent. As
expected, this leads to desynchronization of the population. Overall, we divide the
(A, τ ) parameter space into the three regions shown in Fig. 2.9(a), corresponding
to unstable, desynchronizing dynamics, 1:1 phase locking, and intermediate, complex
behavior, The former, desynchronizing regime is associated with relatively weak kicks
of periods slightly slower than the natural burst period (0 < τ < τC , see Eqn. (2.25)).
We also study the effect of stochastic perturbation via noise terms. We find that
the phase reduction retains its validity but the kick map changes shape, presenting less
expansion as the noise increased. Importantly, population desynchrony still results
from weak kicks with comparable values of τ in this case, but through a different
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mechanism than the instabilities that occur for the noise free case. Here, desynchrony
follows from a combination of high-period orbits and the noise itself. Overall, this
phenomenon is related to the discontinuous nature of the circle map at hand; 1:1 phase
locking rather than the complex dynamics observed would be expected for small τ for
many smooth maps [42, 41].
We then test the predictions of the reduced circle maps via numerical simulation of
the original O.D.E. system, finding qualitative agreement. Additionally, we simulate
a more biologically realistic model of a GPe neuron, and continue to find agreement
with the general predictions of our maps. Finally, we show that it is possible to
use the kick map framework to study the effect of multiple sequences of inputs to a
cell population. We build an example showing that carefully timed weak kicks can
compete with an entraining strong input to successfully desynchronize a population
of bursting cells.
As a closing remark, we note that the kick map studied here can also capture
the effect of pulsatile input signals that are neither periodic, nor have a fixed kick
amplitude. For any given sequence {An , τm }, where An is the amplitude of the nth kick
and τn is the delay between kicks n and n + 1, the relevant system is the composition
of the maps FAn ,τn (θ). This gives rise to an iterated function system (IFS) acting
on S 1 . There is a growing body of literature dealing with these objects and their
application to this problem could eventually help us to understand the behavior of
bursting cells under arbitrary – and possibly stochastic – stimulation patterns.
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Chapter 3
CHAOS AND RELIABILITY IN BALANCED SPIKING
NETWORKS WITH TEMPORAL DRIVE
3.1

Overview

In the previous chapter, we addressed signal-induced variability at the level of single
cells in the context of artificial stimulation of neurons. Here, we focus on driven
dynamics at the population level in the context of networks that are driven by multidimensional signals.
Biological information processing is often carried out by complex networks of interconnected dynamical units. A basic question about such networks is that of reliability: if the same signal is presented many times with the network in different initial
states, will the system entrain to the signal in a repeatable way? Reliability is of
particular interest in neuroscience, where large, complex networks of excitatory and
inhibitory cells are ubiquitous. These networks are known to autonomously produce
strongly chaotic dynamics — an obvious threat to reliability. Here, we show that
such chaos persists in the presence of weak and strong stimuli, but that even in the
presence of chaos, intermittent periods of highly reliable spiking often coexist with
unreliable activity. We elucidate the local dynamical mechanisms involved in this intermittent reliability, and investigate the relationship between this phenomenon and
certain time-dependent attractors arising from the dynamics. A conclusion is that
chaotic dynamics do not have to be an obstacle to precise spike responses, a fact with
implications for signal coding in large networks.

The contents of this chapter are taken in part from a manuscript published in Physical
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Review E entitled Chaos and reliability in balanced spiking networks with temporal
drive, by Guillaume Lajoie, Kevin K. Lin and Eric Shea-Brown [71]. Special thanks
go to Lai-Sang Young for helpful insights. This work was supported in part by an
NSERC graduate scholarship, an NIH Training Grant, the Burroughs Wellcome Fund
Scientific Interfaces, and the NSF under grant DMS-0907927. Numerical simulations
were performed on NSF’s XSEDE supercomputing platform.
3.2

Introduction

Information processing by complex networks of interconnected dynamical units occurs in biological systems on a range of scales, from intracellular genetic circuits to
nervous systems [32, 12]. In any such system, a basic question is the reliability of the
system i.e., the reproducibility of a system’s output when presented with the same
driving signal but with different initial system states. This is because the degree to
which a network is reliable constrains how — and possibly how much — information
can be encoded in the network’s dynamics. This concept is of particular interest in
computational neuroscience, where the degree of a network’s reliability determines
the precision (or lack thereof) with which it maps sensory and internal stimuli onto
temporal spike patterns. Analogous phenomena arise in a variety of physical and engineered systems, including coupled lasers [128] (where it is known as “consistency”)
and “generalized synchronization” of coupled chaotic systems [110].
The phenomenon of reliability is closely related to questions of dynamical stability, and in general whether a network is reliable reflects a combination of factors,
including the dynamics of its components, its overall architecture, and the type of
stimulus it receives [75]. Understanding the conditions and dynamical mechanisms
that govern reliability in different classes of biological network models thus stands
as a challenge in the study of networks of dynamical systems. An ubiquitous and
important class of neural networks are those with a balance of excitatory and inhibitory connections [116]. Such balanced networks produce dynamics that match the
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irregular firing observed experimentally on the “microscale” of single cells, and on
the macroscale can exhibit a range of behaviors, including rapid and linear mean-field
dynamics that could be beneficial for neural computation [127, 90, 130, 114, 87]. However, such balanced networks are known to produce strongly chaotic activity when
they fire autonomously or with constant inputs [130, 79, 87]. On the surface, this
may appear incompatible with reliable spiking, as small differences in initial conditions between trials may lead to very different responses. However, that the answer
might be more subtle is suggested by a variety of results on the impact of temporally
fluctuating inputs on chaotic dynamics [86, 5, 99, 75, 76, 78, 8].
At a more technical level, because of the link between reliability and dynamical
stability, many previous theoretical studies of reliability of single neurons and neuronal networks have focused on the maximum Lyapunov exponent of the system as an
indicator of reliability. This is convenient because (i) exponents are easy to estimate
numerically and, for certain special types of models, can be estimated analytically
[130, 107, 96, 79, 91, 96, 75]; and (ii) using a single summary statistic permits one to
see, at a glance, the reliability properties of a system across different parameter values.
However, being a single statistic, the maximum Lyapunov exponent cannot capture
all relevant aspects of the dynamics. Indeed, the maximum exponent measures the
rate of separation of trajectories in the most unstable phase space direction; other
aspects of the dynamics are missed by this metric. Recently, attention has turned
to the full Lyapunov spectrum. In particular, [87] compute this spectrum for balanced autonomously spiking neural networks, and suggest limitations on information
transmission that result.
In this chapter, we present a detailed numerical study and steps toward a qualitative theory of reliability in fluctuation-driven networks with balanced excitation and
inhibition. One of our main findings is that even in the presence of strongly chaotic
activity – as characterized by positive Lyapunov exponents – single cell responses can
exhibit intermittent periods of sharp temporal precision, punctuated by periods of
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more diffuse, unreliable spiking. We elucidate the local (meaning cell-to-cell) interactions involved in this intermittent reliability, and investigate the relationship between
this phenomenon and certain time-dependent attractors arising from the dynamics
(some geometric properties of which can be deduced from the Lyapunov spectrum).
3.3

Model description

We study a temporally driven network of N = 1000 spiking neurons. Each neuron
is described by a phase variable θi ∈ S 1 = R/Z whose dynamics follow the “θneuron” model [33]. This models spike generation in so-called “Type I” neurons and
are equivalent to the “quadratic integrate-and-fire” (QIF) model after a change of
coordinates (see [33, 72] and Appendix A). These models can also be formally derived
from biophysical neuron models near “saddle-node-on-invariant-circle” bifurcations;
the underlying “normal form” dynamics [33, 34] are found in many brain areas. The
θ-neuron model is known to produce reliable responses to stimuli in isolation [75, 107],
cf. [81, 16]. Thus, any unreliability or chaos that we find is purely a consequence of
network interactions.
Coupling from neuron j to neuron i is determined by the weight matrix A = {aij }.
A is chosen randomly using an Erdös-Renyi scheme such that 20% of the cells j are
inhibitory (aij < 0 ∀i) and 80% are excitatory (aij > 0 ∀i); we do not allow selfconnections, setting aii = 0. Each neuron has mean in-degree K = 20 from each
√
population (excitatory and inhibitory) and the synaptic weights are O(1/ K) in
accordance with the classical balanced-state network architecture [130]. We note that
our results appear to be qualitatively robust to changes in N and K, but a detailed
study of scaling limits is beyond the scope of this chapter.
A neuron j is said to fire a spike when θj (t) crosses θj = 1; when this occurs, θi
is impacted via the coupling term aij g(θj ) where g(θ) is a smooth “bump” function
R1
with narrow support ([−1/20, 1/20]) around θ = 0 satisfying 0 g(θ)dθ = 1, meant to
model the rapid rise and fall of a pulsatile synaptic variable. In addition to coupling
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interactions, each cell receives a stimulus Ii (t) = η + εζi (t) where η represents a
constant current and ζi (t) are aperiodic signals, modeled here (as in [16, 81, 75]) by
“frozen” realizations of independent white noise processes, scaled by an amplitude
parameter ε. Note that the white noise ζi (t) model external signals, not “noise” (i.e.,
driving terms that can vary between trials), though such terms can be easily added
(as in [76]).

The ith neuron in the network is therefore described by the following stochastic
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differential equation (SDE):
!
dθi = [F (θi ) + Z(θi ) η +

X

aij g(θj ) +

j

(3.1)

2

ε
Z(θi )Z 0 (θi )]dt + εZ(θi ) · dWi,t
2
where the intrinsic dynamics F (θi ) = 1 + cos(2πθi ) and the stimulus response curve
Z(θi ) = 1−cos(2πθi ) come directly from coordinate changes based on the original QIF
equations (see Appendix A and [33]). Here, Wi,t is the independent Wiener process
generating ζi (t); the ε2 term is the Itô correction from the coordinate change [77].
Finally, η sets the intrinsic excitability of individual cells. For η < 0, there is a
stable and an unstable fixed point, together representing resting and threshold potentials. Thus (contrasting [87] where cells are intrinsically oscillatory), neurons are
in the “excitable regime,” displaying fluctuation-driven firing, as for many cortical
neurons [26].

In what follows, we focus on networks in this regime by fixing η = −0.5, where
cells spike due to temporal fluctuations in their inputs (both from external drive and
network interactions) rather than being perturbed and coupled oscillators. We study
the effect of the amplitude ε of the external drive on the evoked dynamics. Note that
in the absence of such inputs, these networks do not produce sustained activity.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates that the general properties of the network dynamics, including a
wide distribution of firing rates from cell to cell and highly irregular firing in individual
cells, are consistent with many models of balanced-state networks in the literature,
as well as general empirical observations from cortex [90, 127]. An additional such
property is that our network’s mean firing rate scales monotonically with η and ε
(data not shown), as in [130, 87].
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3.4

Mathematical background

For reliability questions, we are interested in the response of a network to a fixed
input signal, but starting from different initial states. Equivalently, we can imagine an
ensemble of initial conditions all being driven simultaneously by the same signal ζ(t) .
If the system is reliable, then there should be a distinguished trajectory θ(t) to which
the ensemble converges. In contrast, an unreliable network will lack such an attracting
solution, as dynamical mechanisms conspire to keep trajectories separated. To put
these ideas on a precise mathematical footing, it is useful to treat our SDE (3.1) as a
random dynamical system (RDS). That is, we view the system as a nonautonomous
ODE driven by a frozen realization of the Brownian process, and consider the action
of the generated family of flow maps on phase space. In this section, we present a brief
overview of RDS concepts and their meaning in the context of network reliability.

3.4.1

Random dynamical systems framework

The model network described by (3.1) is a SDE of the form

dxt = a(xt ) +

N
X

b(xt ) · dWti

(3.2)

i=1

whose domain is the N -dimensional torus TN and Wti are standard Brownian motions.
We assume throughout that the Fokker-Planck equation associated with (3.2) has a
unique, smooth steady state solution µ. Since we are interested in the time evolution
of an ensemble of initial conditions driven by a single, fixed realization ζ generated by
{Wti }i , this can be done by considering the stochastic flow maps defined by the SDE,
i.e., the solution maps of the SDE. More precisely, this is a family of maps Ψt1 ,t2 ;ζ
such that Ψt1 ,t2 ;ζ (xt1 ) = xt2 where xt is the solution of (3.2) given ζ. If a(x) and b(x)
from (3.2) are sufficiently smooth, it has been shown (see, e.g. [67]) that the maps
Ψt1 ,t2 ;ζ are well defined, smooth with smooth inverse (i.e., are diffeomorphisms), and
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are independent over disjoint time intervals [t1 , t2 ].
RDS theory studies the action of these random maps on the state space. The
object from RDS theory most relevant to questions of reliability is the sample distribution µtζ , defined here as
µtζ = lim (Ψs,t;ζ )∗ ρinit ,
s→−∞

(3.3)

where (Ψs,t;ζ )∗ denotes the propagator associated with the flow Ψs,t;ζ , i.e., it is the
linear operator transporting probability distributions from time s to time t by the
flow Ψs,t;ζ , and ρinit is the initial probability distribution of the ensemble.
The definition above has the following interpretation: suppose the system was
prepared in the distant past so that it has a random initial condition (where “random”
means “having distribution ρinit ”). Then µtζ is precisely the distribution of all possible
states at time t, after the ensemble has been subjected to a given stimulus ζ(t) for a
sufficiently long time (how long is “sufficient” is system-dependent; the limit in the
definition sidesteps that question). So if µtζ were very localized in space, then the
system has “forgotten” its initial conditions, and is thus quite reliable, whereas is µtζ
were very non-local then the system is unreliable. Note that µtζ depends on both ζ
and the time t: as time goes by, the system receives more inputs, and µtζ continues
to evolve; it is easy to see that (Ψt1 ,t2 ;ζ )∗ µtζ1 = µtζ2 . In general, we expect µtζ to
be independent of ρinit so long as ρinit is given by a sufficiently smooth probability
density, e.g., the uniform distribution on TN .
Key quantities that determine the structure of µtζ are the Lyapunov exponents
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN of the flow. These, as in the deterministic case, measure the
rate of separation of nearby trajectories; for a “typical” trajectory, we expect a small
perturbation δxt to grow or contract like |δxt | ∼ eλ1 t . Note that under very general conditions, the exponents are deterministic, and thus are a function of system
parameters but do not depend on the specific input ζ [66].
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3.4.2

Linear stability implies reliability

The link between λ1 and µtζ is furnished by a pair of theorems. The first is due to Le
Jan, with extensions for SDEs by Baxendale:
Theorem 1 (Le Jan; Baxendale [74, 7]) If λ1 < 0 and a number of nondegeneracy conditions are satisfied [7], then µtζ is a random sink, i.e., µtζ (x) = δ(x−xt ) where
xt is a solution of the SDE.
Given the interpretation of µtζ , this theorem suggests that λ1 < 0 is associated with
reliability.
A complementary theorem covers the case λ1 > 0.
Theorem 2 (Ledrappier and Young [73]) If λ1 > 0, then µtζ is a random SinaiRuelle-Bowen (SRB) measure.
SRB measures are concepts that originally arose in the theory of deterministic, dissipative chaotic systems [31, 135]. They are singular invariant probability distributions supported on a “strange attractor.” Such attractors necessarily have zero
phase volume because of dissipation; nevertheless, SRB measures capture the statistical properties of a set of trajectories of positive phase volume (i.e., the strange
attractor has a nontrivial basin of attraction). They are the “nicest” invariant probability distributions for such systems in that they have smooth conditional densities along unstable (expanding) phase directions. Indeed, locally they typically
consist of the cartesian products of smooth manifolds with Cantor-like fractal sets;
the tangent spaces Eu,ζ (x) to these smooth “leaves” are invariant in the sense that
DΨs,t;ζ (xs ) · Eu,ζ (xs ) = Eu,ζ (xt ), where DΨs,t;ζ (x) denotes the Jacobian of the flow
map at x. Moreover, these subspaces are readily computable as a by-product of
estimating Lyapunov exponents (see Appendix A).
Random SRB measures share many of the same properties as SRB measures in
the deterministic setting, but are time-dependent. While in principle they may be
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localized to small regions of phase space, we have found that for our systems this is
generally not the case. We thus associate λ1 > 0 with unreliability, and hereafter use
the terms “chaotic” and “unreliable” interchangeably. (Random SRB measures have
also been used to model the distribution of “pond scum”; in that context they are
known as “snapshot attractors” [89].)
Although the SRB measure µtζ evolves with time, it possesses some time-invariant
properties because (after transients) it describes processes that are statistically stationary in time. Among these is the dimension of the underlying attractor; another is
the number of unstable directions, i.e., the number of positive Lyapunov exponents,
which give the dimension of the unstable manifolds of the attractor. The latter will
be useful in what follows; we denote it by Mλ .
To summarize, these two theorems allow us to reach global conclusions on the
structure of random attractors (singular or extended) using only the maximum Lyapunov exponent λ1 , a measure of linear stability. This has a number of consequences
in what follows: first, because λ1 is a single summary statistic determined only by
system parameters (and not specific input realization), it allows us to see quickly the
reliability properties of a system across different parameters. Second, it can be computed easily in numerical studies via simulating single trials. Additionally, we note
that the Lyapunov exponents for our models are insensitive to the specific realization
of the connection matrix A (see numerical methods in Appendix A), consistent with
the findings in [87, 76]. However, as we shall discuss later, λ1 can only tell us about
reliability properties in an asymptotic sense (i.e., on sufficiently long timescales).
3.5

Maximum Lyapunov exponents and asymptotic reliability

In line with previous studies [130, 79, 87, 76, 107, 91, 96, 75], we say that a network is
asymptotically reliable if λ1 < 0 and asymptotically unreliable if λ1 > 0. In principle,
even when λ1 < 0, distinct trajectories could take very long times to converge to
the random sink. However, we note that for all asymptotically reliable networks we
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For all panels, η = −0.5.

considered, convergence is typically achieved within about 10 time units. For the
remainder of the chapter, we will concentrate on “steady state” dynamics and we
adopt the point of view that ensembles of solutions for all systems considered were
initiated in the sufficiently distant past. The question of transient times, although
very interesting, falls outside of the scope of this chapter.
We begin by studying the dependence of the λ0i s on the input amplitude ε. Even
in simple and low-dimensional, autonomous systems, analytical calculations of λi ’s
often prove to be very difficult if not impossible. We therefore numerically compute
(see Appendix A for details) the Lyapunov spectra of our network for various values
of input drive amplitude ε. Figure 3.2 (A) shows the first 100 Lyapunov exponents of
these spectra. This demonstrates that, at intermediate values of ε, there are several
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positive Lyapunov exponents, and that the trend in this number is nonmonotonic in
ε. Panel (B) gives another view of this phenomenon, as well as the dependence of
λ1 on ε. In particular, for sufficiently small ε, the networks produce a negative λ1 .
However, as ε increases λ1 becomes positive, indicating chaotic network dynamics and
thus asymptotic unreliability. Consistent with RDS theory, the transition to λ1 > 0
is accompanied by the emergence of a random attractor with nontrivial unstable
manifolds.
Since the networks we study are randomly connected and each cell is nearly identical, the underlying dynamics are fairly stereotypical from cell to cell. This enables
us to focus on a randomly chosen cell for illustrative purposes and further analysis.
Figure 3.2 (C) shows two sample raster plots where the spike times of a single cell
from 30 distinct trials (initiated at randomly sampled ICs) are plotted. The top plot
is produced from an asymptotically reliable system (λ1 < 0) and as expected, every
spike is perfectly reproduced on all trials. In the bottom plot, where λ1 > 0, the spike
times are clearly unreliable across different trials, as RDS theory predicts. For the
remainder of this chapter, we routinely refer to the parameter sets used in Fig 3.2
(C) as testbeds for stable and chaotic networks respectively, and make use of them
for illustrative purposes (see caption of Fig 3.2 for details).
Finally, spike trains from the chaotic network also show an interesting phenomenon:
there are many moments where spike times align across trials, i.e., the system is (temporarily) reliable. We now investigate this phenomenon.
3.6

Single-cell reliability

Let us define the ith neural direction as the state space of the ith cell, which we identify
with a circle S 1 . The degree of reliability of the ith cell is given by the corresponding
marginal distribution, i.e., we define a projection πi (θ1 , · · · , θN ) = θi , and denote the
corresponding projected single-cell distribution by pti,ζ (θi ) ≡ πi µtζ (θ) . Note that when
λ1 > 0, we expect pti,ζ to be nonsingular, i.e., corresponds to a smooth probability
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density function (though it may be more or less concentrated); an exception is when
the random attractor is aligned in such a way that it projects to a point onto the ith
direction. If pti,ζ is singular at time t, then the state of cell i is reproducible across
trials at time t; geometrically, trajectories from distinct trials are perfectly aligned in
the ith subspace. On the other hand, if pti,ζ has a broad density on S 1 , then the state
of cell i at time t can vary greatly across trials, and the ith components of distinct
trajectories are separated.
This is illustrated in Fig 3.3(A) where snapshots of 1000 randomly initialized
trajectories are plotted in two neural subspaces (θ1 , θ2 ) at distinct times t1 < t2 < t3 .
The upper snapshots are taken from an asymptotically reliable system (λ1 < 0) where
µtζ is singular and supported on a single point (random sink) which evolves on TN
according to ζ(t). The bottom snapshots are taken from the λ1 > 0 regime and clearly
show that distinct trajectories accumulate on “clouds” that change shape with time.
These changes affect the spread of pti,ζ .
To quantify the effective separation of points in a given neural subspace, we turn to
R
the differential entropy of a projection at time t: h(pti,ζ ) = − S 1 dpti,ζ log2 pti,ζ . Recall
that the differential entropy of a uniform distribution on S 1 is 0, and that the more
negative h is, the more singular a distribution. In our context, the more orthogonal
the attractor is to the ith direction in TN , the lower is its projection entropy, as
illustrated in Fig 3.3(B). We emphasize again that the shape of pti,ζ is time-dependent
and so is its entropy.
3.6.1

Uncertainty in single cell responses

We would like to predict h(pti,ζ ) from properties of the underlying dynamics. Our first
step in doing so is to validate our intuition about the orientation of µtζ . Following
and somewhat generalizing an approach of [87], we use a quantity which we call the
support score si (t) to represent the contribution of a neural direction to the unstable
directions of the strange attractor at time t.
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We first define this quantity locally for a single trajectory θ(t). For this trajectory,
we expect that there exists a decomposition of the tangent space into stable (contracting) and unstable (expanding) invariant subspaces: Es,ζ (θ(t)) and Eu,ζ (θ(t)). Since
the dimension of Eu,ζ (θ(t)) must be Mλ , let {v1 , v2 , ..., vMλ } be an orthonormal basis
for the unstable subspace at time t (i.e. vi ∈ RN ). We define cell i’s support score as
si (t) = kV ri k

(3.4)

where V is the Mλ × N matrix with vi ’s as rows and ri is the (N -dimensional) unit
vector in the ith direction. Note that 0 ≤ si (t) ≤ 1, and that si measures the absolute
value of the cosine of the angle between the neural and unstable direction. Thus, si
represents the extent to which the ith direction contributes to state space expansion.
The vectors {v1 , v2 , ..., vMλ } are computed simultaneously with the λi ’s (see numerical
methods in Appendix A).
In order to use the support score to quantify the orientation of the attractor, we
need to extend the definition above, which is for a single trajectory, to an ensemble
of trajectories governed by µtζ . However, si (t) could greatly vary depending on which
trajectory we choose — as we might expect if µtζ consisted of complex folded structures. Our numerical simulations show that this variation is limited in our networks:
the typical variance of an ensemble of si (t) values across an ensemble of trajectories
with randomly chosen initial conditions is O(10−2 ) (for a fixed cell i and a fixed time
t). This suggests that unstable tangent spaces about many trajectories are similarly
aligned. Therefore, we extend the idea of support score to pti,ζ by taking the average
hsi (t)i across µtζ . We numerically approximate this quantity by averaging over 1000
trajectories.
Figure 3.3 (C) shows a scatter plot of hsi (t)i vs. h(pti,ζ ) for a representative network that is asymptotically unreliable. This clearly shows that the contribution of a
neural direction i to state space expansion results in a higher entropy of the projected
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measure pti,ζ . This phenomenon is robust across all values of ε tested. Once again,
we note that this correspondence is not automatic for any dynamical system: there
is no guaranteed relationship between the orientation of the unstable subspace and
the entropy of the projected density. For example, the restriction of µtζ to unstable
manifolds could be very localized, thus having low entropy for even perfectly aligned
subspaces.
3.6.2

Temporal statistics

Next, we inquire about the distributions of hsi (t)i across time and neural directions.
That is, again following [87], we study the number of cells that significantly contribute
to unstable directions at any moment as well as the time evolution of this participation
for a given cell.
Figure 3.3 (D) shows a typical distribution of support scores across all cells in the
network at a fixed moment in time. The inset shows a trace of hsi i across cells at that
moment. The important fact is that this is distribution is very uneven across neurons,
being strongly skewed towards low values of hsi i. In panel (E) of the same figure,
we see a typical distribution of support scores across time for a fixed cell. The inset
shows a sample of the hsi (t)i time trace for that cell. We emphasize that the uneven
shape of these distributions implies that at any given moment in time, only a few
cells significantly support expanding directions of the attractor and moreover, that
the identity of these cells change as time evolves. A similar mechanism was reported
for networks of autonomously oscillating cells [87], although only the maximally expanding direction was used to compute si (t). In both cases, neurons in the network
essentially take turns participating in the state space expansion that is present in the
chaotic dynamics.
This leads to trajectories that are unstable on long timescales (λ1 > 0), yet alternate between periods of stability and instability in single neural directions on
short timescales. To directly verify this, Fig. 3.3 (F) shows a sample time trace of
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kθi1 (t)−θi2 (t)kS 1 : the projection distance between two randomly initialized trajectories
θ1 (t) and θ2 (t) in a single neural direction i. Also shown is maxj {kθj1 (t) − θj2 (t)kS 1 }:
the maximal projection distance out of all neural directions. While the maximal S 1
distance is almost always close to its maximum 0.5, the two trajectories regularly
collapse arbitrarily close in any given S 1 -subspace. This leads to a global separation
kθ1 (t) − θ2 (t)kTN that is relatively stable in time (Fig. 3.3 (G)) yet produces temporary local convergence. In what follows, we will see that this mechanism translates
into spike trains that retain considerable temporal structure from trial to trial.
3.7

Reliability of spike times

Thus far, we have been concerned in general with the separation of trajectories arising
from distinct trials (i.e. different ICs but fixed input ζ(t)). However, of relevance to
the dynamical evolution of the network state are spike times: the only moments where
distinct neural directions are effectively coupled. Indeed, coupling between cells of
this network is restricted to a very small portions of state space, namely to a small
interval around θi = 0 ∼ 1 when a cell spikes (see Model section). This property is
ubiquitous in neural circuits and other pulse-coupled systems [51] and is central to
the time-evolution of µtζ .
3.7.1

Spike reliability captured by probability fluxes

From the perspective of spiking, what matters is the time evolution of projected
measures on S 1 in relation to the spiking boundary. This is captured by the probability
flux of pti,ζ at θi = 0 ∼ 1: Φi (t). For our system, we can easily write down the equation
for the flux since inputs to a given cell have no effect at the spiking phase (ie. Z(0) = 0
in (3.1)). From (3.1),

dθi
|
dt θi =0

= 2 and we have Φi (t) = 2pti,ζ (0). We emphasize that

this probability flux is associated with µtζ , and differs from the usual flux arising
from the Fokker-Planck equation. Here, the source of variability between trajectories
leading to wider pti,ζ is due to chaotic network interactions, rather than from noise
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that differs from trial to trial. Overall, Φi (t) is modulated by a complex interaction of
the stimulus drive ζ(t), the vector field of the system itself, and “diffusion” originating
from chaos; as we have seen, the latter depends in a nontrivial way on the geometric
structure of the underlying strange attractor.
In the limit of infinitely many trials, Φi (t) is exactly the normalized cross-trial
spike time histogram, often referred to as the peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH)
in the neuroscience literature. A PSTH is obtained experimentally by repeatedly
presenting the same stimulus to a neuron or neural system and recording the evoked
spike times on each trial. Figure 3.4 (A) illustrates the time evolution of Φi . Perfectly
reliable spike times (repeated across all trials) are represented by a time t∗ such that
for an open interval U 3 t∗ , Φi (t)|U = δ(t − t∗ ). Equivalently, finite values of Φi (t)
indicate various degrees of spike repeatability. Of course, Φi (t) = 0 implies cell i is
not currently spiking on any trial.
3.7.2

Spike events: repeatable temporal patterns

Our next goal is to use Φi (t) to derive a metric of spike time reliability for a network.
Intuitively, given a spike observed on one trial, we seek the expected probability that
this spike would be present on any other trial. This amounts to asking to what extent
the function Φi (t) is “peaked” on average.
To develop a practical assessment of this extent, we begin by approximating Φi (t)
from a finite number of trajectories. To do so, we modify the definition of the flux from
a continuous to a discrete time quantity. For practical reasons we say that Φapprox
(t)
i
represents the fraction of a µtζ -ensemble of trajectories that crosses the θi = 1 ∼ 0
boundary within a small time interval t + ∆t. As a discrete quantity, we now have
0 ≤ Φapprox
(t) ≤ 1. Borrowing a procedure from [125], we convolve this discretized
i
flux with a gaussian filter of standard deviation σ to obtain a smooth waveform (see
Fig 3.4 (B)). We then define spike events as local maxima (peaks) of this waveform.
A spike is assigned to an event if it falls within a tolerance window of the event time,
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defined by the width of the peak at half height. If the spikes contributing to an
event are perfectly aligned, the tolerance is σ. However, if there is some variability
in the spike times, the tolerance grows as the event’s peak widens. This procedure
ensures that spikes differing by negligible shifts are members of the same event. For
our estimates, we used ∆t = 0.005 (time step of the numerical solver) and found
that σ = 0.05 was big enough to define reasonable event sizes and small enough to
discriminate between most consecutive spikes from the same trial. However, we note
that the following results are robust to moderate changes in σ.
Each spike event is then assigned a participation fraction f : the fraction of trials
participating in the spike event. Figure 3.4 (B) shows the distribution of f ’s for the
events recorded from all cells of our chaotic network testbed, using 2500 time unit
runs with 30 trials and discarding the initial 10% to avoid transient effects. There is a
significant fraction of events with f = 1 and a monotonic decrease of occurrences with
lesser participation fractions. The mean hf i of this distribution is the finite-sampling
equivalent of the average height of Φi peaks and therefore represents an estimate of
the expected probability of an observed spike being repeated on other trials.
Finally, we compare hf i to the number of unstable directions of the chaotic attractor µtζ for a range of input amplitude ε. Figure 3.4 (C) shows both ε-dependent
curves 1−hf i and Mλ /N (previously shown in Fig 3.2 (B)). For weak input amplitudes
(ε < 0.2), networks are asymptotically reliable and thus, Mλ /N = 0 and every event
has full participation fraction (1 − hf i = 0). As ε increases, the network undergoes
a rapid transition from stable to chaotic dynamics. Most interestingly, both 1 − hf i
and Mλ /N follow the same trend, suggesting that the dimension of the underlying
strange attractor plays an important role in the expected reliability of spikes. While
this relationship is not perfect, it shows that the number of positive Lyapunov exponents serves as a better predictor of average spike reproducibility than the magnitude
of λ1 alone.
The shapes of 1−hf i and Mλ /N show an initial growth followed by a gradual decay,
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suggesting that following a transition from stable to chaotic dynamics, higher input
fluctuations induce more reliable spiking. In the limit of high ε, this agrees with the
intuition of an entraining effect by the input signal. This raises an important question
about the observed dynamics: Is spike repeatability simply due to large deviations
in the input? Or equivalently, is the role of chaotic network interactions comparable
to “noise” in the inputs to individual neurons? That this may not be the case for
moderate input amplitudes is suggested by the concentration of trajectories in the
sample measures µtζ . We now seek to demonstrate the difference.
3.8
3.8.1

Relevant local mechanisms
Network interactions vs. stimulus

A natural question about the dynamical phenomena described above is: to what
extent are they caused by network interactions, compared to direct effects of the
stimulus? In our system, each cell receives an external stimulus ζi (t) as well as a
sum of inputs from other cells. Because of network interactions, the latter inputs
are highly structured even when λ1 > 0, and can be correlated across multiple trials.
Indeed, all else being equal, the more singular and low-dimensional µtζ is, the more
cross-trial correlation there will be. The question is whether we would still observe
the same spiking behavior when inputs from the rest of the network are replaced by
more random inputs.
To test this, we compare the response of cell i in a network driven by the stimulus
ζ(t) with that of a single “test cell” driven by (i) the ith component ζi (t) of the
given stimulus, plus (ii) excitatory and inhibitory poisson-distributed spike trains
designed to mimic network inputs, but are independent across trials. More precisely,
the poisson spike trains are adjusted to the network firing rate (modulated by ε) and
have inter-spike interval distributions matching those of network-embedded cells (see
Fig 4.1 (B)). The number of poisson spike trains received by the test cell matches the
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mean in-degree K of the network and the balance between excitation and inhibition
is conserved. Importantly, all trains are independent (both within and across trials).
The average spike event participation fraction hf poisson i is then computed.
Fig 3.4 (C) shows 1 − hf poisson i alongside 1 − hf i. For moderate values of ε, these
two curves differ by a factor of two and slowly converge as ε increases. This confirms
that two dynamical regimes are present: When the input strength is very high, inputs
tend to entrain neurons into firing regardless of synaptic inputs, as was intuitively
stated above. However, for moderate input amplitudes, network interactions play
a central role in the repeatability of spike times. Importantly, we note that many
repeatable spike events in chaotic networks are not present in the surrogate poissondriven cell presented with the same stimulus.
A second, closely related question is whether the reliable spiking events we see
are solely due to large fluctuations in the stimulus, or if network mechanisms play a
significant role. The above results, which show that structured network interactions
can have a significant impact on single-cell reliability, suggest the answer is no. Here
we provide a second, more direct test of this question.
To proceed, we first classify each spike fired in the network as either reliable or
not by defining a quantity Rspike : the fraction of spikes belonging to an event with a
participation fraction f greater or equal to some threshold. Rspike is the cumulative
density of events with f greater than the chosen threshold. Equivalently, we say a
spike event is reliable if its f is greater than that threshold and unreliable otherwise.
Individual spikes inherit the reliability classification of the event of which they are a
member.
For visual comparison with Fig 3.4 (C), Fig 3.4 (D) shows 1 − Rspike as a function
of ε for three threshold values (0.5, 0.75 and 1). These curves show the fraction of
unreliable spikes, out of all spikes fired, for a given threshold. The error bars show
the standard deviation of the value across all cells in the network. As expected for
small ε, 1 − Rspike = 0 since λ1 < 0. Notice that as in the case of 1 − hf i, the distinct
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choices of threshold do not affect overall trends, but they greatly impact the fraction
of spikes labeled reliable (or unreliable). For what follows, we adopt a strict definition
of spike time reliability by fixing the Rspike threshold at 1 (i.e. a spike is reliable if
it is present in all trials). However, the subsequent results are fairly robust to the
choice of this threshold.
We can now address the question raised above via spike-triggered averaging (STA).
As the name describes, this procedure takes quantities related to a given cell’s dynamics (i.e. stimulus, synaptic inputs, etc.) in the moments leading to a spike, and
averages them across an ensemble of spike times. In other words, it is a conditional
expectation of the stimulus in the moments leading up to a spike; it can also be interpreted as the leading term of a Wiener-Volterra expansion of the neural response
[102]. In what follows, we will distinguish between reliable and unreliable spikes while
taking these averages in an effort to isolate dynamical differences between the two.
For illustration, we turn to our chaotic network testbed. Figure 3.5 (A) and
(B) shows the STA of both excitatory and inhibitory network interactions as well
as the external input leading to reliable and unreliable spikes. More precisely, say
we consider spike times {t1i , t2i , ...} from cell i. Then the network interactions used
P
in the STA is the ensemble of time traces {Z(θi (t)) j aij g(θj (t))|t∗i − 2 ≤ t ≤ t∗i }
where Z(θ) and g(θ) are as in (3.1) where we differentiate between excitatory and
inhibitory inputs according to the sign of aij . Similarly, the external input are taken
from {εZ(θi (t))ζi (t)|t∗i − 2 ≤ t ≤ t∗i }.
There are two main points to take from these STAs. First, note that the spiketriggered recurrent excitation is stronger than the spike-triggered stimuli, giving further evidence that recurrent interactions shape the dynamics with which the spikes
themselves are elicited — rather than spikes being primarily driven by the external
stimuli alone. Second, note that these STAs are qualitatively similar for both reliable
and unreliable spikes. This suggests that we look for further effects on stability that
distinguish these two cases, a task to which we now turn.
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Recall that the support score si (t) measures the contribution of a single cell’s
subspace to tangent unstable directions of a trajectory. Consider the corresponding
STA S(t), i.e., the expected values of si (t) in a short time interval preceding each
spike in the network. Fig. 3.5 (C) shows the resulting averages for both reliable and
unreliable spikes. Moments before a cell fires an unreliable spike, S(t) is considerably
larger than in the reliable spike case, thus indicating that global expansion is further
aligned with a spiking cell’s direction in unreliable spike events. We now investigate
properties of the flow leading to this phenomenon.

3.8.2

Source of local expansion

To better capture space expansion in a given neural direction, consider v(t), the
solution of the variational equation
v̇ = J(t)v

(3.5)

where J(t) = DΨ0,t;ζ is the Jacobian of the flow evaluated along a trajectory θ(t).
If we set v(0) to be randomly chosen but with unit length, then v(t) quickly aligns
to the directions of maximum expansion in the tangent space of the flow about θ(t);
moreover, because of ergodicity λ1 = limt→∞ 1t log(kv(t)k). We can equivalently write
a discretized version of this expression for small ∆t: λ1 = limT →∞ he(t)iT where h·iT


1
log kv(t+∆t)k
is analogous
denotes the time average up to time T and e(t) = ∆t
kv(t)k
to a finite time Lyapunov exponent. For our network, e(t) fluctuates rapidly and
depends on many factors such as number of spikes fired, the pattern of the inputs,
and the phase coordinate of each cell over the time ∆t. Its coefficient of variation is
typically O(10) for ∆t = 0.005 which is consistent with the fact that stability is very
heterogeneous in time. To better understand the impact of the flow on a single cell’s
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subspace, we define the local expansion coefficient
1
log
ei (t) =
∆t



|vi (t + ∆t)|
|vi (t)|


.

(3.6)

Note that ei (t) is a local equivalent of e(t) and directly measures the maximum expansion in a neural subspace.
Consider the corresponding STA E(t), shown in Fig. 3.5 (D). Notice that Eunrel (t)’s
R0
peak is much broader than Erel (t) ’s with −2 Eunrel (t) − Erel (t)dt ' 2.5 which indicates that prior to an unreliable spike, trajectories are subject to an accumulated
infinitesimal expansion rate higher than in the reliable spike case.
In contrast to si (t), ei (t) is directly computable in terms of contributions from
different terms in the flow. We refer the reader to Appendix A for a detailed treatment
of input conditions leading to reliable or unreliable spikes. Importantly, the source of
“local” expansion ei (t) is dominated by the effect of a single cell’s vector field F (θi )
(from Eqn. (3.1)) which directly depends on the phase trajectory θi (t) prior to a spike.
If θi (t) < 21 , F 0 (θi (t)) is negative, and becomes positive for θi (t) >

1
2

— in the

absence of fluctuating inputs from network or external source. When an uncoupled cell
is driven by ζi , we know that on average, it spends more time in its contractive region
(θi < 12 ) and is reliable as a result [75, 107]. While inputs may directly contribute to
J(t), their effect is generally so brief that their chief contribution to ei (t) is to steer
θi (t) in expanding regions of its own subspace (see Appendix A). Fig 3.5 (C) confirms
that on average, the phase of a cell preceding an unreliable spike spends more time in
its expanding region. Such a phenomenon has previously been reported in the form
of a threshold crossing velocity argument [6].
The key feature of this driven system, likely due to sparse and rapid coupling, is
a sustained balance between inputs leading to contraction/expansion in local neural
subspaces. A bias toward more occurrences of “expansive inputs” yields positive
Lyapunov exponents (Mλ > 0) and implies on average, more growth than decay.
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What is perhaps surprising is that this state space expansion remains confined to
subspaces supported by only a few neural directions, which creates this coexistence
of chaos and highly reliable spiking throughout the network.
3.9

Discussion

In this chapter, we explored the reliability of fluctuation-driven networks in the excitable regime — where model single cell dynamics contain stable fixed points. We
showed that these networks can operate in stable or chaotic regimes and demonstrated
that spike trains of single neurons from chaotic networks can retain a great deal of
temporal structure across trials. We have found that an attribute of random attractors that directly impacts the reliability of single cells is the orientation of expanding
subspaces, and that the evolving shape of the random attractor is reflected in the intermittent reliability of single neurons. We have also performed a detailed numerical
study to analyze the local (i.e., cell-to-cell) interactions responsible for reliable spike
events.
What remains to be understood is the role of larger-scale network structures, and
how unreliable spike events propagate through the network in a self-sustaining fashion
in networks with λ1 > 0 . This is a target of our future work.
Throughout this work, we have found the qualitative theory of random dynamical
systems to be a useful conceptual framework for studying reliability. Though the
theory is predicated on a number of idealizations, we expect most of them (e.g., the
assumption that the stimuli are white noise rather than some other type of stochastic
process) can be relaxed.
Finally, we note that the phenomena observed here may have consequences for
neural information coding and processing. In particular, unreliable spikes are a hallmark of sensitivity to initial conditions and may therefore carry information about
previous states of the system (or, equivalently, previous inputs). In contrast, reliable
spikes carry repeatable information and computations about the external stimulus
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ζ(t) (either via directly evoked spikes or propagated by repeatable network interactions). We showed that both unreliable and reliable spike events coexist in chaotic
regimes of the system explored. Preliminary results indicate that correlation across
external drives greatly enhances a network’s spike time reliability and will be the object of an upcoming publication. The resulting implications for the neural encoding
of signals are an intriguing avenue for further investigation.
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Chapter 4
STRUCTURED CHAOS SHAPES SPIKE-RESPONSE
NOISE ENTROPY OF DRIVEN BALANCED NETWORKS
4.1

Overview

Chapter 3 presented an analysis of spike-time reliability in driven chaotic networks.
There, we focussed on the expected variability of single spikes, leaving open the
question of the statistical properties of joint spike patterns involving multiple neurons.
In this chapter, we derive a bound for the entropy of joint spike pattern distributions, in the same setting as before – that is, large recurrent networks of theta neurons
in response to a fluctuating temporal signal. The analysis is based on results from
random dynamical systems theory and complemented by detailed numerical simulations. We find that despite very weak conditional correlations between neurons, the
resulting joint variability of network responses is much lower than what would be
extrapolated from estimates based on single neurons or cell pairs. This result provides insight into potential mechanisms by which neuronal networks in the brain may
encode information about temporally structured stimuli.

The contents of this chapter are taken in part from a manuscript entitled Structured
chaos shapes neuronal spike-response noise entropy of driven balanced networks, by
Guillaume Lajoie, Jean-Philippe Thivierge and Eric Shea-Brown and is submitted for
review. Special thanks go to Fred Wolf, Yu Hu and Kevin K. Lin for helpful insights.
This work was supported in part by an NSERC graduate scholarship, an NIH Training
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4.2

Introduction

If a temporally fluctuating signal is presented to a network whose dynamics are
chaotic, how much variability can one expect in its responses — given that initial
states are unknown? This question is central to questions of stimulus encoding by
large recurrent networks of neurons in the brain. Here, the conditional distributions,
which describe the joint activity of many connected neurons in response to an input, are often extremely complex. In this chapter, we present results that leverage
properties of high-dimensional chaotic attractors to approximate the entropy of these
distributions. This bypasses the need for statistical sampling of network outputs,
which is an exponentially complex problem. The conclusions provide insight into how
large networks may carry and encode information about temporal features of driving
signals.
Some sensory systems depend on the precise timing of spikes — large and rapid
changes in a neuron’s membrane potential — to process stimuli that contain temporal
cues [45]; and isolated neurons are known to respond to fluctuating input currents
with reliable spike patterns [16, 81]. However, variability in stimulus-evoked spikes
is increasingly pronounced in deeper, more recurrently connected brain areas such
as cortex [63]. How much of this variability is intrinsic to the network? How might
this constrain spiking features relevant for coding? These remain important open
questions.
In vivo experiments where fluctuating sensory stimuli are repeatedly presented
to an animal reveal that cortical neurons can produce spikes with a wide range of
variability, and that some are repeatedly evoked with millisecond precision but not
others [134, 101]. Information-theoretic methods based on temporal spike binning
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suggest that this type of “intermittent noise” may still allow spike-timing based information to be encoded by single cortical cells [101]. However, recent studies suggest
that the impact of noise on network coding cannot be understood by considering
single-cell responses in isolation [113, 30, 136]. Rather, it is essential to understand
the simultaneous, joint statistics of many cells, and the network mechanisms that
shape these statistics.
Cortical networks produce sustained, irregular spikes across neurons [18], a phenomenon which is believed to arise from a balance between excitatory and inhibitory
connections [116]. Balanced state network models produce irregular spiking, generating chaotic dynamics when activity is driven by constant external excitation [130, 87].
Moreover, this chaos induces high sensitivity to small perturbations even in the absence of external noise. This sensitivity is an obvious threat to encoding of signals
based on precise spike times [79]. However, recent work shows that temporally driven
balanced networks can have chaotic attractors of limited dimension and geometric
properties leading to intermittent periods of reliable spiking (see Chapter 3).
Attractor dimension is intimately linked to dynamical entropy production in chaotic
systems. Entropy production is a measure of uncertainty in the predictability of trajectories in the state space of network models. This type of trajectory “noise” is what
leads to spike variability in balanced network models [87]. To link this concept with
neural coding, we need to make a quantitive link between levels of entropy production
in state space, and the variability (entropy) in stimulus-evoked spike patterns — also
called noise entropy [102].
In this chapter, we use random dynamical system theory and numerical estimates
to develop an approximate bound for the noise entropy of spike trains in stimulus driven, balanced networks of spiking neurons. We show that: (i) Joint spike
train noise entropy is surprisingly lower than what one would obtain by extrapolating estimates based on single neurons or cell pairs considered separately. (ii) This
phenomenon is network-size invariant, a feature arising from the extensive nature of
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chaos in balanced networks [87]. (iii) Entropy production, and hence bounds on spike
train noise entropy, strongly depends on the level of temporal structure and mean values of input signals. Overall, our results describe dynamical properties of balanced,
chaotic networks that limit variability in their joint spike train responses, raising the
possibility that these responses could carry information about stimuli in a wide range
of network scales.
4.3

Network model

We study large random networks of N θ-neurons as in [87] and Chapter 3. The
state of each cell is represented by a phase variable θi (t) ∈ [0, 1] where 0 and 1 are
identified (i.e. S 1 ) and a spike is said to occur when θi = 1 ∼ 0. This model has nondimensionalized units but is equivalent to the Quadratic Integrate-and-fire model
after a smooth change of coordinates [33] (see also Appendix A). In addition, the
network receives a temporally structured input I(t) described below. As in Chapter 3,
the dynamics of the ith cell in the network is given by a random dynamical system
represented by
"

#
ε2
dθi = F (θi ) + Z(θi )
aij g(θj ) + Z(θi )Z 0 (θi ) dt...
2
j=1
N
X

(4.1)

+ Z(θi ) [ηdt + εdWi ] .
{z
}
|
Ii (t)

Here, F (θi ) = 1 + cos(2πθi ), Z(θi ) = 1 − cos(2πθi ) and g(θj ) is a smooth coupling
function with small support around θj = 1 ∼ 0 ([−1/20, 1/20]) mimicking the rapid
rise and fall of a synaptic current (see Appendix B for details). The ε2 term comes
from an Ito correction [77]. We assign 20% of the N neurons to be inhibitory and
80% to be excitatory, meaning that outgoing weights of neuron j are either aij ≤ 0 or
aij ≥ 0 respectively. The coupling matrix A = {aij }i,j=1,...,N is chosen randomly with
mean in-degree κ such that each neuron receives on average κ incoming connections
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from independently chosen neurons from each excitatory or inhibitory population. For
√
the rest of this chapter, we ensure that κ  N and that |aij | ∼ O(1/ κ) when nonzero, in accordance with the classical balanced state architecture [130]. Throughout,
we set κ = 20 and find that as long as κ  N , our results are qualitatively robust.
The network input I = {Ii }N
i=1 , represented by the last term in (4.1), mimics a
temporally varying vector-valued stimulus. It is a collection of N independent signals
Ii (t) = η + εωti driving each neuron, where the ωi are “frozen” or “quenched” white
noise realizations arising from the independent Wiener processes Wi . We emphasize
that I = {Ii }N
i=1 is a signal with Gaussian statistics but not stochastic noise. In what
follows, we study the behavior of many trajectories of (4.1) driven by the same input
I but starting from distinct initial conditions.
Parameters η and ε ≥ 0 are constant across all cells and represent the mean and
fluctuation amplitude of I respectively. Note that η controls the network’s “excitability” and can take negative values. When η < 0, we say the network is in the excitable
regime as intrinsic single-cell dynamics contain a stable equilibrium (rest) and an unstable one (threshold). When η > 0, the network is in the oscillatory regime as each
√
neuron has an intrinsic firing frequency that grows as η. We begin by investigating
network (4.1) in the excitable regime with parameters η = −0.5 and ε = 0.5.

4.4

Spike response noise entropy

In order to quantify spike pattern variability, it is convenient to treat spike trains as
binary time series. We discretize time in bins of width ∆t that are not infinitesimally
small, but are small enough so that for a given cell, each bin contains at most a single
spike. Let us first define finite binary words for K neurons over L time bins starting at
k
time tl = l∆t for some integer l: SKL (tl ) = {Slk , ..., Sl+L−1
}k=k1 ,...,kK with Sjk ∈ {0, 1}

(see Figure 4.1 (a)). The variability of the evoked spike response SKL (tl ) is captured
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(a)

K

time (tu)
L

(c)

...

...

K 0001000010010000..........1000001000
K-1 0100010000000010..........0001001000
K-2 1000000100000010..........0100000010
2 0010000000001001..........0001001000
1 0001000010000010..........1000100000
123...

time bin no.

1
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...L
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neuron no.
neuron no. k

1
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trial no.

(b) 2000
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time (tu)
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4
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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Figure 4.1: (a) Top: Raster plot of spike output for 100 randomly selected neurons
for 50 time-units (tu) on a single trial (dots are spikes). Bottom: Illustration of
binary SKL -word. (b) Raster plot of a randomly selected cell’s spike output on 2000
trials, where only network initial conditions change from trial to trial. (c) Single cell
1L
Hnoise
estimates for different surrogate noise test. From top to bottom: homogeneous
poisson (blue), inhomogeneous poisson (red), network interactions (black). The word
length is plotted in inverse, 1/L, to better visualize extrapolation of extensive regime
to L → ∞ (left square markers). For all panels: η = −0.5, ε = 0.5, N = 500.

by the conditional noise entropy given the input I
KL
Hnoise
(tl ) =

−1 X
P (SKL (tl )|I) log2 P (SKL (tl )|I),
KL∆t S

(4.2)

KL

where P (·) denotes probability given a random initial state of the network. This
quantity is normalized to have units of bits per neuron per time unit (bits/neuron/tu)
and thus represents an entropy rate. Since the inputs I and network dynamics are
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statistically stationary processes (see Chapter 3), it follows that the expected noise
entropy rate of KL words conditioned on any I from the same input distribution —
controlled by the parameters η and ε — can be obtained from an average for a single
I, provided the time-average is sufficiently long (see eg. [119, 102]):

KL
Hnoise

T −1
1 X KL
Hnoise (tl ).
= lim
T →∞ T
l=0

(4.3)

As demonstrated in [119] and reviewed below, (4.3) can be used to estimate the
true entropy rate of the K neurons considered when L → ∞. Our goal is to better
understand this quantity for entire networks (K = N ) as network size N grows.
4.5

Empirical estimates of noise entropy in spike trains

Our first goal is to generate empirical estimates of noise entropy rates from simulated network data. To this end, we numerically integrate Equation (4.1) to generate
ensembles of solutions driven by the same input I, but starting from distinct initial
conditions (IC). We want to choose such ICs so that they represent the most likely
states in which one may find an active network at any moment.
As described in more detail below (see Section 4.6), the network is expected to
have a stationary probability distribution. This distribution describes the likelihood
of finding the system in a particular state, given any input history sharing the same
statistics. To sample random ICs from this distribution, we first select seed ICs uniformly over the state space, and evolve each of these for a “burn in” period of 50 time
units, for which different inputs I are presented. After this transient period, the resulting endpoints of these trajectories represent a new IC ensemble that approximates
the stationary distribution. We make sure to sample from the stationary distribution
to be consistent with technical requirements in Section 4.6. However in practice, the
initialization details make little difference. Indeed, after short transients (about 10
time units), the quantities we compute below seem insensitive to IC statistics, as long
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as they are reasonably spread over the state space.
With the stationary IC ensemble, we simulate network (4.1) in response to a fixed
I for 10000 time units and 2000 trials — where trials are distinguished only by their
ICs (see Appendix B for computational details). We discretize time in bins of width
∆t = 0.05 time units and extract the binarized spike outputs SN L on all trials. Note
that a detailed study of temporal resolution of spike trains falls outside the scope of
this study. Nevertheless, we found that a slightly different time-bin resolution did not
significantly affect our results. We now have ensembles of binarized network spike
patterns SN L in response to a long input I, which we use to probe characteristics of
chaos-induced noise entropy rate in various contexts.
4.5.1

Chaos-induced single neuron variability

When considered in isolation, the uncoupled θ-neuron model of a single cell is known
to produce reliable spike responses to frozen-noise inputs Ii . In other words, after
short transient periods, the spike trains produced from different initial conditions are
all the same [75, 107]. Therefore, any variability observed in the responses of single
neurons that are part of coupled networks is a result of chaotic network interactions.
To better understand this mechanism, we compare the chaotic variability induced by
network interactions with commonly used noise paradigms at the single cell level.
As the number of inbound connections to each cell is the same on average, the dynamics of any single neuron in a balanced network are stereotypical, and its statistics
are representative of any other cell’s. Thus, we randomly select a neuron i from our
1L
network and numerically estimate its noise entropy rate Hnoise
. Using the simulated

network dynamics, we extract the binarized spike output of our selected cell on all
trials (see Figure 4.1 (b)). For a fixed L, we use the normalized cross-trial counts of
S1L words in consecutive, non-overlapping L-windows as estimates of the probabilities
P (S1L (tl |I)) in equation (4.2). We repeat this process for word lengths up to L = 20
and plot the results in Figure 4.1 (c) as a function of 1/L.
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A system with finite autocorrelation timescales is expected to produce entropy
rates that behave extensively as L gets large enough. This is readily apparent in
the linear decreasing trend in H1L as L grows, until a point where the estimate
quickly drops due to insufficient sampling. Following [119], we use the point of least
fractional change in slope to extrapolate this extensive trend and obtain an estimate
1L
(intersections with ordinate in Figure 4.1 (c)). This approximates
for limL→∞ Hnoise

the noise entropy for spike trains of single cells drawn from within the chaotic network.
We repeat the process of estimating noise entropy in the spike trains of single cells.
However, rather than doing this for a single neuron drawn from an entire chaotic (but
deterministic) network, we compute the noise entropy for cells driven with different
noise models. The point is to compare variability produced by chaotic networks to that
produced by “typical” noise models. Specifically, we model a single neuron keeping
the input Ii intact but replacing the incoming spike trains it receives from upstream
cells by two surrogate ensembles meant to isolate distinct “noisy” statistical features
of network activity. First we consider (i) homogeneous noise surrogates: independent,
Poisson distributed spike trains with rates that match the mean firing rate of the
cells providing input to the neuron at hand. Next we consider (ii) inhomogeneous
noise surrogates, produced by independently drawing a binary random variable in
each ∆t-bin, according to the time-dependent probabilities (PSTHs) of upstream
cells, measured from the original network simulations. For each new trial, we draw
independent surrogates.
Figure 4.1 (c) shows the results. Compared with the noise entropy produced
by the cell when embedded in the chaotic network, there is a 66% increase in noise
entropy rate when instead, it receives noisy inputs according to the homogeneous
surrogates, and about 30% for the inhomogeneous case. These sizable differences
indicate that while chaotic dynamics produce variable responses, these contain a
significant structure which is not entirely explained by instantaneous firing rates across
the network.
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4.5.2

Noise entropy and network interactions

We investigate how statistical dependencies in spike trains from different cells may
affect the variability of the joint network spike output. Because our network is
sparsely connected (κ  N ), dynamical interactions are limited, raising the question of whether such interactions impact the “global” multi-cell spike entropy rate
NL
limL→∞ Hnoise
at all. As a first investigation into this matter, we consider the Pear-

son correlation coefficient cij (tl ) between the spiking probability of two cells i and j in
time-bin tl . This measures the instantaneous noise correlation in their spike outputs.
Figure 4.2 (a) shows a typical histogram of cij (tl ) across all neuron pairs in a
network with N = 500 for a fixed tl , where pairs with zero spiking probability were
discarded. This gives one view into spike correlations across the network. However, we
note that correlations are not static in the sense that a high correlation between two
cells in one time-bin does not guarantee that they are correlated in the future. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.2 (b) showing a histogram of cij (tl ) across 10000 time units, for
two randomly chosen (connected) cells. Notice that both histograms in Figure 4.2 are
strikingly similar, suggestive of ergodic network dynamics. Importantly, the average
hcij (tl )i, computed over 4950 random pairs and 500 time units, is of the order of 10−5
while h|cij (tl )|i is about 10−2 . Thus, we can see that correlated variability among
neurons is fairly small, at least according to these averages.
These limited and evolving pairwise spike correlations are attributable to the shape
and size of chaotic attractors that describe network trajectories originating from distinct ICs. Indeed, it was shown in [87] and Chapter 3 that for chaotic balanced
networks, only a few cells contribute to state space expansion at any given moment
and that the identity of these neurons changes with time. It is not clear, however,
whether such limited dependencies collaborate to significantly lower the noise entropy
rate of the network spike trains as a whole — i.e., across many cells, and across time.
To begin to address this, we first note that the entropy of a multivariate dis-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Typical histogram of noise correlation coefficients cij (tl ) between all
neuron pairs for a fixed time. Inset shows cij (tl ) for the first 5000 pairs. (b) Histogram
of noise correlation coefficient cij (tl ) between two connected cells across 10000 tu. Inset shows cij (tl ) for 100 tu. (c) Network-wide noise entropy estimates in bits/tu.
Estimate from single cell noise entropies hH 1 i (averaged over 20 random cells), estimate from two-cells noise entropy hH 2 i (averaged over 45 random cell pairs) with
shaded area showing one standard error of the mean (N = 500). KS-entropy estimate
HKS : markers shows estimates from Lyapunov spectra for a range of N ; black line is
a linear fit. (d) Plot of first 10% of Lyap spectrum for N = 500, 1000 and 2000. For
all panels: η = −0.5, ε = 0.5.

tribution is always greater than or equal to the sum of the marginal distributions’
entropies. It follows that a “naive” extrapolation of entropy estimated from one or
a few cells at a time can produce nested upper bounds on the joint network entropy
KL
rate. Specifically, if hH K i denotes the average of limL→∞ Hnoise
over all K-tuples,

then hH 1 i ≥ hH 2 i ≥ ... ≥ hH N i, all with units of bits per time unit per neuron.
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However, since connectivity is small compared to network size, it is reasonable to
expect that these decreasing estimates saturate for K large enough. Indeed, this has
to be the case if noise entropy rate is extensive in N . Assuming this is true, N hH K i,
for sufficiently large K, serves as an upper bound on the total noise entropy rate of
networks when N is large. Figure 4.2 (c) shows estimates of such bounds for K = 1, 2
as a function of N . Here, the slopes hH 1 i and hH 2 i are sampled over 20 randomly
selected neurons and 45 neuron pairs in a network with N = 500, using the same
extrapolation techniques as in the previous section. K = 2 marks the limit of what
we could empirically sample and gives little insight about the trend of this bound as
K grows.
The differences between N hH 1 i and N hH 2 i suggest that the joint entropy of spike
trains produced by multiple cells at once must be considered. As this is impossible to
do by direct sampling due to computational limitations, another approach is needed.
This is what we do next. Specifically, in what follows we leverage dynamical systems
tools to arrive at a better understanding of global noise entropy production across
the network.
4.6

From chaos to noise entropy

We begin by investigating the full network trajectories θ(t) = (θ1 (t), ..., θN (t)) from (4.1),
which evolve on the N -dimensional torus TN . Recall that a spike from cell i occurs
when θi (t) = 1, and corresponds to Sli = 1 in the appropriate time-bin. Notice that
the phase response curve Z(θi ) in (4.1) modulates the effect of I and upstream spikes
on neuron θi , and that Z(θi ) vanishes at θi (t) = 1. This means that a neuron becomes
insensitive to any inputs when it is about to spike. Indeed, the Taylor expansion of
neuron i’s dynamics about θi = 1 is dθi = [2 + O((θi − 1)2 )]dt + O((θi − 1)2 )dWi,t .
Based on this observation — and the assumption that ∆t is sufficiently small — we
have the approximate conclusion that neuron i spikes in the time bin [t, t + ∆t] if and
only if θi (t) ∈ [1 − 2∆t, 1). See Appendix B for more details about the validity of this
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assumption for the finite ∆t we use. Now consider the partition of TN : Γ∗ = {γ0 , γ1 }N ,
built of cartesian products of intervals γ0 = [0, 1 − 2∆t) and γ1 = [1 − 2∆t, 1), across
all θi ’s. At any time tl = l∆t, the Γ∗ -address of θ(tl ) determines the binarized
spiking state of the network in time bin [tl , tl + ∆t]: θi (tl ) ∈ γ0 ⇒ Sli = 0 and
θi (tl ) ∈ γ1 ⇒ Sli = 1.
In order to describe L-long spike trains in terms of Γ∗ -addresses, we must understand how solutions θ(t) evolve with respect to Γ∗ . To this end, consider the
discretized dynamics given by the transition maps Φt;I that send TN onto itself according to the flow of (4.1) from t to t + ∆t. If θ(t) is a solution of (4.1), then
Φt;I (θ(t)) = θ(t + ∆t) where ∆t refers to the resolution of our binary spike trains
SN L . Note that the maps Φt;I depend on both t and I. They are expected to be
smooth with smooth inverses (diffeomorphisms) [67], and together form a random
dynamical system (RDS). For detailed geometric properties of the RDS defined by
system (4.1), we refer the reader to Chapter 3.
For what follows, it is convenient to reverse time and consider spike trains and
trajectories starting in the distant past and leading up to t = 0. This representation
is statistically equivalent to one in forward time, since our networks have statistically
stationary dynamics (see Chapter 3). Consider the s-step inverse map Φ−s
0;I . For
any set A in the partition Γ∗ , its pre-image Φ−s
0;I (A) denotes the set of all points
in TN at time −s∆t that will be mapped to A, and consequently have the same
spiking state at t = 0. Similarly, if both A0 and A1 are sets in Γ∗ , the intersection
T −s+1
Φ0;I (A1 ) describes all points that will be mapped to A1 at t = −∆t and
Φ−s
0;I (A0 )
T
∗
A0 at t = 0. It follows that any subset of the form B = Ls=0 Φ−s
0;I (As ) where As ∈ Γ
captures all past network states at time t = (−L)∆t leading to the same spiking
i
i
sequence {S−L
, ..., S−1
, S0i }i=1,..,N , when the same I is presented. Moreover, it is easy

to show that the collections of all possible sets constructed as B, named the join of
∗
N
pre-images of Γ∗ and denoted ∨Ls=0 Φ−s
0;I Γ , is itself a partition of T .

It follows that this new partition offers a one-to-one correspondence between its
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member sets and the space of all SN L spike trains. Note that many sets in this
partition are empty since not all spike sequences are accessible by the network. In
∗
fact, the number of non-empty sets remaining in ∨Ls=0 Φ−s
0;I Γ as L → ∞ represents

the number of allowed infinite spike sequences. Furthermore, for a given SN L and
∗
its associated set B ∈ ∨Ls=0 Φ−s
0;I Γ , the probability P (SN L |I) is equivalent to the

probability of finding the network’s state in B in the distant past, given that I was
presented — i.e. P (θ ∈ B|I).
As discussed in Chapter 3, we assume that our RDS possesses an ergodic stationary probability measure µ, which is the steady state solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation associated with (4.1). Thus, µ is the probability measure on TN describing
how likely we are to find the network in a particular state at any moment in time,
given any input I drawn with the statistics of the signal distribution. As a result,
selecting a random IC θ for the network amounts to drawing from µ. If we let
hµ (Φt;I , Γ∗ ) = lim −
n→∞

1
n

X

µ(B) ln µ(B),

(4.4)

−s ∗
B∈∨n
s=0 Φ0;I Γ

it follows that
NL
lim Hnoise
=

L→∞

∆t
hµ (Φt;I , Γ∗ ).
N ln 2

(4.5)

For any dynamical system, expression (4.4) measures the amount of uncertainty
produced by chaotic dynamics per unit time, if we can only observe the system with
the precision given by the partition Γ∗ . This concept is generalized by the KolmogorovSinai entropy hµ , also called dynamical or metric entropy [44, 109], defined by
hµ = sup hµ (Φt;I , Γ),

(4.6)

Γ

where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions Γ. The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy is related to the Lyapunov spectrum λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN of a dynamical system;
this spectrum measures rates of exponential divergence or convergence between tra-
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jectories. Lyapunov exponents λi are expected to be well defined for our RDS in the
sense that they depend on system parameters but not on any particular choices of
input I [66] (see also Chapter 3). The authors of [73] showed that although the join
of a partition Γ depends on I, hµ does not and under some ergodicity assumptions,
the following entropy formula holds:
hµ =

X

λi .

(4.7)

λi >0

If λi are the Lyapunov exponents of the original system (4.1) computed over time
units instead of ∆t time-steps, we get from (4.4) , (4.5) and (4.7) the following upper
bound for noise entropy rate :
HKS ≡

1 X
NL
λi ≥ N lim Hnoise
,
L→∞
ln 2 λ >0

(4.8)

i

which has units of bits per time unit.
In summary, this bound relies on the assumption that spike trains are equivalent
to a partition address of trajectories, constructed from linearizing the flow of the
system close to spiking. While this correspondence may fail in isolated instances, we
argue that HKS accurately captures statistical trends of spiking dynamics, and we
refer the reader to Appendix B for detailed verifications of this approximation.
To compute HKS , we numerically calculate the exponents λi of system (4.1) (see
Appendix B) and find that, as originally observed in [87] for autonomous networks,
our driven system has a size-invariant Lyapunov spectrum (see Figure 4.2 (d)) which
is insensitive to particular choices of the coupling matrix A. This leads to a spatially
extensive behavior of the bound HKS as shown in Figure 4.2 (c), a fact compatible
with the assumption that noise entropy rate is extensive in system size. Importantly,
we find that HKS is considerably smaller than the N hH 1 i and N hH 2 i bound estimates.
This implies that – even though spike correlations are limited and variable – there is
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considerably less noise entropy produced by our chaotic network than is predicted by
only observing single cells or pairs of cells at a time (cf. [113]).
4.7

Mean vs fluctuation driven regimes for large nets shape the level of
noise entropy production.

Now that we know the level of noise entropy in our network to be bounded above
by HKS , we use this quantity to investigate how response variability depends on
statistical attributes of the input stimuli I — specifically the stimulus mean η and
fluctuation amplitude ε. As a preliminary step, we numerically compute the mean
firing rate (i.e., network-averaged spiking frequency) of (4.1) for a range of these
parameter values. Figure 4.3 (a) shows the result for a network with N = 500. Here
the black line indicates the level curve obtained by fixing the firing rate to match the
benchmark parameter set used above (η = −0.5, ε = 0.5). We investigate network
dynamics at different points along this curve.
Figure 4.3 (b) shows the first 200 Lyapunov exponents of (4.1) for a set of points
along the level curve, parametrized so that η grows while ε decreases. Thus, as
we travel along this curve, the dynamics gradually shift from an excitable (η < 0),
fluctuation-driven regime to an oscillatory (η > 0), mean-driven one. In particular,
the last point on this curve corresponds to a purely autonomous regime (ε = 0) where
the input I has no fluctuating component and network activity is solely due to the
oscillatory nature of neurons receiving a constant current as in [87]. Figure 4.3 (c)
shows the corresponding HKS estimates.
A clear trend emerges: the noise entropy bound HKS monotonically increases as
the strength of stimulus fluctuations decreases. Moreover, Figure 4.3 (d) shows that,
for spikes produced in the highly oscillatory as well as the highly excitatory regime,
this bound reveals that spike train noise entropy continues to be much lower for the
network as a whole than predicted by extrapolating single-cell entropy. The relative
values of H 1 and HKS also appear to vary in similar ways as the network switches
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Figure 4.3: (A) Heat map of excitatory population mean firing rate for a range of
input amplitude ε and input mean η. The line is the level-set curve for a fixed firing
rate of 0.820 spikes/tu ± 0.003 (computed via interpolation); arrow shows direction of
parametrization along this curve. Square marker: η = −1, ε = 0.69; star: η = −0.5,
ε = 0.5; circle: η = 0.07, ε = 0. (B) Lyapunov spectra along the curve from (a). (C)
HKS bounds evaluated along contour curve from (a). (D) Network noise entropy H 1
and HKS bound extrapolations as a function of network size N , for parameter values
indicated by the square and circle markers in (a). For all panels, N = 500.

from more excitable to more oscillatory firing. As both these values significantly differ
between oscillatory and excitable regimes, this suggests that while large balanced
networks are expected to be chaotic, noise entropy production strongly depends on
the temporal content of the input driving them.
4.8

Discussion

Noise entropy is an indicator of the resolution with which signals can be encoded in
spike patterns. Our study aims to quantify this resolution in chaotic, balanced state
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networks. We found that noise entropy in these networks is bounded to be significantly
lower that one would estimate by extrapolating from single cells. Moreover, this
entropy decreases systematically with the strength of temporal fluctuations in input
signals to the networks. The extensive nature of this phenomenon suggests that this
mechanism is scalable with network size (cf. [87]).
We expect that the key tool in our study, a bound based on HKS , can be adapted
to other neuron models. The key step is using a state space partition that links
trajectories to spike patterns. Further extensions would investigate how noise entropy
depends on other network attributes such as connectivity, learning rules or “spatial”
structure (i.e., correlations) in network inputs.
We close by recalling that spike train noise entropy is one term in an expression
for the mutual information between network inputs and the system’s response. In
order to estimate this quantity, one needs to compute the total entropy [102] of spike
patterns. This term quantifies how many distinct spike outputs can be produced by
the network, for any input I. This quantity once again depends on both network
connectivity and single neuron dynamics, and will be the subject of future work.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
5.1

Summary

Throughout this dissertation, I present various mathematical results relevant to the
field of theoretical neuroscience. While the specific motivations and potential applications of these results are varied, each is centered on a common theme. This is the
joint activity of non-autonomous ensembles of simple dynamical systems, representing
neurons and neural networks. Specifically, I focus on the dynamics of many identical
units, coupled and uncoupled, subject to external forcing.
In all cases, the characteristics of the underlying models of single neurons were
well understood in isolation. My chief contributions are to expand the understanding
of how they respond to inputs when arranged in large groups or networks. Analysis
of such systems is highly challenging, and required a wide array of techniques from
classical dynamical and stochastic systems, probability theory, as well as the modern theory of random dynamical systems. Moreover, purely analytical treatments of
these high-dimensional dynamics were often limited, and a blend of analytical and
large-scale numerical approaches proved most fruitful. While the development of new
mathematics is undoubtedly required to treat network dynamics, I believe that similar
hybrid approaches will continue to drive advances in the field in the future.
Chapter 2 deals with the synchrony and desynchrony of identical elliptic bursting
neurons in response to periodic pulsatile inputs. In general, one might intuitively
expect identical oscillatory systems to entrain to a common input. However in this
case, a burst cycle is generated by slow/fast dynamics which create instabilities that
dramatically change this outcome. Indeed, it is shown that a specific range of input
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frequencies and strengths lead to chaotic dynamics, which in turn generate asynchronous, rather than entrained, dynamics within a population. Furthermore, it is
demonstrated that this mechanism is robust to moderate amounts of noise and can be
generalized to cases where more than one periodic input “compete” with one another.
Finally, while this result is developed for a simplified model, its validity is verified
for a higher dimensional, biophysically realistic model of a neuron. A potential application to a treatment for Parkinson’s disease, deep brain stimulation, is discussed.

Chapter 3 presents the analysis of large random networks of θ-neurons in the balanced state. This network model generates irregular spiking activity among neurons
and generally operates in a chaotic dynamical regime. Building on existing literature,
it is shown that when such networks are perturbed by rapidly fluctuating inputs,
representing driving signals, chaotic dynamics persist but produce surprisingly structured spike outputs. Indeed, when the same signal is presented but the network’s
initial state is randomly chosen on multiple trials, a majority of evoked spikes are
reliably reproduced despite inherent dynamical instabilities emerging from the chaos.
Such a phenomenon is studied with a random dynamical systems framework, and is
shown to be a product of low-dimensional chaotic attractors. The implications of this
mechanism for neural coding in cortical networks is briefly discussed.
Chapter 4 builds on Chapter 3, and focuses on the joint variability of entire spike
trains produced by stimulus-driven balanced networks. Here, the concept of variability
describes the breadth of spike train distributions conditioned on an input. As above,
these distributions describe the possible spike outputs one may observe if a fixed input
is presented but initial network states are chosen randomly. How varied are these
evoked spike responses is quantified by the entropy of these conditional distributions,
often called noise entropy. In general, this quantity is hard to estimate directly from
sample data sets when one considers more than just a few cells at the time. This
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is because the space of joint spike patterns grows exponentially with network size.
Here, it is shown that an estimate of the noise entropy for driven networks could
be obtained from the dynamical entropy production of these large systems. This
quantity is related to the Lyapunov exponent spectrum and requires much less data
to estimate. Furthermore, this result illustrates that the joint noise entropy of large
networks can be much lower than what could be predicted by only observing and
quantifying partial subsets of cells. Finally, the dependence of this entropy on input
attributes is explored, and the implication for neural coding performed by such sparse
networks is discussed.
5.2

Future work

This dissertation fuels a broad interest in the use of theoretical tools to approach
questions related to dynamics and coding in large spiking neuronal networks. Specifically, this opens the door to further work on problems at the interface of mathematics
and neuroscience. These are characterized by both simplified models that can lead to
results which impact our understanding of general, high-dimensional dynamical systems, and problems directly motivated by neurophysiology. I give examples of these
open questions next.
5.2.1

Theoretical study of Deep Brain Stimulation on networks of bursting neurons

While Chapter 2 deals with uncoupled bursting neurons, it is important to understand
the impact of pulsatile inputs on coupled neural populations. As bursting neurons
from globus pallidus externa (GPe) are weakly coupled to one another and recurrently coupled to neurons in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) (see [124] and references
therein), I am interested in applying techniques developed in this dissertation to this
more realistic context. Preliminary numerical results show that appropriate pulsatile
inputs may be able to desynchronize networks. This research was conducted with
Megan Lacy, an undergraduate researcher at the University of Washington.
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Furthermore, recent findings from unpublished work of Dr. Charles Wilson (Univ.
Texas San Antonio) suggest that in Parkinson’s disease, neurons in GPe may not be
intrinsically bursting as previously thought. Rather, bursting dynamics may be an
emergent phenomenon at the network level. This raises interesting possibilities for
future work where I intend to adapt the discrete dynamics framework described in
Chapter 2 to a more realistic BG physiology, guided by experimental results and in a
possible collaboration with Dr. Wilson.
5.2.2

Impact of network architecture and single cell properties on spike pattern variability

Using the framework developed in Chapters 3 and 4, I am interested in exploring
the impact of network architecture on the spike-time reliability of temporally driven
spiking networks. For example, the use of non-normal coupling matrices has been
studied in the context of rate-based network models [100] but little is known about
their spiking equivalent, let alone in the presence of a temporal drive. The presence of
connectivity motifs is also an important source of structure which is known to impact
pairwise correlations between cells in a network. I am interested in the impact of
such local network architecture on the broader structure of spike train outputs. As a
first step, I intend to adapt the approach developed in Chapters 3 and 4 to networks
inspired from cortical regions, implementing architectures where the activity evoked
by a stimulus is propagated through recurrently coupled layers.
Furthermore, I intend to study the impact of single cell dynamics on driven network variability. Preliminary results from myself, Eric Shea-Brown and Kevin K. Lin
indicate that the excitable neurons whose intrinsic dynamics contain a resting point
and a threshold behave very differently than oscillatory neurons, where intrinsic dynamics contain a limit cycle. A better understanding of such differences, in concert
with experimental measurements of neuron dynamics, may lead to new perspectives
on stimulus encoding in recurrently coupled networks.
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Appendix A
CHAPTER 3 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
A.1

Model and coordinate transformations from QIF

We study the dynamics of a temporally driven network of θ-neurons where a neuron’s
membrane potential is represented by a phase variable on the unit circle S 1 . This
model has the advantage of being one of the simplest to capture the nonlinear spike
generating mechanisms of Type I neurons with solutions that remain smooth in state
space. Moreover, the θ-neuron is equivalent, after a smooth change of coordinates,
to the dynamics of the quadratic-integrate-and-fire (QIF) model [72, 33] which uses
meaningful physical units. We now review this change of coordinates and equivalences
between the two models.
The variable v represents the membrane potential of a single neuron and its dynamics are described by the following equation:
τ

dv
(v − vR )(v − vT )
=
+ Ia + Id (t)
dt
∆v

(A.1)

where τ is the cell membrane time constant, vR and vT are rest and threshold voltages
respectively and ∆v = vT −vR is the gap between reset and threshold. Ia is an applied
constant current, and Id (t) is a time varying input drive. If v(t) crosses the threshold
vT , its trajectory quickly blows up to infinity where it is said to fire a spike. The
voltage v(t) is then reset to its resting point vr . In absence of other inputs (Id = 0),
the baseline current
Ia = I ∗ =

∆v
(vT − vR )2
=
4∆v
4

places the system at a saddle node bifurcation, responsible for the onset of tonic
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(periodic) firing. Therefore, if Ia < I ∗ , the neuron is said to be in excitable regime
whereas if Ia > I ∗ , it is in oscillatory regime.
Let us suppose that the input term Id (t) is a realization of a white noise process
scaled by a constant ρ. We can rewrite (A.1) as a stochastic differential equation
(SDE)

τ dv =


(v − vR )(v − vT )
+ Ia dt + ρdWt
∆v

(A.2)

where Wt is a standard Wiener process. We treat (A.2) as an SDE of the Itô type [77]
as it is more convenient for numerical simulations and carry out the change of variables
accordingly.
Let us introduce a new variable θ defined by
v(θ) =

vT + vR ∆v
+
tan((2πθ − π)/2)
2
2

(A.3)

along with a rescaling of time
t 7→

t
.
4πτ

(A.4)

Equation (A.2) now reads


ε2
0
dθ = F (θ) + ηZ(θ) + Z(θ)Z (θ) dt + εZ(θ)dWt
2

(A.5)

where F (θ) = 1 + cos(2πθ), Z(θ) = 1 − cos(2πθ) and
η=

4
Ia − 1
∆v

ε=

2ρ
√
∆v τ π

which is the θ-model on [0, 1] we want. In absence of stochastic drive and for η < 0,
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the two fixed points are given by
θs,u =

η+1
1
arccos(
)
2π
η−1

which for η = −1 yields θs = 1/4 and θu = 3/4. For η > 0, the neuron fires
√
periodically at a frequency of η/2.
Typical parameter choices for the QIF model are
τ = 10ms
vR = −65mV

(A.6)

vT = −50mV
with time in units of milliseconds. Expression (A.4) implies that one time unit in θcoordinates corresponds to about 125 milliseconds. In the absence of applied current
Ia , we get η = −1.
A.1.1

Network architecture and synaptic coupling

In the main manuscript, we explore the dynamics of Erdös-Renyi type random networks of N = 1000 cells of which 80% are excitatory and 20% inhibitory. Each
cell receives on average K = 20 synaptic connections from each excitatory and inhibitory subpopulation. We implement a classical balanced state architecture and
√
scale synaptic weights of these connections by 1/ K which ensures that fluctuations
from network interactions remain independent of K in the large N limit [130] (as long
as K << N and cells fire close to independently). Although we do not systematically
explore the scaling effects of N and K, preliminary results for combinations of K =
50, 100, 200 and N =2500, 5000 indicate that our findings are qualitatively robust to
system size.
As mentioned earlier, one of the advantages of the θ-neuron model is the continuity
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of dynamics in phase space. We can therefore easily implement synaptic interaction
between two neurons with differentiable and bounded terms. Synaptic interactions
between θ-neurons are modeled using a smooth function
 
3
 d b2 −  θ + 1  mod 1 − 1 2
; θ ∈ [−b, b]
2
2
g(θ) =

0
; else
where b =

1
20

and d =

(A.7)

35
.
32

For example, for two cells coupled as 2 → 1, we have
θ̇1 = F (θ1 ) + Z(θ1 ) (η + a12 g(θ2 ))

(A.8)

in which a12 is the synaptic strength from neuron 2 to neuron 1. Neuron 2 only affects
θ1 when θ2 ∈ [−b, b], mimicking a rapid rise and fall of a synaptic variable in response
to presynaptic potential fluctuation during spike generation. We follow the approach
of Latham et al. [72] to assess the effective coupling strength from neuron θ2 to neuron
θ1 in the form of evoked post synaptic potentials (PSP). Specifically, we first derive
a relationship between the value of a12 and the evoked PSP following a presynaptic
spike from θ2 in the θ coordinates. We then translate this to the voltage coordinates.
We assume that η = −1 (equiv. to Ia = 0), and that θ1 sits at rest θR =

1
,
4

and compute the value θS = θR + θP SP . As the support of g is quite small, let us
linearize (A.8) for θ2 when it crosses 0 ∼ 1. We obtain neuron 2’s phase velocity at
spike time, θ̇2 = 2, and hold this velocity constant in the calculation that follows.
Suppose that at t = 0, θ2 is at the left end of g’s support, then
θ2 (t) = 2t − b
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which gives us the non-autonomous equation for θ1
θ̇1 = F (θ1 ) + Z(θ1 )[−1 + a12 g(2t − b)] ,

θ1 (0) = θR = 1/4.

(A.9)

We make a final assumption for small PSPs and assume that the behavior of (A.9) is
linear about the resting phase (θ1 = θR ). This yields θ̇1 = a12 g(2t − β) which in turn
gives us
Z

θS

Z

θR

Notice that

Rb
−b

t=β

g(2t − β)dt

dθ1 = a12
0

g(θ)dθ = 1, which gives the relationship
a12 = 2(θS − θR ).

Although we have made fairly strong assumptions about the θ-dynamics in deriving this expression, we tested it numerically and found that predictions of post
synaptic θ variations were accurate up to the third significant digit, for the range of
PSPs of interest. Using (A.3), we get the equivalent expression:
vP SP =

vT + vR ∆v
+
tan((πa12 − π)/2).
2
2

√
For K = 20 and aij = 1/ K, we get the following approximations for excitatory and
inhibitory PSPs: vEP SP ' 4.0mV and vIP SP ' −8.4mV .
Finally, we note that all synaptic couplings, when present between two cells, are
of the same strength throughout the network (only the sign changes to distinguish
between excitatory and inhibitory connections). Additionally, while both η and ε
are network-wide constants, we introduce O(10−2 ) perturbations randomly chosen
for each cell in order to avoid symmetries in the system.
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A.2

Lyapunov spectrum approximation

In the main manuscript, we present approximations of the Lyapunov spectrum λ1 ≥
λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN and related quantities for the network described by (3.1). Under
very general conditions, the λi are well defined for system (3.1) and that they do
not depend on the choice of IC or ζ(t). However, the Lyapunov exponents generally
cannot be computed analytically and we therefore use Monte-Carlo simulations to
approximate them. We numerically simulate system (3.1) using a Euler-Maruyama
scheme with time steps of 0.005. At each point in time, we simultaneously solve the
corresponding variational equation
Ṡ = J(t)S

(A.10)

where J(t) is the Jacobian of the flow evaluated along the simulated trajectory and
S(0) is the N × N identity matrix. The solution matrix S(t) is then orthogonalized at
each time step in order to extract the exponential growth rates associated with each
Lyapunov subspace. See [40] for details of this standard algorithm.
All reported values of λi have a standard error less than 0.002, estimated by the
method of batched means [1] (batch size = 500 time units) and cross-checked using
several realizations of white noise processes and random connectivity matrices. We
have also verified, by spot checks, that varying the batch window size does not affect
the error estimate significantly.
Numerical simulations were implemented in Python and Cython programming
languages and carried out on NSF’s XSEDE supercomputing platform.
A.3

Spike triggered flow decomposition

We take a closer look at the single-cell flow in an attempt to better understand the
origin of reliable and unreliable spikes. We concentrate on the effect of inputs on the
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Figure A.1: (A) Distinct terms of the single cell flow and Jacobian. Inset : synaptic
coupling function. For panels (B-F), t = 0 marks the spike time and rel/unrel indicate
the identity of the spike used in the average. (B) Spike triggered average phase θi
(same as in Fig 3.5 E). (C-F) Spike triggered average terms H0 (θi ), H1 (θi ), H2 (θi )
and H3 (θi ). Network parameters: η = −0.5, ε = 0.5, yielding λ1 ' 2.5.
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local expansion coefficient ei (t) (see Eqn. (3.6)). Consider the time evolution of vi (t)
by unpacking the ith component of the discretized version of (3.5):
vi (t + ∆t) = vi (t) + vi (t)[∆tF(θi ) + ∆tZ 0 (θi )

X

aij g(θj )

j

√
+

0

∆tξt εZ (θi )] + ∆tZ(θi )

X

(A.11)

0

aij g (θj )vj (t)

j

where F(θi ) = F (θi ) + ηZ(θi ) +

ε2
Z(θi )Z 0 (θi )
2

and ξt ∼ N (0, 1); ∆t is the time

increment.
We substitute expression (A.11) as the numerator in the definition of ei (t)
(Eqn. (3.6)), in order to discern the contribution of different terms in the network
dynamics to state space expansion. Let us define the following terms
H0 (t) =∆t|vi (t)|F 0 (θi )
H1 (t) =∆t|vi (t)|Z 0 (θi (t))

X

aij g(θj (t))

j

H2 (t) =∆tZ(θi (t))

X

(A.12)

0

aij g (θj (t))|vj (t)|sgn[vi (t)vj (t)]

j

√
H3 (t) = ∆t|vi (t)|εZ 0 (θi (t))ξt .
Notice the use of the absolute value for v(t) components which ensures that Hk (t) > 0
implies expansion (or, if Hk (t) < 0, contraction) in whichever of the positive and
negative directions vi (t) is pointing.
Here, H0 captures the contribution of the single-cell vector field to the proportional
growth (or decay) of vi (t). Note from Fig A.1 (A) that F 0 (θi ), the main contributing
part of H0 , is negative for θi ∈ (0, 1/2) and positive for θi ∈ (1/2, 1). Meanwhile,
H1 measures the contribution of synaptic inputs and H2 (t) the relative contribution
of presynaptic neurons’ coordinates. The latter varies quite rapidly, because the
derivative of the coupling function g(θj ) (shown in Fig A.1 (A)) takes large positive
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and negative values. In essence, it quantifies the transfer of expansion from one cell
to the next: if |vj (t)| is large, and sgn[vi (t)vj (t)] = 1, then H2 causes expansion in
the vi (t). Finally, H3 captures the contribution of the external drive.
We now assess the relative importance of all of these dynamical effects to spike
time reliability. We do this by comparing the magnitude and sign of the H terms.
Specifically, we compute spike-triggered averages of these terms in periods before
reliable and unreliable spike events. We continue to use the criterion from Chapter 3
that a spike is considered reliable if it occurs on each of the simulated trials.
Notice first that inputs – synaptic or external – enter multiplicatively with Z 0 (θi ),
which is negative in θ ∈ ( 12 , 1) (see Fig A.1). This implies that more-excitatory
synaptic inputs – or more-positive external inputs – arriving shortly before spikes
promote contraction for H1 and H3 . We see that both of these terms are primarily
negative in the time periods before spikes (Panels (D),(F)), as positive inputs push
cells across the spiking threshold.
Expansion – especially for unreliable events – arises from the coupling term H2 and
from the term H0 representing internal dynamics. Note in particular that this latter
term is an order of magnitude higher than the others; thus, we focus our attention
on this next. Panel (B) of Fig A.1 shows that the speed at which phases cross the
threshold is lower for unreliable spikes than for reliable ones. This further explains
why the H0 averages –mainly depending on F 0 – are larger for the unreliable spikes.
Thus, we conclude – as noted in Chapter 3 – that the primary dynamical mechanism behind the unstable dynamics is that inputs steer θi (t) in expansive regions of
its own subspace (see Fig A.1 (C) or Fig 3.5 (E)). This conclusion that instabilities in
the flow are mainly generated by intrinsic dynamics is interesting, as it suggests that
network stability could vary in rich ways depending on cell type and spike generation
mechanisms.
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Appendix B
CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
B.1
B.1.1

Numerical simulations and estimates
Simulations

Throughout Chapter 4, we use data from numerical simulations of the network model
described by

dθi = [F (θi ) + Z(θi )

N
X

aij g(θj ) +

j=1

ε2
Z(θi )Z 0 (θi )]dt + Z(θi ) [ηdt + εdWi ]
|
{z
}
2

(B.1)

Ii (t)

where F (θi ) = 1 + cos(2πθi ), Z(θi ) = 1 − cos(2πθi ) and the coupling function g(θi ) is
given by
 
3
 d b2 −  θi + 1  mod 1 − 1 2
; θi ∈ [−b, b]
2
2
g(θi ) =

0
; else
with b = 1/20 and d = 35/32.
All simulations of (B.1) were implemented using a standard Euleur-Maruyama
solver with time-steps of 0.005 time-units. We found that using smaller time-steps
did not alter our results. The solver was developed using the Python/Cython programming language using the Mersenne Twister random number generator and postprocessing (spike binning and empirical noise entropy estimates) was carried out in
MATLAB. Large simulations were performed on the NFS XSEDE Science Gateways
supercomputing platform.
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Figure B.1: Initial 50 out of 5000 time-units converging estimates of Lyapunov exponents. (a) Estimates of the first 60 Lyapunov exponents (out of 500) for a given
network. (b) Three distinct estimates for λ1 , λ25 and λ50 where network IC, I and
coupling matrix A are selected at random. For both panels, N = 500, ε = 0.5,
η = −0.5.

B.1.2

Lyapunov spectrum estimates

Although the Lyapunov exponents λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN of (B.1) do not depend
on a particular choice of I or initial conditions (IC), computing them analytically
is a very hard, if not impossible problem. Therefore, we use numerical estimates
to approximate them. While numerically integrating a solution of (B.1) above, we
simultaneously evolve the linear variational equation
Ṁ = J(t)M

(B.2)

where J(t) is the Jacobian of (B.1) evaluated along the simulated trajectory. M is a N
by N matrix with M (0) is the identity. M (t) is orthonormalized at each time-step and
the growth factors of each orthogonal vector obtained from the process are extracted
to build estimates that converge toward λi ’s, as described in [40]. This process was
repeated for ten random input choices I and initial states, were trajectories were
integrated for 5000 time-units. We verified that all reported λi ’s have a standard
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error less than 0.002 using the method of batch means [1] (batch size of 100 timeunits). Figure B.1 (a) shows the initial 50 time-units of converging estimates of the
first 60 Lyapunov exponents.
In addition, we find that distinct realizations of connectivity matrix A = {aij } did
not significantly affect the Lyapunov exponent estimates, and even less the sum of
all positive ones leading to the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy hµ . Figure B.1 (b) shows
estimates of three λi ’s for three distinct systems, where input choice I, IC and A are
all different.
B.2

Validity of TN -partition assumption

The derivation of the Kolmogorov-Sinai noise entropy bound HKS relies on a simple
assumption concerning dynamics of single cells. Namely, that neuron i will spike in
time bin [t, t + ∆t] if and only if θi (t) ∈ γ1 where γ1 = [1 − 2∆t, 1). As explained
in Chapter 4 this simplification arises from the linearization of θi ’s flow about the
spiking phase θi = 1 which does not depend on network state nor external inputs.
Indeed, such perturbations affect cell i’s dynamics via the phase response curve Z(θi )
in (B.1) which vanishes at θi = 1. It is easy to see that this assumption holds in the
limit ∆t → 0 but it is unclear it breaks down when ∆t is small but fixed.
There are two ways in which a neuron’s dynamics can violate this partition-based
rule: either θi (t) < 1 − 2∆t and excitatory inputs (external and network induced) are
strong enough to make θi spike sometime in [t, t + ∆t] or θi (t) ∈ γ1 and inhibitory
inputs are strong enough to prevent θi from spiking in [t, t+∆t]. Since Z(θi ) is vanishingly small on γ1 for small ∆t, such scenarios are very unlikely and their probabilities
of occurrence depend on very complex coincidences involving incoming network spikes
and input Ii (t) over a ∆t time window. In what follows, we do not attempt to analytically track down the probability of such scenarios but rather compare the spiking
activity of model (B.1) with an analogous system for which this partition assumption
holds true by design.
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B.2.1

Piecewise model comparison

Consider the piecewise model analogous to system (B.1):
N
X

ε2
dθi = [F̃ (θi ) + Z̃(θi )
aij g(θj ) + Z̃(θi )Z̃ 0 (θi )]dt + Z̃(θi ) [ηdt + εdWi ]
{z
}
|
2
j=1

(B.3)

Ii (t)

in which we replace the functions F and Z by the following piecewise-defined terms:

 1 + cos(2πθ )
i
F̃ (θi ) =

2

 1 − cos(2πθ )
i
Z̃(θi ) =

0

; θi ∈ [0, 1 − 2∆t)
; θi ∈ [1 − 2∆t, 1)
; θi ∈ [0, 1 − 2∆t)
; θi ∈ [1 − 2∆t, 1).

It is easy to see that the network defined by (B.3) respects the partition-based
spiking rule described above. However, notice that for ∆t > 0, both F̃ and Z̃ are
discontinuous functions of S 1 and that (B.3) is ill-defined since Z̃ 0 (1 − 2∆t) does
not exist. Nevertheless, for practical purposes, we can simulate system (B.3) and
approximate its Lyapunov spectrum since there is only one discontinuity point per
neuron and the probability of a discretized trajectory landing on such points is zero.
The purpose of model (B.3) is to assess the differences arising between the true
dynamics of (B.1) and the idealized spiking assumption. We fix ∆t = 0.05 as in
Chapter 4 and begin by comparing single cell dynamics between the “normal” and
piecewise models. Figure B.2 shows a simulated single cell trajectory from each model,
with identical input Ii and incoming balanced spike trains extracted from a separate
network simulation. This mimics the activity a single cell would receive while imbedded in a network. Notice that apart from small discrepancies that can sometimes arise
between spike times, the two trajectories agree almost perfectly. When differences do
arise, they are quite small. From a simulation yielding about 3000 spikes from both
models, most corresponding spikes from the normal and piecewise models where indis-
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Figure B.2: (a) Single cell trajectory comparison for models (B.1) and (B.3) where initial conditions and inputs are fixed. (b) First 60 Lyapunov exponents of models (B.1)
and (B.3). (c) Empirical noise entropy bounds N H 1 and HKS for models (B.1)
and (B.3). For all panels, η = −0.5, ε = 0.5, ∆t = 0.05. For panels (b) and (c),
N = 500, κ = 20.

tinguishably close, down to the numerical solver’s time-step. The maximal difference
was about 0.02 time-units, smaller than a ∆t time-bin. In addition, we found that
for simulated trajectories of 1000 time-units from network (B.1), only about 0.01%
of all spikes violated the spiking rule assumption. This number dropped to zero for
∆t = 0.01.
Since our system is chaotic, one expects network spiking output from (B.1)
and (B.3) to differ since small perturbations are amplified. However, of relevance
is not an exact match of spike output for fixed IC and I between the two models but
their respective noise entropy production. Figure B.2 (b) shows the first 60 Lyapunov
exponents of a network with size N = 500, simulated with both the normal (B.1)
and piecewise (B.3) models. Since, Lyapunov exponents depend on the Jacobian of a
system, we expected the piecewise model to yield smaller exponents since it’s derivative is zero on the intervals [1 − 2∆t, 1). However, this difference is very minimal and
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amounts for a difference of about 0.002 bits per neuron per time-unit in the slope
of the HKS estimates shown in Figure B.2 (c). Finally, we empirically estimate the
noise entropy bound H 1 , as described in Chapter 4, for the piecewise model (B.3).
Its value differed from the normal model estimate by about 0.01 bits per neuron per
time-unit, well below the standard error of the mean of estimates from both models,
as can be seen in Figure B.2 (c).
In light of these tests, we feel confident that the HKS bound we derive in Chapter 4
reflects a robust phenomenon present in driven balanced networks of the type modeled
by (B.1).

